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Germany 

A Luftwaffe spokesman stated that Sarajevo airport was under its heaviest firing since the aid 
operation using it began and that because of this the UN airlift was “called off temporarily,” 
DPA reported. He said that three aircraft, including a German plane, had to make emergency 
takeoffs because of the firing, the agency continued. 

Austria 

Foreign Munister Mock reiterated that only “determined action” can stop the fighting in 
Bosnia-Hercegovina and said that the ineffectiveness of the cease-fires there requires a “limited 
military operation” under the auspices of the United Nations, Vienna radio noted. In an 
interview with Vienna radio, he added that he is considering asking the UN Security Council to 
lift the “macabre” arms embargo imposed on Bosnia-Hercegovina. 

Turkey 

Foreign Minister Cetin received his counterpart from Bosnia-Hercegovina for talks and said, “it 
iS a great mistake to continue considering” the fighting in Yugoslavia a humanitarian aid issue, 
Ankara radio observed. Cetin also stated that the attacks “must be stopped immediately” and 
that “limited intervention seems inevitable,” the radio added. 

European Fighter Aircraft Project 

The defense ministers of Spain, Italy, Germany, and the United Kingdom met in Madrid to 
discuss the future of the European Fighter Aircraft (EFA) project, and German Defense Minister 
Ruche told a news conference after the talks that the EFA was “dead.” Hamburg DPA reported. 
According to London’s PRESS ASSOCIATION, UK Defense Secretary Ritkind succeeded in 
keeping the project alive by reaching an agreement with his counterparts to continue the plane's 
development and to postpone a final decision until November. Madrid radio stated that the 
ministers agreed to “give up” the initial proyect and to build a less sophisticated but “appreciably 
cheaper” fighter aircraft. The defense ministers also agreed on their opposition to military 
intervention in Bosnia-Hercegovina, and Spanish Defense Minister Julian Garcia Vargas said, 
“we are afraid of an internationalization of the conflict” and a conflict “whose duration we 
cannot predict,” the radio continued. 

Sweden 

Reacting to the EC Commission's report recommending that Sweden be admitted into the 
Community, Prime Minister Bildt, in an interview with DAGENS NYHETER, said, “this was 
throughout a very welcoming and positive statement,” one which “will not cause any problems 
either in continued negotiations or for the majority in the Riksdag who back EC membership.” 
He added, “we see no difficulties for Swedish involvement in EC security and foreign policy,” 
the paper continued. 
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Defense Ministers Meet To Discuss EFA‘s Future 

Ruehe Says Project ‘Dead 

LDO408 153792 Hamburg DPA in German 1454 GMT 
4 Aug 92 

[Text] Madnd (DPA)}—The disputed European Fighter 
Aircraft [EFA] Fighter-90 project ts to be replaced by a 
less costly aircraft with costs set at an upper limit of 90 
million German marks. Federal Defense Minister Volker 
Ruche told the press this in Madnd today after talks with 
his counterparts from Spain, Italy, and Great Britain. 
“The Fighter-90 1s dead.” the minister emphasized. The 
partners had agreed that there 1s now the chance to 
develop another European fighter aircraft which 1s in 
accordance with the new political-security situation, he 
said. The partners im the project have agreed not to 
award any further development contracts for the Fighter- 
90 for the time being. 

Rifkind Keeps Project ‘Alive’ 

LD0408 171692 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 
in Enelish 1623 GMT 4 Aue 92 

[By PRESS ASSOCIATION defense correspondent 
Charles Miller] 

[Text] Defence Secretary Malcolm Rifkind succeeded 
today im keeping the 22 billhon pound European Fighter 
Aircraft [EFA] alive He reached agreement with the 
defence ministers of Italy, Spain and Germany to con- 
tunue the development phase and postpone a final deci- 
sson unti! November 

The Madnd talks were seen as a final bid to persuade 
German defence minister Volker Ruche to stay in the 
programme after he decided i was too capensive and 
sophisticated for Germany's needs. 

Mr Rifkind said: “We are very pleased with our German 
colleague's agreement to continuc the development phase ~ 

Britssh officials described the meeting between the four 
partners as “co-wperative and fnendly”. They expressed 
delight that Germany had not formally announced its 
imtention to withdraw from the development pro- 
gramme. But Mr Ruche confirmed Germany would not 
proceed with the production phase The officials were 
particularly pleased that all four partners accepted a UK 
imitiative that their air force chiefs should carry out a 
quick review of the staff requirement for EF A—what it 1s 
required to be able to do in combat. The reviews, which 
are to be completed by October ¥). are to confirm the 
continued validity of the current requirement, or advise 
whether any changes are needed in the light of the end of 
the Cold War 

Mr Ruche advocates scrapping EFA and developing a new, 
lighter and cheaper aircraft. But the Germar, Luftwaffe 
produced a report only several weeks ago which firmly 
backed the need for EFA. The reviews are likely to prove the 
military port that an aircraft of EFA's capabilities 1s 
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necessary to counter the threat from advanced Russian 
combat aircraft cxported widely to Third World countnes 

“We are very pleased at the outcome,” said one UK 
official. “We are pleased our initiative has been accepted 
and that the Germans did not officially withdraw. It was 
a good mecting.” 

The requirement reviews will be carried out at the same 
tume as industry strives to find ways of cutting costs 
significantly, No new contracts will be placed until 
October 30 after which definitive decisions on the mill 
tary characteristics of the plane will be made im line with 
the reports from industry and the air force chiefs 

Original EFA To Be Modified 
LDO408 183492 Madnd RNE-1 Radw Network 

in Spanish 1700 GMT 4 Aue 92 

[Text] The partners in the European Fighter Anrcraft 
{EF A}—Spain. Italy, the United Kingdom. and Germany— 
have decided to give up the mnuitial proyect and build a less 

sophisticated but appreciably cheaper aircraft at some W) 

percent below the initial cost. The defense ministers of the 
countnes involved in the program met in Madrid today to 
seck a solution to the problems following Germany's 
announcement that it was pulling out 

Al today’s meeting in Madnd, [Spanish] Defense Min- 
ister Garcia Vargas acted as mediator in the conflict 
between the two opposing stands that of Germany, 
which, as we said, intended to withdraw, and that of the 
United Kingdom, which did not want changes to the 
project. At the end of the meeting the Spanish defense 
minister cxapressed his satusfaction over the fact that 
there will definitely be an EFA 

[Begin Garcia recording] We will have a European 
aircrafti—I do not dare call u the EFA—a European 
aircraft, which 1s the important thing, at a price that can 
be financed by our budgets, and we will have it among 
the four partners who have hitherto formed part of the 
consortium. [end recording] 

(Correspondent Al a separate news conference, German 
Defense Minister Volker Ruche capressed his satisfac- 
tion with this agreement which, he believes, shows a 
drawing nearer of the stands of his partners in the EFA 
project to Germany's way of thinking In Ruche’'s 
opimon the Fighter-90 proyect has been abandoned in 
order to consider the possibility of producing another 

European aircraft which 1s cheaper and has fewer mili- 
tary features, in keeping with the new security and 

economic situation 

According to the German defense minister, thes change 
will not mean the loss of the effort and moncy already 

invested, but rather advantage will be taken of the results 
of the research carned out to date and of the unspent 

funds in developing the new European fighter 
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Intervention in FRY Opposed 

LD0408224392 Madnd RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 1800 GMT 4 Aue 9? 

[Excerpts] There 1s no end to the terror of war in the 
Republic of Bosnia-Heroegovina. [passage omitted] Here 
S$ a report from Carlos Guerrero 

[Guerrero] [passage omitted] The barbarity mm the Bal- 
kans 1s the bloodrest conflict in Europe since World War 
Il. The international community, however, 1 convinced 
that military intervention to end the Moodictting 1s 
impossible, at least for the terme being. Thies was made 
clear at the mecting held in Madrid today by the defense 
ministers of Great Britain, Spain, Germany, and Italy, 
and this 1s how ut was put by Spanish Defense Minister 
Juhan Garcia Vargas: 

[Begin Garcia recording] We are afraid of an internation- 
alization of the conflict. An internationalization would 
mean that the scenes there could gct worse and would 
mean, above all, a conflict whose duration we cannot 
predict. [end recording] 

EC Heads for ‘Financial Crisis’ on Cohesion Fund 

ALO4F08 112860 Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 3 tue Vo ply 

[Report by “muc.”: “The EC Is Inevitably Heading for a 
Financial Crisis] 

[Text] Brussels—The EC will not only be paralyzed 
during the next four weeks of the summer recess but 
practically will be unable to act until 20 September when 
a referendum on the Maastricht treaty will be held in 
France. Politscians in Brussels and in the natronal cap- 
tals are in agreement that a negative French vote would 
plunge the EC into an unprecedented crisis at the end of 
which not much would be left of a common policy, and 
even the single market would be pcopardized EC Budget 
Commissioner Peter Schmidhuber, however, capects a 
fight over the decreasing financial resources thes fall if 
the outcome of the referendum 1s positive 

Schmidhuber believes that following the referendum in 
France, a conflict will break out mm any case between the 
donor countnes—(ireat Britain, France, the Netherlands 
and Germany—and the neediest receiver countres—Spain 
Portugal, Ireland, and Greece-—becausw the recent Ef 
summit in Lisbon was unable to solve the problem of the 
Community's medium-term financial planning, which 
should have been solved long ago. Apart from that. a clash 
of the “net payers” with the European Parhament. which 
has always sided with the poor countnes, spends a lot of 
moncy, and compensates its lack of competence with budgct 
policy aggressiveness, seems to be inevitable The EC bud 
gcts must be approved by Strasbourg 

Bonn’s Bloodletting 

The EC's last financial crisis at the turn of 1987-88 could 
only be overcome by Federal Chancellor Helmut Kohl 
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suggesting that the subsidies for the infrastructure of the 
underdcvcloped regions be doubled within five years 
from 18.7 tilhon German marks [DM] to DM 38 bilhon 
What thes meant for Germany. as the largest net payer on 

the EC. was that « had to clumimate personne! and 

resources because none of ts own regions would enjoy 
the benefit of such structural means 

In fact, Germany's net contribution to the EC (more 

financial transfers to Brussels than caprtal flowing back) 
from 1987 to the current year has almost doubled from 
DM10.4 telhon to DMI92 bilhon, according, to the 
Bundesbank and the EC Commission. Becoase of the 
tight financial stuathon caused by castern Crermany, 
Kohl intends to curb thes gencrosity, for his country’s 
relative wealth on the EC has decreased as a result of 
unification According to the C ommussion, the per capita 
moome 1 1156 pecoent of the EC average, whereas 
was 129.7 percent before unification. On this basis. 
France 1s now the stronger EC state 

The Commission therefore wisely suggested that in the 
spring the so<alled structural funds should only be 
doubled for the four aforementioned poorest: member 
states and should mnchude the so-called cohewon fund, 
which serves solely to prepare for European monctary 

umon and can be blocked if the four countnes fail to 

abolish ther budgct deficits. But in Schamdhuber’s view, 
even such a selective doubling appears to be doubtful 

The two other large oct payers. Great Brita and 
France, demonstrate as little readiness as Germany to 
pay more. However, the four beneficiarnes insist on 
“their moncy.” Spain has threatened that otherwise it 

will block the enlargement of the EC by Scandinavia, 
Ausina, and Switzerland. which must mm any case be 

agreed upon unanimously Creat Britain's proposal that 
on the contrary, Spain should help accelerate member- 

ship of the nch Scandmmavian and Alpine countries wo 
that they can fill the financial gap, has met with distrust 
in Madrid because then the net-payer countnes would be 
m the majority on the Council of Ministers 

The financial crises of the Community 1s not pust a North. 
South conflict, however, The British continue to insist on a 
rebate on their financial contribution to the EC of roughly 
DMS billion every vear because otherwise then net contr. 
butvon would increase to ower DM11 billion. The Germans, 
who have to continuc to pay a net amount that 1s three times 

as high despite their own problems, do not want to approve 
this rebate any longer, which has been granted since 1984 
and which must be compensated for by Great Britain's 11 
partner countnes. After the deduction of the rebate, Creal 

Britain's contribution amounts to DM6 bilhon act. while 
France pays roughly DM 3 billion The ssue of the “Britesh 
rebate” has provoked such a dispute among the 17 commis 
woners that they have been unable to agree on a common 

proposal 

What Paris Wants 

Conversely, France will obyect if the Britesh and the 

Grermans in thes financial plight suggest—which they 
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probably will—that the plan to appropnaic DM? billhon European industrial policy for 10 years. lt won over the 

for a single European indusinal policy over the next five Federal Republec in the mid-cightics for a common draft 
years should be dropped. France has fought for a sungic agreement on a “technology and research community ~ 
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Foreign Minister Mock Assesses \ ugosiay Conflict 

Urges ‘Limited’ Military Intervention 

AL 0308115792 Vienna Ocsterrenh Eins Radw 

Network in German 1000 GMT 3 Awe 92 

[Text] Foreign Minister Mock has revicrated his opimon 
that only determined action can stop the fighteng im 
Bosnia-Hercegovina. Mock said at the opening of 35th 
diplomats seminar in Kiessheim Palace im Salzburg that 
the continued aggression against Bosnia and the incfiec - 
tiveness of all the cease-fires require a lumited military 
operation under the acgys of the United Nations 

Referring to Austria's neutrality. the foreign minister sand 
that 1 was not an end im itself bul rather was a means of 
gaining compicte national sovereignty and averting the 
danger of a divisson of the country im the corcumstances of 
1955 [when the Austnan State Treaty was signed] 

Seeks Lifting of Arms Embargo 

AL 0408 1 30492 Vienna Oesterreah Eins Radvw 

Network in German 1000 GMT 4 Awe 9 

[Telephone interview with Foreygn Minister Alors Mock 
by Fritz Ditibacher on 4 August. place not given— 
recorded] 

[Text] [Duttibacher] Mr Foreygn Minister Mock. you 
have just met with Mr Eyup Gann. member of the 
Bosman Presidency. What did you discuss” 

[Mock] The topics were the current situation in Bosnia- 
Hercegovina, that 1s to say. above all the meue that the 
Bosnians are being driven away on several areas on acts of 
ethnic cleansing—which 1s a crime against the most hasn 
principles of humanity and human nghts 

The second topic was the lack of support for the political 
decisions of the United Natrons. partcularly the with. 
drawal of the Yugoslav People’s Army. which was 
demanded by the Security Council months ago The 
Army 1s not only still there, but 1 1s bombing Sarajevo 
with its Air Force, with moletary arrcraft. as was the cave 

again yesterday 

The third topic was the fact that Serta has been con. 
demned as the aggressor. while an arms embargo was not 
imposed only against Serta but also against Bosnia 
Hercegovina and (Croatia—countnes against which the 
aggression 1s taking place It = certamnly a macabre 
situation if those against whom a crime 1s commutted are 
treated im the same way as thos who commu a crime 

[Dittibacher] Yesterday Mr. Giannc appealed to the crv 
lized world to place weapons at his country’s disposal 
How will Austra react to thes request” 

|Maock] We certamnly cannot make weapons avarlablc There 
is the UN arms embargo. But we have the opportunity to 
put an end to thes contradiction together with other coun. 
ines and to make at least a proposal (ne cannot say on the 

one hand that an act of aggressron 1s taking place against 

AUSTRIA 

Bosmia-Heroegovina and (roatsa. that no military help 
provided to these countnes. but that onc also forteds them 

to defend themscives by not permitting them to obtain 
weapons. Thrs 1s a contradiction that cannot be maintained 
if the Unuted Nations and the CSCE are supposed to remain 
credible mm some way 

[Dutibacher] That 1s to say. on an miternatronal level 
probably om the UN Securnty Councel, will Austra urec 

that the arms embargo be lifted for Bosma and ( roatia’ 

[Mock] We are going to cxamene thes question together 
with other countries, but « 1s absolutcly possible that 
such an actron will take place. that measures are taker 
against the aggressor according to the UN Charter but 
not against the one who suffers from aggression 

[Dittibacher] Will Austna itself perhaps also supply 
wcapons’ 

[Mock] I do mot see any reason for tt No, not om the case 
of an arms embargo Actually. of 1s also not our tradition 

to supply weapons to arcas of temseon We are tryeng to 
make our contribution to solving the problem on a 
political and a humanitarnan level 

[Dittibacher] Mr. Foresygn Monster, one last question 
Was the refugee question also discussed mm your talks” 

[Mock] Yes. the terrible misery of more than | muillron 
ctuzens from Bosma-Heroegovina who are already retu- 
gces. which. of course, will get worse when the winter 
comes. I took the view that on additron to the efforts of 
mdividual countnes, the UN High ( ommisswoner for 
Refugees must become active om Creneva, where a large- 
«ale conference, which at least resulted im financial 
support of about $150 million for the Office of the High 
( ommusssoner for Refugees. was beld last week Tt must 
now be used for winterprooted accommodations and 
other means of preventing an even greater tragedy than 

the whole development already means tor the people 

affected 

[Duttibacher] Mr Foreign Moenrster, thank vou for thes 
mtervicw 

[Mock] You are wchoome Croadbye 

Calls For UN Action 

41 1508 10259.) Salohure SAL ZBURGER 
N40 RICH TIEN on German § Mwe 9 pe 

[Interview with Foreign Minister Alors Mock by Katha 
rma Krawagna-Pteifcr in Salzburg on 4 August ~The 
Politecal Will To Make Use of Power Is Lacking” 

[Text] [Krawagna-Picifer] You have called for the liftung 
of the UN arms embargo against Bosma-Heroegovina 
Was thes demand discussed with the chancellor and 

what your cours of actron” 

[Mock] 1 gave snstructions to cxamene the conditions for 
such a step. while referring to the fact that Sertma’s 

aggression against Bosma was condemned by $2 states in 
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April. it «6 the task of the UL nrted Nateons to take actoon 

agains aggresweons. If the communcty of states docs not 
do anything agavnst aggression. then states Cannot also be 
depnved of thew mght under Actule $7 of the UN 
Charter: leguumate scif<ictense I have been mm contact 
with the chancellor on thers gucstion 

[Krawagna-Pieiier] Ausina « known as having been 
among the first to warn of the Balkan criss. and « has 
been very much engaged If the lefteng of the arms 
embargo i seen as a preparatory sep for a military 

operation, how far would this affect Austria's position as 
a neutral state’ Are you not venturing too far” 

[Mock] Of cours: there will be people who sy that one 
has ventured too far. But | say that ewen if onc docs not 
think much of such principics. one should be interested 
mn solving thes crists—however long tt may takc—from 
the pout of wew of our sccurtty And rt 1 absolutely 
possible that our security will again be endangered onc 
day if one no longer reacts to acts of aggression Bosna 
today could be Croatia tomorrow and Slowena the day 
after, Thes sounds umprobabic. but two or three years ago 
we thought that many things that later happened were 
improhatic If, for caampic. the United Nations decides 
in favor of military entervention, it will be the same case 
as wp the Middic East conflict We can become active as 
a fecutral country mm a supporting functron For polrtecal- 

psychological reasons it has been our policy not to send 
people down there. which, in my opimon. «6 mght for 
neighboring countries, and we are strckeng to thy And 
because we are not able to participate with peacckeeping 
troops for thes reason. we will have to commit ourselves 
more mm the politecal-humanitanan ficid 

[Krawagna-Pfeifer] Your approach involves the danger 
that thes war—which now 1s bering waged with incredible 
brutality—will become even worse than it 1s already 

[Mock] There 1s no action that does not involve nk But 
only if nothing 1s done will there be not a sungle risk over 
the short term. But over the long term thes represents the 
greatest risk. The longer Europe and the community of 
States wart—until they react perhaps with coercive mul- 
tary Measures—the larecr will be the arca where con. 

flcts take place. The higher will be the cost—above all 
human—of establishing a state of peace there Therefore 
1 am not on favor of action mm two years. when Bosna 
Hercegovina and many other things will mo longer canst 
| am on favor of now 

PBIN-WEi . 458 
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[Krawagna-Plevter] Many are ashing themscives pre- 
cisely mm commecton wrth the bovoott ei wae docs not 

succeed m pusheng through what has already been 
resolved 

[Mock] The polrtecal well to make use of power os lackong 
(ine hopes and dreams of solveng maticrs by a ace 
conterence and one more conference 

Report Notes Totals of \ugosiay Refugees 

40 0408135292 teenna AU RIER on German 
4 fue ¥) P > 

[Unatinbrited report “Refugees Successful Search for 
Families | 

[Test] In the Trarsherchen refugee camp the computers 
have run constantly sence carly July In addition to the 

daily initial admission and drsinbutvon of refugees 
attempts are berng made to “rewnrte tamuilecs © 

With success About “0 percent of the refugees stranded 
m Ausina—the government is currently looking after 

32.277—<an be rewnsted with thei relatives 

According to the figures of } August. there are currently 
709 asylum seckers and refugees mm Austra 

7°77 
As many as 82.2 of them are capelices trom the former 

Vugoslavia, and 25.68! of them come directly from the 
war zones in Bosmia-Heroegovina The number of new- 
comers has been stable since the mtroduction of com. 

pulsory visas. Not more than I(*) refugees crows the 
Ausinan border every day 

it can sill only be estemated how many war vectors are 
being privately accommodated According to mtorma. 

tron from the provinces and the alrens registration office 
there are probably another 20.000) to 25.000 persons 

Thew landlords are not asking for any financial support 
for these people 

The government os currently paying almost 4 mullron 
«billings per day for the war victems under Mate care 
The provinces, whech bear one-thir. of the costs, provide 

an additional ) mullron to 4} millon schellongs per day 

(on } August the U niverwty Students Awsociatron pre- 

sented thew “Helping Hands” mitiative, which unbu- 
reauctatwally socks gucst families who are prepared to 

accommodate refugees without charge for a prolonged 

penod 
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UN Airlift to Sarajevo Suspended Temporarily 

LDO0608 163192 Hambure DP 4 in German 1600 GMT 
4 Aug 92 

[Text] Bonn (DPA)}—The UN asrlift to Sarajevo set up a 
month ago was called off temporanly today because of 
the “worst firing™ sance the begenning of the and opera- 
tion on 4 July A Luftwafle spokesman reported mm Bonn 
thes evening that the Bosman capital's airport was under 
repeated shelling today He said that the firing increased 
©) much at the airport thes afternoon that three arr. 
crafti—from Germany, Italy, and Sweden—had to make 
emergency takeoffs. The Itahan aircraft was hut by 
shrapnel. As for the German asrcrafi, the crew was able 
to throw out two palicts with foodstuffs from the rest of 
the load. 

It os also reported that the UN High Commrssoner for 
Refugees currently « trying to restore safety at the 
airfield through contacts with the “factions unvolwed om 
Sarayevo ~ 

Bonn Interested in LN Security Council Seat 
400408142392 Munich SURDDEUCTSCHE ZEITUNG 

mm German 4 due 9p! 

|“cas” report: “Bonn Shows Interest m Security ( owncel 
Seat”) 

[Test] The Federal Government wants to keep the 
option open to clam 4 permanent wal on the UN 

Security Council, Recently Bonn announced that such a 
move ms “not a pronty” (mn } August. however a 

Foreign Ministry spokesman stated m Boon that of an 
mutiative os beng taken by another wide to amend the 
UN Charter, “Germany must safeguard its interests and 
react” Thes was « clear reference to Tokyo's efforts to 
obiam a permanent swat on the UN Security C owncel 

the event of a UN reform 

The fact that Germany 5 not becoming active does not 
mean that “we are not interested.” the Foreign Moenrstry 
spokesman siressed This attrtude has in the meantime 
also been cuplaned to the EC partners and Japan Tokyo 
cited Bonn’s tack of interest = a permanent scat on the 
UN Securnty Counc as the reason for ts endeavors 

Csovernment circles have pounted out that an amend 

ment to the UN Charter and changes concerneng the 
composition of the Security ( ownc:! would be lengthy 
and complicated Both require the approval of two 
therds of the members mm the Creneral Awembly and on 
the Security Council In the event of a new compotion 

of the body. Asan, Central and Latin Amercan. and 

African states might also pul forward clanms 

Seiters Urges SPD To Back Amendment on Avytem 

40050812059) Hambure DIE WELT on German 

SAug VJ pd 

[“Fr" report. “Severs Urges SPI) To Agree to Amend 
ment of Bas Law”) 

GERMANY ’ 

[Text] Bonn—Iintenor Ministcr Rudolf Seners (( hres 
tran Democrat Unon) appealed to the Socsal Demo 
ctaix Party of Germany [SPD] yesterday to finally agree 
to an amendment to the Basx Law. thus helping to stop 
the “uncontrolied inflow” of asylum seckers He stated 
thes agarnst the background of the fact that the highest 
ever number of persons—46 496—applicd for asylum in 

July. Thes corresponds to a S)-percent mcrease over the 
previous month 

Sevters made ot clear that the crvedl wc; om the Balkans 
not the reason for the dramatu msc. A total of 10.70) 
asylum seckers came from the former Yugoslavia |)! 
from Croat. nine from Slovema. 7% from Bosna. 
Hercegovina, and 9.448 from other parts of the country 

The mayorty of asylum seckhers—11.743—<ame from 
Romama. Sciters stressed that the acceptance rate of 
Romamans  () 2 percent (Ff the total of 25.890 dec. 
wons on applicatrons for asylum. only 4.2) percent were 

positive 

“A solutvon that 1s unimpeachable from a comstitutronal 

pownt of veew™ 1s urgently required Then Grermany can 

do much more for the needy refugees Meewng the civil 
war, Serters pomnted out Asylum seckers eho “menue 

the might to asylum” to enter Crermany “stra our 

Capacities to the very lem” The law on the acceleration 

of asylum procedures 1s not suitable either for solving the 
problem Serters emphasized in thes conmectron that ¥) 

percent of the planned reception camps are now avail 

ablc 

( ourt Sespends Application of New Abortion Law 

110808 184292 Hambure DPA in German 1804OM7 

4 tue ¥- 

[Test] Karieruhe (DPA}—The Federal ( onstrtutronal 
( our prevented the ace aborivon law from comung into 
force by granting an interim inyunction on Tuesday The 
second chamber thereby approved apple atrons to thes 

effect by 247 delegates of the Christan Democrat 
t meron bristian Social | avon parhamentary growp and 

the government of the state of Bavaria | nite! the Kart 
stuhe court makes a final decrwon, the ofd verwon of 
Paragraph 218 jof the Bas Law. governonge the nght te 
abortion) ell comtinuc to apply 

CSL Welcomes Decision 

110808 19999) Hambure DPA in German (6/4 OMT 

4 tue ¥ 

[Teast] Muench (DPA>—4 bristian Social tf mom [OM] 

leader Theo Wage! has echoomed the decrwom try the 
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Federal Consittutonal Court on the ncw abornon law 
The CSU wrews thes as an “emphatic enderiming™ of the 
correctness of thew resection of the ecw formulation of 
Paragraph 218. be sand The granteng of an micrim 
PAUACLION gives an instial indicatoon of the Continuity of 
the Federal C onstetutvonal ( ourt's attrtude to the protec- 
ton of life, he added. The CSU © therefore looking 
forward to the mam decmmon with optemiam, sat a 
Statement rssucd by the land icadership 

GDR Law Continues in E. Laender 

LDO408 193.29) Hambure DPA in German 1829 GMT 
4 Aue 9) 

[Excerpts] Karisrube (DP A}—The Federal Consttu- 
tional Court prevenied the new abortion law from 
coming ito force by granting an enterem myunction on 
Tuesday [4 August} [passage omitted) The abortion law 
m the five new laender also remains unchanged The 
tume-clapsed ruling mntroduced by the then GDR mm 197) 
continucs to 2oply there 

Editorial Warns Against Intervention Abroad 

40 050807549) Hamture DIE ZEIT om German 
Si Jul V2 pl 

[Roberi Lew editional “Quick Farewell to Genwher. 
mm”) 

[Text] The horrible war on Yugoslavia should make two 
thongs clear to us—the limited possibilities of action for 
the mmternational community and the lumits of Crerman 

forergn policy 

But at the very tome when political events demonstrate 
to the micrnational community how heipiess « ms. a 
Giscussion 15 started im Bonn on casteng off the inhib 
tions of German foreign policy Al the very moment 
when all the other countries we that military imterven- 
tron om the Balkans  wmpowibic, the Germans quarrel 
about future alhance tasks and out-of-area combat mrs- 
sons by the Bundeswenr 

In thes respect, we need not be too afraid of those who 
would like to command a military actron against Seria 
now The rest of the world would certainly prevent it 
What 1s much more obyectionable are those moves that 
are not only armed at a moderate amendment to the 
Basic Law but are basically intended to bring about a 
fundamental change in Crerman foreign policy 

It may be that Hans-Dectrch Genscher would have had 
to rewrite certain passages of his own script if he had 
Stayed in the Foren Ministry longer But the smartness 
(and narvete”) with whech hes sucoessor Klaus Konkel is 
Gomg away with Grenscherism in general and im partic. 
ular as if «t were not a heritage but a burden 1s breath. 
taking We would lke to advise him: Pas trop de rcle—as 
hes counterpart Talicyrand used to say—not too much 

real’ 

FEIN WEL 92-151 
S Aegew 199) 

Two reasons are given for thes dewred change = pare 

digm. for the abolseen of the lemets to owt Cohecy. Foret 
m the cold war, durng the temes of the drwrson, and 
wader Alled twiclage. the Germans ied a poltical 

shadow curstence. bul now followrng unification and the 
restoration of our full sovereignty. we must show our full 
profile again. Second. % 1s 20 longer acceptable for the 
Germans to hold thew histone guilt from the Nazi cra 
luke a file folder over their heads om order to dodge ther 
current imternational responstulity —the Crermans 

should “sicp out of the shadows of the past.” as Franr- 

Josef Strauss formulated «. Ths dual disposal of the 
pasi—the political bquidation of the years from 1933 to 

1965 and of the cra from 1945 to 1989—teads to the 
aprarently normal demand fo: a “normal:zatron” of the 
German situatior 

Of course. the collapse of the commun drctatorsvheps. 

which led to German unificatron and to the divrmon of 
Yugoslavia, forces ws to reonent our foreign policy 
However, change of adjustment docs not at all mean 
normahzatron Above all we should not beleve that the 

German position became problematic only with the Nazi 

empire. Hitler's crimes should not make us forget that 
Bismarck, too, by hes design of the rexh. created trew- 
ble—at beast under his successors 

The assumption that the Crerman past has ceased to be a 
determening factor m our foreign poly m% very naive 
Why cise would we for politnal reasons not send under 

any corcumstances the German military to places 

where—as in VY ugoslavia—(rerman soldiers have turned 
up before’ In the Middle East. too. we have to conuder 
the burdens of the past. That « German normality 

The burden of the past 1s lined. of not covered. with the 
structural problems that will accompany the second 
German unification m a way wmular to the first one 
(ince aga, Grermany will be ine strongest matron im the 
center of Europe—at Ieast, once the burdens of wnifica- 
tron are overcome That may icad to concerns among our 
neighbors, to tensions and counterreac ons 

In other words, unification and the restoratvon of sowes 
cignty are no reason to drop the mbhibvtions but rather 

should—thrs tyme at least-—be reasons tc be particular! 
careful, What use 1s the fetish of cowercignty” As long as 
the old four-power responwhility for Germany as a 

whole m om. ceplaced by the (current) twelve-power 

responsibility for Europe as a whole. there well still be a 
German problem even after the cold war That « the 
normal difficulty that German foreign policy must con- 
tenue to face In any caw, t would be thoughtless for 
German foreign policy to pet nd of the chamns at the very 
moment when no one knows whether the Maastiri ht 
accords will ever become effective and European union 
will really be achreved 

Pas trop de scle—not too much real’ Plain soberness and 
a deep mughi into our very complicate’ and by no 
means normal, but mcomparabic, situatvon require us to 

comuder twe things We must not—forgetiing hrstory — 
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act as if we were “important again,” and neither must 
we—forgetting the present—act as if we were nobody. 
The term German responsibility, which has often been 
beaten to death, does not mean that we have to intervene 
in any conflict in the world, nor does it mean that those 
who do nothing act in the most moral way. 

We must realize that there are indeed conflicts that 
neither we nor other countnes can solve. Anyone who 
believes that virtually every problem can be solved 
provided the legal powers and military instruments arc 
available very quickly will find that he has taken on too 
much to cope with and will get caught up in fatal 
involvement. Why should we Germans or Europeans be 
able to achieve what the superpowers failed in” 

On the other hand, for the United States to have recog- 
nized the supremacy of the United Nations (and used it 
as an instrument) in the Gulf war—in other words, the 
idea that beyond this one-time commitment the 
approach to a worldwide power monopoly should be 
promoted further—has two consequences for us. 

First, we should strengthen the role of the United 
Nations—initially, by our taking part in Blue Helmet 
operations. However, as long as no one can give us a 
practical example of an out-of-area role for us, it makes 
no sense to talk about German participation in combat 
missions, because all the current conflicts are taking 
place in regions where the Germans have left their 
historical mark. 

Second, we should not contribute to the international 
power monopoly, which has not yet even been achieved, 
being split up again. Whatever the Europeans may do in 
the changed world to ensure their national and collective 
self-defense can be discussed. But a European half-world 
policeman acting out of the area would be neither 
realistic nor helpful. 

The Bonn political parties have so far been unable to 
clanfy these problems politically. it 1s not only the 
coalition but also the opposition that must be blamed. 
Now the SPD [Social Democratic Party of Germany] is 
going to Karlsruhe over the military issues—if only to 
cover up its own embarrassment. At least this much can 
come of it: a lost case in the Federal Constitutional 
Court, to be sure, but a judgment full of restrictive 
headnotes and obiter dicta [incidental remarks] as points 
of onentation. Perhaps a political consensus can be 
found on that basis. 

Editorial on ‘Malaise’ in West, Need for Stability 
AU0408155292 Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
ALLGEMEINE in German 4 Aug 92 p / 

{Michael Stuermer editorial: “The Malaise of the West” 

[Text] A constitutional crisis in Italy, the erosion of 
authority ia France, fundamental doubts in the United 
States concerning the form and substance of the sysiem 
of government: In view of all this, the question arises— 
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in Germany, too—of whether politics can offer more 
than yesterday's answers to tomorrow's questions. Are 

we witnessing something like a “morning after” syn- 
drome after the end of the cold war? Are we facing a 
public loss of onentation with a tendency toward a 
constitutional crisis? If this 1s true, the West 1s entering 
the new epoch ill-prepared. 

Since 1944-45 the Italian political scene has been on- 
ented toward two poles: The Communists looked to 
Moscow and the Christian Democrats to Washington 
and a little to the Vatican. Both parties were embedded 
in their environment and drew their strength from their 
dislike of each other. Viewed from the north, Italy 
seemed to maintain a balance of instability until 1990. 
This used to be viewed partly with admiration and partly 
with concern. But since Moscow stopped its support, and 
since friends and enemies are regrouping themselves in 
an undramatic manner, something has fallen apart. The 
budget deficit seems larger, the Mafia mightier, the south 
even more hopeless. and the north even more corrup- 
tion-prone. 

In France the malaise 1s also spreading. To the French, 
who are enthusiastic about cycling races, it seems as 
though the French Government has stopped pedaling. A 
constitutional and authority crisis 1s emerging that does 
not spare the president, the parties, and parliament. In 
France the parties have been weak since the liberation of 
Paris in 1944, and the hierarchy of civil servants was 
strong. When the Fourth Republic failed after 10 years 
because of its structure and because of Algena and 
General de Gaulle, France introduced a Caesarean con- 
stitution: president and plebiscite against the parties and 
parliament. Since German unification and the disinte- 
gration of the Soviet Union, the country has been going 
through a crisis of onentation in foreign policy. Ger- 
many's unification entailed a setback in France's 
ranking. The decisive support for the Maastricht accords 
seems to represent the only onentation at this point. 

In the United States, the mse of a billionaire from 
nowhere embodies the malaise, which has not been 
overcome with his fall. Even if the traditional parties 
consolidate themselves again in view of the lack of a 
challenger, the sullen feeling that for a short while 
questioned the parties and the establishment will con- 
tinue to linger. The Perot factor will not vanish. The 
dissatisfaction among the white middle class with Wash- 
ington, with big government, the budget deficit, the 
slackening economy, the relativism of values, and the 
coinphicated nature of a society which 1s increasingly 
abandoning traditional Arvernican values will continue to 
exist. The United States, with its unsettled domestic 
problems, is faced with the search for new boundaries, 
for a vision and a mission that might provide a goal and 
an orientation for the country after the cold war. In 
foreign policy terms, the collapse of the former “evil 
empire” mean: that the U.S. role is no longer forced 
upon the country from outside but rather that it must be 
defined from inside—by a country that found its role in 
crusades across the oceans and later assumed the role of 
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the leading power in the international political bipo- 
larity, but which now has to deal with complicated 
balances without having any expenence. 

The tremor that has been shaking international politics 
since 1989 and which ushered in the end of an era and 
the collapse of the world order is beginning to affect the 
political systems and even the constitutions of the major 
Western countries. The new uncertainty leads to a loss of 
authority among the governments and a loss of confi- 
dence among voters. It has become apparent that the 
cold war simplified things. The threat from outside 
entailed some kind of truce thal meant it was not 
necessary to have vision, and it pushed aside the ques- 
tion concerning the concept of the state. The voters, the 
political parties, and the politicians are now confronted 
with themselves. Thus, it would not only be unfair but 
historically wrong to put all the blame on politicians and 
to consider the people completely innocen:. As a matter 
of fact, in a democracy the people usually have the 
government that they deserve. 

In achieving unification, the FRG had to combine the 
worst collapse in the East with the greatest stability in the 
West. In order to calm the situation in Europe, German 
unification was achieved mainly with the conditions of 
Western continuity, both in the spheres of domestic and 
foreign policy. However, united Germany will not 
remain unaffected by the new uncertainties and the new 
weariness following the gross simplifications of the cold 
war. It is the price that has to be paid. For the country in 
the center of Europe, however, predictability and sta- 
bility are not only fine-sounding principles of political 
rhetoric at home but the preconditions for the country's 
ability to act abroad. 

The malaise in the West follows the tremor in the East, 
and neither will end in the near future. The more the 
Western countries are preoccupied with themselves, the 
less they can have a calming effect on the East. The cold 
war no longer holds together what does not belong 
together. While maps are being redrawn in the East, 
constitutions are being examined and new alliances are 
being forged in the West. Against this backdrop, Ger- 
many will be able to act to the extent that it is a reliable 
alliance partner. 

Moellemann Views State of Economy, Tax Increases 

AU0S08 141192 Hamburg BILD in German 
5 Aug 92 p 2 

[Interview with Economics Minister Juergen Moelle- 
mann by Dirk Hoeren, place and date not given: 
“Moellemann Promises: No Tax Increase™] 

[Text] [Hoeren] Is the German economy in danger” 

[Moellemann] Our economy is still growing, but the 
world economy is on the verge of a recession. In key 
branches of western German industry—automobile pro- 
duction, chemical industry, and machine construction— 
warning signals are being observed. If serous problems 
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should occur im these sectors, the situation would 
become critical. For this reason, we will organize talks 
among politicians, trade unions, and industry in the fall. 
Germany's position as an investment base must be 
ensured. 

{[Hoeren] What 1s to be done? 

[Mocllemann] We must abandon the rigid wage regimes. 
It is unreasonable to treat all enterprises and regions as 
though they were equally efficient and productive. Trade 
umons and employees must understand the need for 
flexible wages in problematic regions and in critical 
sectors. We must also abandon the mgid machine oper- 
ating times. The machines should also operate during 
weekends without an extension to working hours. 

{[Hoeren] What other measures are required? 

[Moellemann] If we do not succeed in breaking up the 
ngid fronts, enormous investments will be lost. We are 
facing dramatic competition for investment. In 1991 
DM [German mark] 36 billion of German capital were 
invested abroad, and only DM3 billion of foreign capiial 
were invested in Germany. If we do not stop this 
deve'opment, numerous jobs will be lost. 

{Hoeren}] Will inflation increase” 

{Moellemann] | hope that we will achieve a three in front 
of the decimal point. A four must be prevented by all 
means. Savers and low-income ecarners would mainly 
suffer. 

{[Hoeren] Will higher taxes be introduced for high- 
income earners? 

[Moellemann] I am against that. We must pursue a 
persistent policy. We promised to abolish the solidarity 
levy. Those who want to burden high-income carners 
again are no longer credible. | warn against causing 
insecurity among investors and top performers with a 
new debate over tax increases. The state's share 1s as high 
as at the beginning of the 1980's. Then the coalition 
broke apart in 1982. 

[Hoeren] What about today” 

[Mocllemann] Only if people believe that the current 
government 1s more capable of solving economic prob- 
lems than 1s the Social Democratic Party of Germany 
will a majority support the ruling coalition in 1994. 

Banks Criticize Bundesbank's Interest Rate Policy 
AU0408 142192 Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
RUNDSCHAU in German 4 Aug 92 p 9 

[Report by “ski”: “Doubts About the Bundesbank”] 

[Text] Frankfurt/Main—One year after Helmut Schies- 
inger took office as Bundesbank president, the central 
bank is being increasingly criticized for its high interest 
rate policy even by banks. In an analysis of its latest 
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increase in the discount ratc, Berlincr Bank says that the 
inflationary tendencies in western Germzny currently 
are not being caused by demand but rather solely by 
costs. In this connection. the wage cost increases and the 
increase in the so~<alled administered prnces in the form 

of excise duties or local taxcs play an importast! role 
“Trying to control an inflation that has come about in 
this way by credit policy means will not only cause 
higher economic msks but will also—through the impact 
on productivity and state finances (higher taxes and 
fees}—block a possible slowdown in inflation.” 1s the 
disastrous conclusion drawn by the bank's cconomusts 

According to Berliner Bank. there are increasing doubts 
as to whether the development in the moncy supply is 
still in line with the approach taken by the Bundesbank 
Since early this year almost the entire increase un the M3 
moncy supply 1s atirmbutable to the precipitous growth of 
tume deposits yielding high interest rates’. Howeve-, such 
short-term deposits can hardly be considered as forming 
part of the moncy supply itself, because in the long term 
they would flow into long-term capital investments as 
soon as the current interest rate structure has been 
overcome. “Seen this way, the suspicion 1s suggested that 
the Bundesbank itself 1s blocking the slowdown of the 
growth of the M3 moncy supply which it has chosen as a 
control factor by continuing and tightening its high 
interest rate policy,” Berliner Bank believes 

IKB Deutsche Industricbank of Ducsseldort arrives at a 
similar conclusior. Due to unification and the inverse 
interest rate structure (“short-term”™ money 1s more 
expensive than “long-term” moncy), the connection 
between monctary policy, the devclopments in moncy 
supply, and the potential for inflation 1s “no longer as 
clear™ as it was in past years. In the final analyses. the 
Duesseldorf experts also reproach the Bundesbank for 
methodical errors in a different context, even though 
they do not explicitly say so. They say that the assump- 
tion of a 2-percent increase in inflation for 199) was 
“unrealistic.” They argue that (because the moncy 
supply for both castern and western Germany 1s consid- 
ered) in the proyection, the all-German rate of inflation 
should have been taken as a basis (roughly 5.5 percent) 
Accordingly, the Bundesbank would then have to finance 
a nominal growth rate of about & percent. A moncy 
supply target of between 3.5 and $5 percent takes this 
“only insufficiently” into account. In settung the target. 
the Bundesbank “presumably had only the situation in 
western Germany in mind,” say the Duesseldorf caperts 

‘Islands’ of Productivity Appearing in F.. Laende: 

AU0408 152892 Hambure DIE WELT in German 
4 Aug 92pil 

[“hal/DW” report: “Rhineland-Westphalian Economi 
Research Institute: Islands of Hope in the East” | 

[Text] Bonn—Two years after Germany's economic un- 
fication, the development of individual “islands” of high 
productivity in castern Germany 1s becoming noticeable 
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This transpires from a study issucd by the Rhincland- 

Westphalian Economic Research Institute (RWI) ves- 

terday. Generally, however, an upswing tnggcred by the 
new laender’s own dynamism ts still being impeded by a 
number of factors 

Above all. the institute cites unsettled ownership ques- 

tions, slow progress concerning the development of com- 
petitive products, impediments in the infrastructure and 
in public administration, as well as a dramatic increase 

in wage costs as obstacles. The RWI cxpects an overall 
production growth of 7.5 percent in the new lacnder this 
year. Next year the growth rate will be 11.5 percent 

In the old laender, however. the domestic state of busi- 

Ness 1S mcreasingly being affected by a financial policy 

characterized by consolidation pressures and a monctary 
policy aimed at maintaining price stability. A revival of 

the German cconomy 1s cxapected to be brought about by 
exports. For this year. researchers in western Germany 

predict an increase in the gross domestic product of | § 

percent, and of 2 percent in 1993 

In view of the labor market figures for July to be released 

by the Labor Office tomorrow. the Social Democratic 

Party of Germany [SPD] has accused the government of 
lacking a concept. It 1s about time for Bonn to act and 
not to watch the detenorating situation in the pob market 

in the new lacnder without doing anything, Woltgang 
Threrse, deputy chairman of the SPD Bundestag group 
and Rolf Schwantz, chairman of the SPD group 
“German Unity.” demanded 

According to the SPD, it 1s absolutely necessary for the 
public sector to support the labor market with specific 

measures during the rebuilding of the castern German 

economy. As a matter of tact. the extension of the 

payment of allowances for carly retirement it 1s to be 
welcomed, but this 1s by no means sufficient. Particu- 

larly on the field of yob creation measures, cuts must be 

prevented. In addition, yobs under the job creation plan 
must at least last one year 

At the moment 1.12 millron people are uncmployed in 

the new laender, which corresponds to a rate of 13.8 

percent. In the old lacnder the uncmployment rate 1s 5 6 

percent, of 1.71 millon persons 

Industrial Production Declines in F. Laender 

LDOSOS114492 Hambure DPA in German 1048 GMI 

S dug ¥2 

[Excerpt] Bonn (DPA/VWi)}—The volume of produc 

tron by the processing industry in the new laender fell by 

44 percent between April and May The Economics 

Ministry sand in Bonn on Wednesday that production 

was 6.7 percent lower than mn May of the previous year 
All the main sectors were affected by the latest decrease 
in production. with mining showing the biggest drop 

with negative 12.5 percent on the monthly comparison 

Consumer goods producton came off best with negative 

1.4 percent and construction with negative 2.5 percent 
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Individual sectors show considerable variation from the 
average values. Thus production in engineering was 47.7 
percent under last year's level in May. while that of the 
textile industry was 20.4 percent lower. Printing 1s doing 
better than last year, among other sectors, with a 34- 
percent increase, as 1s the steel and light metal industry 

(including rail rolling stock), where production rose by 
21.2 percent compared to May 1991. 

In the bimonthly comparnson of Apnl/May with Febru- 
ary/March, production decreased overall by 3 percent. 
The most marked fall was in mining production (nega- 
tive 17.5 percent) and the output of power and gas 
supplies (negative 8.0 percent). The processing industry 
recorded a 4.5-percent drop, with the investment goods 
sector seeing a reduction of 9 percent, consumer goods a 
3.5-percent decrease, basic and production goods a 2- 
percent decrease, and only the food and luxury goods 
sector showing a slight increase of 0.5 percent. There was 
an &-percent increase in construction. [passage omitted] 

Report Views Founding of Committee for Justice 

YVIGEO4404A Hambure DER SPIEGEL in German 

Vol 46, No 30, 20 Jul 92 pp 18-21 

[Unattributed article: “Yellow Card for Politics — 
Traditional Parties Hope the Protest Group Will Disap- 
pear” 

| Text] The new movement almost became an organiza- 
tron without a home only a few days after its inception 

CDU [Christan Democratic Union] politician Peter- 
Michael Diestel, 40, had rented a | ¥0-square foot cubicle 
on the fourth floor of an office building at 2, Bunsen- 
Strasse in the center of Berlin and paid 1.750 German 
marks [DM] for two months rent in advance. On 16 July, 
the landlord, Polygraph GmbH, which 1s in liquidation 
and under Trust Agency management, tried to have the 
lease declared null and void 

Polygraph coliquidator Lemke had the nameylate of the 
“Coordinating Office” of the “Committees for Justice” 
removed and told the office staff they would have to 
vacate the premises by 20 July. Use of the premises by so 
much walk-in traffic represented an “illegal demonstra- 
tron,” he sand. Conditions were similar to those “at a 
Persian bazaar” 

Diestel immediately felt that evil forces were at work. 
“An attempt 1s being made to scuttle the lease.” he said 

Diestel believes the attempted removal to be an evil 
intrigue directed against the new protest movement with 
the ringing name, “Commitices for Justice.” which has 
been causing a great stir in both parts of Germany 

The protest movement was organized by the unequal 
political allies Diestel and Gregor Gysi. The movement, 
which the Party of Democratic Socialism [PDS] chiet has 
called an eastern German “self-organization of individ- 
uals” opposed to “contempt and abuse, xenophobia. and 
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political and social persecution” spoiled the traditional 

Partics quict cxodus into the summer vacation season 

In a rare show of unanimity the political partics— 
ranging trom Kohl's CDU to Alhance 90, composed of 
former GDR civil mghts activists—sharply critucized the 
new movement 

Uwe Luehr, the Free Democratic Party [FDP] general 
secretary, who is himself from Halle in castern Germany. 
warned his fellow citizens against the | «cd pipers.” 
Diestel and Gysi. CDU Deputy Chairman Angela 
Merkel termed the committee's foundation manifesto. 
signed by a total of 69 representatives of cultural, polit- 
ical, and religious life and the intelligentsia, “cheap 
demagoguery.” and Wolfgang Ullmann, an Alliance 90 
Bundestag deputy. said the people were “being misicd ~ 

But one man held back his criticism. Social Democrat 
Manfred Stolpe, the minister-president of Brandenburg. 
views the establishment of the commitice as a “last 

warning” and a “yellow card for politics.” “What these 

people are demanding has been bruited about for 

months,” Stolpe said. “It us a reflection of the mood in 
eastern Germany. As far as the politicians are concerned, 

that salvo hit home.” 

But Stolpe 1s convinced that “nothing will be achieved 
by this route” The commiutice can merely become a kind 
of wailing wall. lt nesther has a program. nor the chance 
to make good on its demands by way of the parliamen- 

tary process. If at all, the new constitutions adopted by 

Brandenburg and Saxony, with their low threshold tor 

plebiscites, offer the organization opportunity for agita- 
thon 

It 1s not the initiative itself but its protagonists ranging 
from PDS chief Gysi to Heimnech Fink, the former dean 
of Humboldt University, who was fired for working for 
the Stasi, which give the Committees for Justice a bad 
name 

Nevertheless, since the mood im castern Germany 1s 

worse than ever, conditions tend to favor the mitiative 

In some sections of the former GDR industnal produc- 

tron has dropped to less than 25 percent. Overt and 
hidden uncmployment stands between 35 and 40 per- 
cent. The eastern German share of the FRG social 
product 1s at most 7 percent although the new laender 
have 20 percent of the total population and W percent of 
the area 

While prices are rapidly approaching those mn western 

Germany. most workers mn castern Germany are still 

paid only 60 percent of western wages. One out of two 

workers even works for less for fear of going without a 
job, the German Trade Union Federation [DGB] est: 
mates. Average monthly pensions are about DM&SO and 

as of January rents are to rise by as much as DM 2 10 per 
square meter Equality of living standards throughout 
Germnay 1s less of a reality than ut ever was. The curves 

are diverging insicad of coming closer together 
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“We doubt that the lives of so many people have been 

thrown into so much uncertainty, despair, and misery in 

such a short ume cacept dunng wartinee and the postwar 

era.” the authors of a white book entitled Discord in 
Germany write. The authors—many of them former 
GDR social screntusts who have lost their jobs— 

evaluated $5,000 letters from individuals. Only three of 
the letters were favorable 

it ss hard to tell how dangerous the movement of the 
disappointed and the frustrated in castern Germany may 

become, because ut 1s difficult to say whether not just 
intellectuals from cast and west but many ordinary 

eastern German citizens will get involved with apostics 

Gysi and Diestel 

As of now. the committees are mere fictions of the 
mind—as compared to the citizens movement in the fall 
of 1989. Sull, the demand for uniform hving conditions 
in all of the Germany as proclaamed by the committee 1s 

hkely to @nve castern and western Germans even further 

apart 

The “Gystel movement,” as NEUES DEUTSCHLAND 
has called it, creates unrealizable capectations among 
eastern Germans and raises the hackles of western Ger- 
mans in the face of what many are calling the inordinate 
demands of the castern Germans. Stolpe believes that 
the imitiative will “give nse to frustratvon in the cast 
while strengthening frustration in the west.” Which 
poses the danger, Stolpe adds, “that things will boul over 
on both sides.” 

According to an Allensbach Institute poll conducted im 
June. a mere ¥% percent of the population of the old 
laender are “happy” about unification as against 46 
percent who say that unification causes them “concern ” 

“The political class of the FRG and the country as a 
whole is in danger of foundering over the tssuc of 
unification,” an editonal in the cast Berlin daily JU NGE 
WELT prophesied last week, adding that a “second 
division of Germany” 1s in the offing. 

Th. harsh rhetoric out of Bonn merely serves to obscure 
the profound sense of insecurity that has taken hold of 
western German politicians with regard to what might 
grow out of the Gystel movement in eastern Germany 

The party strategists were at pains to allay their own 

fears and those of their supporters by norsily predicting 
the early demise of the eastern German movement. “The 
thing itself will run out of steam,” said SPD [Social 
Democratic Party of Germany] Party Manager Karl- 
heinz Blessing, “the underlying mood will remain.” A 
member of the CDU staff also opined that it “will soon 
turn out that the whole thing 1s ust hot air.” 

Iwo weekends ago, the committee founders seclf- 
deprecatingly presented their new organization at the 
Berlin Congress Center, the former headquarters of the 
Free German Trade Union Federation [FDGB] 
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“it os fittung that vou should ask mc about moncy 
because | have had some success om runing politcal 
parties.” Gysi poked He may not be an caper “om 

turning poverty imto wealth he sand. “but I am de‘). 

nitecly an caper on turning wealth into povert, 

Speaking about the prospects of the commuttess. Gye 
sand: “We would really hke to go to the observatory 

because the whole thing has a bot to do with the cosmos 
and the heavens.” 

By now, Don Camillo Diestc! and Peppone Give have 

grown somewhat more scit-<contident ~ Popular support 

has been phenomenal.” Diestc!l raves Crvw says that 
numerous callers “do not ect through” to tre coord) 
nating office. “We have only onc line and the tclephone 
docs not slop mnging for a minut 

So tar, however, the commutice townders are having a 

hard tume of «t. Last weekend the first bocal groups 
constituted themselves in Dresden and om the Marzaton 
district of Berlin. a PDS stronghold. where a great man 
old Socialsst Unity Party of Germany [SED] meme 

live m communrst-style high-rise howseng propects 

PDS party operatives im Saxony dowht whether the 
committees will actually be able to create viable organs 

zations. “The handful of activists «ho mught youn are 
already working for other groups” one Dresden tun 
thonary said regrcttully 

“The mitial stage will take at least three months. the 

more s© since tons stell summertime = Crys tells the 

pessimists. It wall be September before “we will be abl 

to tell where commiutices have actually been estab 

lished © 

The hopes of the Bonn politioans of the meht ant left 

thal the movement will soon run out of steam arc based 

on two factors 

Based on the capernences of the past two years. western 
(sermans have come to feel that the castern Crorman 

capacity for suffering 1s virtually unlimited “The mood 

1s better than the situation as such.” says Steflen Ren he 

the SPD chairman for Brandenburg If equally desperatly 
economic and social conditions carsted on the Rubr arca 

he adds, “a civil-warhke conditions would long sonc 

prevail there ” 

For another thing, the traditional political parties are 
banking on the fact that the participation of Crys: and his 
PDS serves to discredit entire undertaking. The PDS 
alone has the know-how to organize the local commit 

tees, but the SED successor still turns a bot of people in 
eastern Germany off 

The PDS 1s desperately trying to avon the publu 

impression that this 1 but another replica of the 

National Front controlled by SED successors—an instru 

ment which 1s part of the classic politecal repertone of 

the communists. Crys: vows that PIDS members would 

“take part in the committecs “but not dominate them 
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Another factor working against popular support for the 
commutices « hkely to be that a number of their 

founding members belong to that segment of the wesicrn 
(Gseerman icft who have for vears signed every protest 
declaratvon as long as 1 was antecapitalist and who never 

crucized conditions m the socsalsst cast 

‘Lake zombics out of the long and deep night. the 
wandcring souls are reappearing at the mght moment to 
rush to the aid of the oppressed and the vorceicss om the 

cast,” wrote a commentator mn TAGESZEITU NG whose 
editor on chief, Michacl Sontheimer, 1s one of the com- 
mittees founding members 

The mmutiators include GDR devotees such as writers 
Stefan Heym and Stephan Hermiin. dramatest Heiner 
Mucliecr. long-time SED functronary and professor of 
Marxism Juergen Kocrynski, and Guenther Maicuda, a 
fellow traveler and one-teme chairman of the GDR 
Peasant Party Also mcluded are sympathetsc western 
Germans such as long-time Communist songwriter Franz 
Josef Degenhardt, novelust Max von der Gruen. cler- 
gyman Heinnch Alberiz, humorist Dictnich Kattner and 
Heimnch Senfft, a Hamburg lawyer who represented 
former GDR bigwigs such as Markus Wolf 

“The whole thing reminds me vividly of the popular 

front gambit employed by communist partics of the 

past.” says Berlin SPD Senator Thomas Kruceer 

The parallel ss not fartetched. In December 1947. the 

SED set up a “People’s Congress for Unity and a Just 

Peace” om the then Soviet Zone of Occupation The 
party s executive commuttee felt “obligated to take this 

step. 1 was announced at the tome. “because all cflorts 

to create an all4eerman popular assembly to protect 

(serman interests” vis-a-vis “the West.” ic the Western 

allies, “have come to naught because of the resestance of 

the SPD and CDU leaderships ~ 

At that time the communrsts also tned to get as many 
noncommunists as possible, mcluding churchmen. to 
yon thew people's congress. And at that tome, too. the 
CDU was more exercised about the fact that members of 
thew party were taking part on the SED movement than 
about the demands of the onginators. A local Berlin 
CDU politician was booted out of the party because. “by 
participating in the people's congress, he had in effect 
turned his back on the CDU ~ 

Peter-Michacl Diestel may now meet with the same fate 
On 15 July, the FrankfurVOder Krew Executive Com- 
mittee ordered him to appear at its offices that same 
evening in order to persuade him to give up hrs seat in 
the Brandenburg | andtag 

But Diestc! failed to show up. “Il am not the kind of 
person who amply follows orders.” he sand. “I am deaf 
to appeals of that sort.” 

CDU members all over Germany are calling for Dreste!'s 
expulsion from the party, although Diestel humself con- 
tinucs to assert that the commutices are not intended to 
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serve as the basis for a competing political party. At the 

same time. (0 be sure, he says that the commutices might 

field candadates on the neat round of municipal clections 
in Brandenbury 

Nor do all PDS members approve of the commiutices. 
Those who criticize PDS partecepation im the movement 
fear that the party's own omage as champion of the 
cruzens plagued by the caprtalrst system mught suffer as 
a consequence 

That concern seems well-founded. Why should peopic 
commit themselves to the PDS which still has the foul 
smell of 40 years of the SED about 1. of political goals 
can be fought for in other ways” 

In sts main publication for functionanes, DISPUT— 
WAS UND WIE. the PDS has already mformed the 
party tarthtul that “the path whech leads to socialsst goals 
goes tar beyond” the agenda of the justice commiuttecs 

Klaus Hesse. the Leoprg PDS chict, views the “self- 
proclaamed commutice’ as a “problematic business.” He 
fears “that the creation of the commuttees wall rarse great 

expectations which will eventually be drsappomted.” In 
the end. Hesse says. there may be a “depressive effect.” 

(sregor Crys: hopes to counteract that by instituting 

“minority protection tor castern Cecrmans 

The PDS charrman 1s thonkong of a “special assembly for 
the castern Grerman lacnder.” a control authority to 
which “personalities and not parties” are elected, a kind 
of “therd chamber which would have the nmght to inter- 
vene against legislation which rs unacceptable to the new 
laender ~ 

SPD Deputy Charman Theerse made a somilar suggcs- 
thon carher, calling for veto power for the caster 
(rerman lacnder in the Bundesrat 

The creatvon of the committees 1s above all forceng the 
SPD to act: As a “meaningful alternative” to the castern 
German protest movement, Brandenburg SPD 
Chairman Reiche has proposed the creation of a “3 
October Inviative ” Rerche suggests that “all the polit- 
ical and social forces mn castern Germany” should stage a 
great rally on German Unity Day which will be cele- 
brated by the Bundestag and the Bundesrat in Schwerin 
this vear 

The mnitiative idea was turned down two wecks ago by 
the DGB National Executive Commuttee in Duesseldorf, 
which decided instead that “decentralized information 
activities” should be developed on benecfitless days and 
the reduction of social programs Rerhe was disap- 
pointed) The DGB. he sand. “still « a predominantly 
western-onented organization after all.” 

()n 22 July. the plan was to be land to rest once and for 
all. But now, Crys: says. “they are suddenly faced with the 
problem that. if they turn the plan down, they prove the 

need for the carstence of the committees.” 
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If the SPD does not go through with the plan, Gysi 1s sure 
that “the :dca will be taken up by the commutices.” 

Agricultural Exports Increase in 1991 

1.D0408 110392 Hamburg DPA in German 0920 GMT 
4 Aug 92 

[Excerpt] Bonn (DPA/VWD)}—Last year Germany 
attained a turnover of over 100 bilhon German marks 
[DM] in foreign agricultural trade. Agricultural imports 
grew by 11.7 percent to about DM68 billhon, while 
agncultural exports rose by 10.2 percent to DM35.8 
bilhon. Germany was thus the world’s biggest importer 
of agricultural products, sand Georg Gallus, parliamen- 
lary state secretary im the Ministry of Agriculture, in 
Bonn on Tuesday. The figures clearly show how impor- 
tant an carly conclusion 1s to the current GATT negoti- 
ations, especially for the agncultural and food industry. 

Foreign trade in agriculture rose further in the current 
year as well. From January to April 1992 wmports rose by 
11 percent to DM24.3 billion and exports by a good 6 
percent to DM12.7 billion. [passage omitted] 

Daimler-Benz Moving to ‘Lean Management’ 

92GE04394 Duesseldorf WIRTSCHAFTSWOCHE 
in German 19 Jun 92 pp 116-17, 120-21, 123-24, 126 

[Report by Stefan Schiote and unidentified correspon- 
dents: “Out of Balance: CEO Edzard Reuter's Envi- 
ssoned Synergies Unrealized. Reorganization Leading to 
Power Struggies™] 

[Text] The revolution begins on a Tuesday. On the 
morning of 5 May the two Mercedes executives Werner 
Niefer and Helmut Werner announce their concepts for 
“further development of the management organization” 
to the directors who have traveled to the Sindelfingen 
plant. Behind the title of conference documents there 1s 
concealed an explosiveness, which the top managers 
present take several hours to grasp completely. Within a 
few weeks, according to the terse document, the directors 
must present to the board of directors a completely new 
allocation of duties for their respective sectors. The most 
important directive: Of the existing seven hicrarchy 
levels, two must be climinated without replacement. 

The power structure at Mercedes, finely woven over 
decades with fancy-sounding titles, large official cars, 
and numerous benefits, such as gasoline moncy for 
vacation trips, 1s teetering. Group chief Reuter wants to 
“check out” the entire title, salary, and status system by 
the end of the year, his colleague Nicfer calls 1 “slaugh- 
tering holy cows.” 

From director to department head, currently thousands 
of management people at Mercedes are on the test stand. 
After lean production, the technology for efficient and 
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low-cost production, the target 1s now called lean man- 
agement. In the long term this results im a relaxed 
hecrarchy, but initually om a tremendous amount of frus- 
tration 

By means of carly returement schemes, contract cancel- 
latrons, transfers, or golden handshakes, Werner and 
Nocter are now trying everything in order to cut back on 
division managers, central department heads, and group 
leaders, executive positions well-cndowed by the bank, 
with annual salanes of up 250.000 German marks [DM]. 

Precisely three years after the reorganization of Daimier- 
Benz into a holding company. Edzard Reuter has once 
again prescnbed “productive anaicty” for the crusty 
conglomerate. “The nervousness among the manage- 
ment people.” according to a department manager from 
the Sindelfingen plant. “1s perceptible every day.” Sud- 
denly, even leading employees are asking the Mercedes 
works councils for help. “The struggle of the hierarchies 
for the remaining positions 1s now really getting going.” 
observes a Stuttgart employee representative 

“Many of our internal yob procedures,” says Reuter at a 
management meeting in defense of the renovation of the 
management floor. “are hopelessly overburcaucratized.” 
The organization adviser for the Mercedes board, Horst 
Wildemann, has worked out a mathematical function, 
“Z = G to the power of H.” for the red tape on large 
conglomerates. The more hierarchy levels, the less the 
probability of mecting the operations! target. Even at the 
middic management level there 1s no more real net 
output, according to the Munich business administration 
professor's criticism, but only coordination left. Wilde- 
mann: “The reactive power 1s enormous.” 

The top-heavy part of Daimler Holding mm Stuttgart- 
Mochringen 1s a good cxample of thes. If the mixed 
conglomerates Veba and RWE can make do with a few 
hundred employees to manage its equally diversified 
business, Daimicr needs mm excess of 2,000 

The day-to-day function of lean management 1s demon- 
strated by the small Mercedes plant in Bad Homburg 
with its manufacture of vents. Although the directives 
for development, manufacture, and purchase until now 
have come from the Stuttgart headquarters, Bad Hom- 
burg now makes decisvons alone. Further, the position of 
plant director was climinated and the number of divi- 
sional managers and section heads slimmed down. 
Today, the production costs are SO percent lower 

A central concept, introduced along with the new man- 
agement structure, 1s to shift the work, the responsibility, 
and, thus. the coordimation tasks as well, downward im 
the individual plants. From now on, every performance 
center will be managed as a company within the com- 

pany. For downstream areas the costs are charged as the 
price of a certain output 

According to this pattern, the new management structure 
1s now being implemented in a group in which thinking 

and action are still quite decisively marked by the two 
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hierarchical end points below and above. Concepts from 
the world of culture and order, such as “obedience of the 
employees” still flow freely over the lips of one Meroedes 
executive. There 1s all the more irritation that what for 
decades has proved successful for Merocdes should sud- 
denly be wrong. “After all, many things have proven 
themselves.” says one group leader 

Juergen Schrempp, with whom Reuter’s hopes are 
resting. has to fight growing concern and nervousness at 
Deutsche Acrospace (Dasa) as well. After the merger of 
MBB [Messerschmiit-Boclkow-Blohm] and Telefunken 
Systemtechnik, an entire hierarchy level has been climi- 
nated, approximmatcly 400 management people have 
nothing more to manage from now on. With all of this 
there are signs of cracks in the structure: “People don't 
exactly shout for joy.” 

Although the founders of Dasa announced at the end of 
the 1980's that Deutsche Acrospace would be profit- 
making from the beginning. even today most of the 
partners im the group are heavily in the red. Sales and 
orders are shrinking The present 58,000 employees 
perceive almost daily that the conglomerate with defense 
contracts, said to be so safe. offers anything but a 
cnsis-proof job. 

Even the notonously even-tempered Schrempp notices 
that things are getting tight. “We are facing a drsquicting 
future,” he recently complained im a small group. At 
MTU [Motoren- und Turbinen-l) non] the already slim 
profit has dropped to one-third of last year's figure: 
MBB. Telefunken Systemtechnik, and Dormer are losing 
money 

And the Dornier management levels are still resesting 
incorporation of the old, established family firm into the 
Dasa group. To be sure, Schrempp could spend millions 
to buy a part of the nghts from the company founder's 
heirs, but Dormer will probably never really let itself be 
forced in under the Dasa roof 

The same also applics to Schrempp's most recent take- 
over plan for aircraft builder Fokker. Dasa will take over 
51 percent of the Fokker shares at the proud purchase 
price of about DM750 million, but the Dutch want to 
continue to remain masters of their house. Economics 
Minister Jacobus E. Andnessen in The Hague declared 
that the so-<alled “system management,” essential to 
technological competence, for the successful Fokker 100 
jet, Must “on no account get into German hands”. 

Schrempp 1s used to such conflict over system manage- 
ment. Thus, another civilian Dasa project seems to be in 
danger of foundering: Construction of a jet engine for 
short-haul aircraft with about 100 seats. Since the Fed- 
eral Government refused additional aid for development 
costs, and BMW Rolls-Royce has long been doing 
research on a similar engine, MTU 1s meckly pulling 
back. Now, MTU wants to build the engine jointly with 
BMW, but BMW head Eberhard von Kuenheim would 
rather do it alone. 
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The Dasa job brings frustration, and that is something 
Schrempp has recently displayed surprisingly openly: 
“We are always juggling five equations and 10 
unknowns.” For that reason, according to the Dasa boss 
about his own management style, many things will 
“simply be decided on a gut level.” 

But even that no longer helps very much. If the Fighter 
90 aircraft 1s not built, Dasa, as well as what Reuter once 
called the “integrated technology concern,” will lose its 
cornerstone. For years Bonn's contracts, which were 
worth billhons, exhausted the capacity of the MBB, MTU 
and Dormer factones. But, since there was no replace- 
ment business, up to 8.000 Dasa employees are threat- 
ened with layoffs. 

The labonously designed location concept for civilhan 
and military aircraft construction 1s now questionable as 
well. The northern German factores are to take over the 
growing Airbus assembly and those in southern Cer- 
many the military contracts and a new short-haul air- 
craft. In order to compensate for the lack of defense 
contracts, the production for Deutsche Airbus GmbH in 
Hamburg must now be cxpanded to sites in southern 
Germany. But that “1s totally inefficsent,” according to 
the head of Airbus, Hartmut Mehdorn 

However, Airbus 1s now one of the few successful prod- 
ucts at Dasa—precisely that bird which actually docs not 
yet belong to Acrospace and which Edzard Reuter did 
not want to enter onto the balance sheet before 1996 
Now, Reuter and Schrempp cannot move fast enough to 
refresh Dasa’s sorry bottom line with the help of Airbus 
The Airbus participation 1s being revalucd as carly as the 
91 annual report in order to put the loss-making com- 
pany in the black: Deutsche Acrospace 1s nicely profit- 
able 

Group CEO Reuter, once a critucal, proneering inteliec- 
tual among Germany's manager team. 1s now turning to 
lobbyists of the old school. Over the last few weeks 

Daimler-Benz has been probing and digging at all levels 
in Bonn and 1s thereby proving those critics mght, who. 
during the merger with MBB, warned against the unique 
concentration of power in the republic's largest conglom- 
erate 

Not until now did the conglomerate-builder notice what 
a fatal dependence on the state he has guided his 
company into. With Dasa’s defense share of not quite 50 
percent and space-related sales of another | 3 percent, as 
well as a civilian aircraft and engine production whose 
development costs until now have been gencrous!y sup- 
ported by the state, Dasa has now caught the full brunt of 
disarmament and Bonn’s thrift policy 

In the Federal Government's budget planning, about 
DM 1.5 billon marks 1s lacking for building the 
Columbus space laboratory and the Hermes orbital 
glider, cancellation appears unavoidable The conse- 
quences for Deutsche Acrospace, its space chict Werner 
Heinzmann warns gloomily, are almost “devastating.” 
Not even civilian markets can help any more Arrcraft 
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construction, tclecommunications, or microciectronics 
“still will not yield any profit within the foresecabiec 
future,” predicts Dasa’s financial chief Manfred 
Bischoff. “We have no cash cows,” complains Bischoff, 
and those have so far been the defense contracts for all 
the Dasa subsidianes. Bonn advanced funding for the 
defense contracts like a permanently flowing source of 
moncy. In civilian aircraft construction, on the other 
hand, « takes about 15 years until all the preluminary 
work has been paid off, until profits really come in. If the 
Fighter 90 1s dropped. the group's finely coordinated 
lquidity flow will be disturbed. 

Preliminary work costing billions is now required, not 
only im aircrafi building but in the entire conglomerate. 
For mstance, the many new leasing and rental offers, 
which Daimicr-Benz holds out worldwide, im order to 
stimulate the car or aircraft business, require huge sums 
in advance, just as the preluminary financing for AEG's 
systems business or the software development at Debvs. 
the fourth and youngest branch of the group. 

The financial services entered into in 1991 alone, which 
serve primarily to promote sales, required the holding 
company to supply DM 16 billion to the subsidiarnes. The 
trend 1s growing rapidly. This year Debis manager Hans 
Adams expects to tie up “between DMI8.5 and DM1I9 
billion” on capital, and mn the medium term preliminary 
financing will shoot up as high as DM22 billhon. 

The result: In 1992 one-fifth of the group's sales, and. 
thus, nearly DM20 billion, will have to be prefinanced or 
pumped in from the capital market. The financial sub- 
sidiary Debus 1s just barely able by itself to contribute 10 
percent of the moncy needed. The newly founded Char- 
ter Way alone, which leases entire truck fleets along with 
the associated logsstics all across Europe. 1s costing Debis 
nearly half a tbilhon marks more in 1992. Now. an 
imcrease in capital will have to provide the group with 
more moncy in the cash register 

More than four-fifths of the preluminary services, which 
are cating up all the liquidity, will still be financed by the 
cash flow from Daimler subsidiary Mercedes, and its 
contribution to the group's profit 1s as high as 9O percent. 
If the automobile division gets into trouble, the entire 
conglomerate will stumble Business has already become 
more difficult: Even today the firm's smallest model, the 
190, os hardly able to make any moncy. And for 1992 
sales are shrinking, as they did the year before. Mercedes 
intends to crank out 610,000 vehicles, meaning $0,000 
more than today, cach year from now on. But just how 
that is to work 1s a mystery not only to Karl Feuerstein, 
a member of the highest works council: “Such fantasies 
are simply much too optemistic.” 

Even today, unsold vehicles are piling up. More than 
40,000 Mercedes cars are sitting at dealerships all over 
the world, 10.000 of them im the United States alone 
The stockpiled vehicle flect represents a burden on the 
company of at least DM 13 billion. Only now us produc- 
tron being choked. Of the production figures for the 
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S-Class top-of-the-line cars. Werner Nocfer wishes that 
“they were higher” The dasly output of 360 cars 1s 
already below the highest lewe! of the first year, and the 
sales figures are misicading “To us, sold means just 
delivery to the dealer.” ome Mercedes manager openly 

admits, “but that docs not mean we have a customer.” In 
newspapers brand ncw SiH) SE's are being offered 
without authorization at up to DMI10.000 below Inst 

price 

The S-Class shows that the most capensive 1s not always 
the best. In a survey by the California marketing firm, 
J.D. Powers Associates, among 44.000 US. car buyers 
concerning their satisfaction on the first 90 days after 
buying their new car, Mercedes-Benz fell from fourth to 
13th place after the introduction of the S-Class. S-Class 
owners announced | 27 defects per 100 new cars. That 1s 
almost three tumes as many as for Toyota's top model, 

the Lexus LS 400. which 1s competing with Mercedes at 
half the price. In addition. the new © 404 bus 1s 
considered too capensive by the industry. The result: 
The old model remains sought-after. the new onc has too 
few buyers and the entire bus division contunucs im the 
red. 

The automobile business. which has become more diffi- 
cult, must still support other branches of the group 
“Subject to wind and weather ~~ AEG cheet Ernst Stoeck! 
recently mused about the rough profit clomate at AEG, 
the Darmier subsidiary on Frankfurt will be on the black 
at the end of 1992. Of the six business areas at AEG in 
1991. only the clectncal enginecring/components and 
houschold appliances arcas were operating ai a profit, 
and even that in part just barely. At the general meeting 
in mid-June, Stocck! wants finally to present to his 
stockholders a partner for the houschold apphance divi- 
won, a hot favorite ms Electrotus of Sweden 

The continuing problem of Olympia was dealt with from 
the aspect of the balance sheet at the end of the 199! 

business year, but it 1s not solved Stoeck!, who got the 
boss's chair at AEG at Reuters personal request, has not 
shown a very lucky hand s far. There rs still no buyer for 
the remnants of the office communicatrons sector, Until 
then Stocck!'s fiasco will also be remembered, in which 
he recently wanted to sell off cheaply parts of the sick 
branch to company consultants 

Weak points on top of weak points, but Edzard Reuter 
sounds confident: “This group 1s complete im its basic 
structures.” There may be doulht about that. Four years 
after the start, there 1 no yornt company culture and 
collective family fecling among cmplovees of the und- 
vidual Daimler subsidiaries even today “The only thing 
which jyorns AEG and Mercedes.” a planner from the 
holding company complains, “1s the common owner.” 
Thus, AEG's automation technology ects precisely 10 
percent of Mercedes-Benz AG's related purchase 
volume. The Stuttgart sister prefers to buy from ARG 
competitor Siemens 
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Reuter'’s vision of a centrally controlled rescarch entity 
which coordinates the development work of all the group 
subsidianes also remains a torso. To be sure, Darmier’s 
top researcher, Hartmut Weulc, raves about the “mult:- 
cultural” research work, but us 1,.500-man-sirong divi- 
sion 1s regarded by most employces at the subsidiarnes as 
nothing but a sensciess frecloader. If Darmier-Benz has 
to retreat even more heavily than planned from defense 
industry and space, the entire research crews from infor- 
mation science, pattern recognition of communications 
technology will be without any work. 

At the Berlin research division the staff 1s already being 
cut in half to 40 persons, and at the Ulm research center, 
the group's showprece project, new construction 1s being 
undertaken for only 170 instead of 370 additional 
employees. 

It was not too long ago that the Greek word, “synergy.” 
was one of conglomerate-builder Reuter's favonte words 
when he praised the positive effects of an “integrated” 
technology group. Today, Reuter prefers to speak about 
personne! cutbacks. Over the neat few years 20,000 
positions will be cliominated. Deputy Werner Nocfer 1s 
already talking about 25,000. 

Synergies should also be the result of the broad-based 
alhance with the Japanese . Mitsubishi The 
only concrete result so far A dozen Mitsubrsh: dealers in 
Japan have Mercedes cars in their show windows. Other 
projects have been shelwed for the tome being “All of 
that will take quite a long tume.” Daimler cxccutive 
Gerhard Liener now realizes. 

Reuter's dream is over. “The 1990's.” says management 
professor Walter Scheriler in Trer, “will capose the 
mayor error of synergies.” The man should know. Scher- 
ther 1s Dasa cheef Juergen Schrempp’s closest adviser 

[Box, p 123) 

New Management Structure 

Even at the highest level, the reorganization of the 
management structure 1s claiming vectims: It 1s already 
clear that at Mercedes in the era after Nocfer there will 
not be a deputy chief very soon. The deputy position, to 
which Juergen Hubber, chairman of the automobile 
division, aspired, remains unfilled. 

Another consequence: When Nocfer leaves the board of 
the holding company im 1993, cxcept for Nicfer's suc- 
cessor Werner, there will also not be a second Mercedes 
man on the holding company's board For the titular 
hermaphrodite, PR Director and Executive Manager 
Matthias Kicmert, the hierarchy reform also means an 
end to his career at Darmiecr. With the managerial dict 
regimen, hc will no longer be able to achieve his goal of 
rising to the Managing Board for Public Relations 

But the infighteng for new management positions will 
really ect fierce on the board of directors. By the end of 
the year, two out of seven hicrarchy levels will have been 
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cluominated. The arcas of responsibility will grow and the 
directors will on part be given new and sempler titles 
Below the board the level of directors will be retanned 
Under t wall on the future come the division level, whoch 
i taking over parts of the previous divison. mam 
department, and depariment levels. The division chocfs 
and main department heads sill be climinated without 

replacement 

One level of hecrarchy lower operaics the department. 

mto which the tasks of the main group will be integrated 
At the base of the flaticr becrarchy there will be om the 
future the team. Thes replaces the group. The team also 
includes caperts from the present mam group. Entirely 
within the objective of shifting responsibility downward, 
the team will therefore occupy a poston of greater 
importance than the present group 

All possibilities are berng cxhausied to reduce the 
number of canting occupants of a position—from 
director to group leader (nm the other hand. layoffs are 
sarcely anturpated Says one personnel chicf “That 
violates our philosophy ~ 

The greatest infightung over the shrinking number of 
management positrons will occur between division and 
main department heads. as well as between department 
and main group leaders While directors wall get the 
opportunity either to retere with a golden handshake or 

© Shag greatcr power from diveson heads and mam 
department heads. the laticr must cither fight for a 
director's position that becomes vacant or for the signef- 
cantly upgraded management position of divisson head 
One level below there are primarily main department. 

department, and maim group heads who are fighting for 
one of the scarce new Management positrons 

Management forces which are not ready for retirement 
and get stuck om the mew hecrarchy are pornng the 

managers aircady put on we, who, according to cautrows 
estimates, today represent about five percent of upper 
management After Reuters revolution, the share of 
bosses without work and rank could cawly double Mer- 

codes managers who want to evade this fate are having a 
hard time finding a new employer, The auto managers 
with above average pay are weually too capensive for 
other companies 

[Box, pp 116-117] 

Daimler-Benz. The Weak Points 

Daimler Bens 
{Edzard Reuter] 
Sales DM95 ballon, + 11.1 percent 
Employees 379.252. + 0.6 percent 
Operating result’ DM4.0 bilhon, - 4.6 percent 

Mercedes Bens 
100 percent owned 
CEQ) Werner Necter (Passenger Cars), Heimat Werner 
(Commercial Vehictes) 
Sales: DM65 3 billvon, + 1} percent 
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Emplovees 237.44). + 2) & percent 
Operatong result: DM4_3 ballon. - 
Cars: 
Sales DM 435.3 balhon 
In 1992) production well shrmk by 30.000 to 548.000 
annual capacity more than 610.000. wcak profits for 190 
“<cs, personnc! cuts, workdesde sockpiics of appro. 
40.000 cars, sales problems om Unned States and now 
Japan as well (- 7 percent om the first four months of 
1992). sales and quality problems with the S-Claun 

| © percent Passenger 

Sales: DM27 0 balhon 

Profits from medium and beavy trucks (world market 

leader). beavy losses om the bus sector (world market 

leader). wcak demand for ncw ©) 404 bus. lowes eth MB 
Track. personnc! layoffs 

Deutsche Acrospace 
80.) percent owned” 
CEO) Juergen SX 
Sales’ DM12 0 Dilhon’. - 1.6 percent 
Emplovees 56.465. . 7.9 percent 
Operateng result - DM41 mullon, + 6) percent 4rie- 
on. 
Sales DM13.5. ballon 
Airbus profitable for the first tome, bul mayor accume- 
lated det remarns, Dormecr deeply mm the red. beloopter 

demand drops. devpite $1 -percent share in Fokker no 
system management. end of Fightcr 9) endangers Dasa s 
overall concept, personne! layofls Space Flight: 
Sales’ DM 1 6 bilhon 
Highly dependent on national research budget unre- 
swived fimanceng of manned space fight (Hermes 
Columbus) Defense Technology: 
Sales DM 14) bilhon 
(ontenwous dechne m contracts. dow startup of new 

ovthan fields of business. personnc! lavofls Fagiacs 
(MTU): 
Sales DM 3.6 bilhon 
(nly Dasa sector in the black. also om great danger from 

Fighter 90 cut. lack of system management im busricding 
large crvilan engines 

AKG 
83 percent owned” 
CEO) Ernst Stoeck! 
Sales: 1M13.6 bilhon, + 6.7 percent 

Employees 76.338 - 0.8 percent 
(operateng result - DMSS muthon. + $7 percent 4ete- 
mation T. : 
Sales DM 3 billion 
199! ahout 70 milhon om bosecs. mm 199) at best even 

greatly dependent on plant construction coonomy Rail 
Systems. 
Sales: DM! tulhon 
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1991 bosses, 1992 balanced. profits for conventeonal rail 
systems. het by caperatvon of Berlin subedy Electronic 
Facies and ( omponents: 
Sales: DM4_7 bulhon 
Profits below DM 100 millon. sales and profits 
dechneng om 199) Hewsehold Appliances: 
Sales: DM3 bulhon 
High-priced suppler. larecst profit pomp of all AEG 
sectors, 1991 shght profits, 199) contenecd omprove- 

ment. copraduction acgotiabons with Electrolua Wicre- 
clectronu 
Sales DMI 3 tulhon 

199) still deeply om the red. optical and vacuum clec- 
tromecs greatly armament<iependent. mayor dependence 
on difficult enteriasament ciectromcs market 

Debs Daimler-Benz laterServices 
100 peroent 

CEQ) Manfred Gentz 
Sales. DM6.4 billon’, + 40 percent 
Emplovees 6.900. + 23 percent 
(iperateng result T1YMl27 millon 

tems (. : 
Saics DM1 2 bilon. bowes 
of which only 28 percent outwde the group—cormparahic 

competitor such as GM subediary EDS acheewes more 

than ©) percent of sales externally —<dewred capanson of 
¥4-percent share of Sogeti SA to majority emcertamn 

Sales DM4. 5 tilhon 
At present. high lquedity demands duc to prelemunary 

financing of massively cxapanded wales frnanc ong on entire 

group /mswrence: 
Premium volume DMSO) millon 

(,roup~rened inseran.c brotcr for the enmtere group 

Trade: 
Sales DM10S millon 
Compensatory trade eith threshold matron. Werketiag 

Services: 
Sales DM 214 millon 
( cordmnatron of marketong and media planning for all 
companies om the group 

+ DOS peroemt Sps- 

( hange over spring of 1991 on percent, all sates om marks 

only with the amounts conseldated mm group profit and 

loss acoownts f « cach sector 

“"Kesult from ondmmary buwness activity 

"Without Arbus (not vet commlhdated) 

“Including non onmsoldated Companies 

“Outede stockholders 19 4 percent 

Lad . 

Free and Hansatn ( ty of Hamburg. 7 percent. bree 
State of Bavaria. 10 percent 
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Talks Held in China on Potential Mirage Sale 

PU080R 14299) Parcs LE VONDE om Freak 
3 Aug 9) p3 

|Report by Frances Deron “Mr. Strauss-Kaho Wants To 
Sound Out Beyeng’s Intentions Regardeng the Sale of 
Morage Planes to Tarwan™] 

[Teat] Beyung—The French and Chinese Governments 
broke all records of tactturnity durng the visit by Dom- 
mque Strauss-Kahn who left Beying on the evening of 
Saturday. | August. eithout ever having officially 
arrived) XINHUA [China's news agency] somply 
announced that the French industry and foreign trade 
moinrmter Prerre Beregovoy's special envoy. had met with 
Prome Minester Li Peng for “an cachange of views on 
bilateral relations ~ 

it was, the French side sand. by mutual agreement that 
these high-lewel talks were decided. the first such talks 
since the debate on the possible sale of French Morage 
planes to Tarwan came out mto the open. We can 
theretore conclude that Mr. SectaeSteten ainda aaa 
the cxact nature of the “strong” reaction promised by 
( hena to any such sale. He probably also reviewed with 
hes enterlocetors the cooperation proyects which would 
suffer from such a sale. The secret procedure, unprece- 
dented at thes lewel. «6 ondicative of the embarrassment 
feh by Pars whech has w far faled to secure from 
Rewing anything lhely to enable 1 to envisage Compen- 

satvon on the marniland if thes propect 1s abandoned 

lt would also seem ene to sound owt the potential 

Tarwanese chent at the highest level, of only to dispel or 

confirm the doutt which hangs over ts preferences 
Indeed, Prewdent Bush had said that he mught go back 
on the refusal ower the past 10 vears to supply F-16 
fighters to Tarwan. In Tarpes, officials admutied that the 
powsbic hfteng of the US. embargo on the high perfor. 
mance planes introduced an clement of confuwon imto 
thew plans The Tarwancee a force would prefer to 
acquire - S. planes becauw of ots famebarity eith thew 

logrstecs. (On the other hand, politicians make fo sccrct 
of thew dewre to diverwfy then supply of sophistrcated 
wcapons All thongs considered. Beyng would prefer the 
lL nrted Mates to remam Tarwan’s sole arms supplier 

New /ealand Reassered About Nuclear Testing 

1 DOSORON 49) Uethourne Radio Vastralia 

om Prelit COO GMT S tue 9? 

[ Teat] France has repeated its assurance that « will not 
conduct any nuctear tests wn the Pacific before April of 
neat year France announced last Apr! a one-year ses 
penwon of ts muchear testing program. saying the sus- 
penwon could heoome if other countnes 
followed wart The NEW ZEALAND PRESS ASSOCIA. 
TION quotes the French ambassador to Wellington. 
Crabrel de Bellescure, as saying that France had no 
mmtentron of testeng before April 1993. De Bellewize 
received a subrnisseon from the nongovernmment group. 
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Lawyers Against Torture Oppression Anywhere. 
LATOA, threatening icgal actron if French tests 
resumed 

LATOA spokesman Colm Avery sand the group was 
pleased with the assurance It gave members tome to 
prepare for legal action, wtech cowld be acoessary acu 
April of France resumed testong 

A borchole «s reported to have boon made wm Moururoca 
lagoon m preparation for the neat mucicar tests. France 
has undertaken more than | 4) underground nucicar 
tests on the South Pacific sence 1975 

Early Closure of Santa Maria Base Reported 

LDOSOROR 1392 Lishon Rado Renascenca in Portucucw 
to Europe 1800 GMT 4 Aue 92 

[Excerpt] France will be clowng a base on Santa Mana in 
the Avores on the lat day of 1993. three years ahead of 

shedule. With thr decrwon. the bows of jots by ©) local 
workers 1s already ceoniain and ther destiny 1 dependent 

on the future ux of the baw by the local Avorcan 
authorities More details from Anabela (rors 

[Gow] The first French stand communicated to the 
Ministry of Foregn Affairs last April announced the 
closure of the base in 1996 The French have a catelivte 
and missile tracking Matron on Flores Idand A muebitary 
agreement eith Portugal allowed the use of faceletees on 
Santa Maria Island Apart from the closure of the Flores 
hase. France may reinforce its presence on Santa Maria 
but thes sstuateon 1s not yet defined For now. it rns known 
that the French wll abandon the satetivte tracking station 
before the end of 1993. Nothong rs vet known about the 
eventual terms of the departure [pavsage omitted) 

Reorganization of Military Intelligence Reported 

PMUOGORISS O9) Pars LE WONDE om Frenk 
27 Jul 92 p 9 

[Report by Jacgucs Isnard “Armed Forces Reestabiish 
Intethgence “‘( clls | 

[Test] Despite the establishment of a Miltary Intell. 
gence directorate (DRM). whose dutees include central- 
wing and coordinating the actrvetees of the former 
scoond burcaus (B)) of cach of the three Armed Forces. 
the checfs of stafl of the Army. Nawy. and A Force will 
retain powers on the intelligence field Each of them has 
afranged matters wo as to continue beeping an eve on this 
field, with the danger that some rivalry of duplrcation 
could occur mm time 

The DRM has just been estableshed, with 419). 900 per. 
sonnel on Pare and (rei (Chee), brenging together the 
Military Intelligence Processong Center (CE RM), the 
Electromagnctx: Intelhgence Information Center the 
Main Heho-France Center (CPHE). the Jount Services 
Intelligence and Language Studies ( offege (EIREL). the 
Jount Services Image Trarneng and Interpretation € enter 
(CF 41). and above all, the famows B)s ehech have 
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always pertormed micthgence tasks for cach of the three 
forces. The DRM ell be staffed by representatives from 
the Defense Protection and Security Directorate 
(DPSD). the national gendarmene. and the General 
Delegation for Armaments (DGA ) 

In theory. the DRM should become a hend of mnstetutvon 

complementary to the Directorate Crcncral for External 

Seournty (DISE). whoch « mtended, rather. as an mter- 

The forces staffs, etach have been deprived of the B)'s 
m favor of the DRM. have not fared to react Let us 
consider the Army firs. LE JOURNAL OFFICIEL of 
Thursday. 23 July reported an order from the deputy 

of staff for operations to reestablish an “wntell- 
ingurshahic 
According 

decrmonmating at times of crrers 

Changes in Naval ( onstruction Department Soca 

VESIOIIR Pars LE WONDE of Freak 16 Je 
w 5 

[Artacte by Jacgucs Isnard “The Ncw (irganezatvon for 

the Arsenals Drstinguntes Crovcrament Setryvac From 
the Industral Function | 

[Test] The restracturine of 2 eter cmplorene 
poopie 

The Nawal Conuraction Department (DON) what ba 
annual revenues of “0 hulleom trams and cmplons appr + 
smately 90.000 persons im Frame all haw to reor@any 

and hen ctorth learn hom hetiet bo weparate uy @oxern 

menial respemsibulitics part of the Croneral Delewalionm + 
demaments) from ifs industrial fumtiom (f munae 

what « called the arwoals 4 term nom ofeodete J 

decrees published on the JOURN AL OFFIOTETL of Prada 
1” July cvtahlivh the medalitics tor hi FOCI turin’ f 4 

government caned publi wre « 

With sts long curtence. the sector—ehech mm suhord 

nated to the Ministry of Defense—remain. a by hod 
from the organizatronal Mandpewnt because mf opis 

ordets on behall of the gowermment and at one and thy 
wm me receives thow same orders @hah of ther 

Carnes out on behall of the Navy. ceopert cemomen oa 

arms manutacturctr. and a rescarch emeteteteom tar 

upsircam ( urrently headed hy the Cromeral E nerncer for 

Armaments Jacgucs Grows the DON needed to mate a 
heticr drstenction betecen the different hats «has 

worn for a long tome, as Gocurred om 19) om the case of 
the Durectorate of Grrownd Armaments (DAT »—ehah 
remained a government cencd publn serv ne — and the 
industrial group CAAT-Industrecs ehach eas mace 

aucomnomous for the purpose of managing and Gowening 

ground-hawd armaments The decrees havc put an cod 
to the anomaly and the woewwal character of 2 meed 

system. efich no longer really gives satestac trom 

In partecular. the “hows” of the DFON well hemcetorth 

have three deputy directors Im addition to a deputy on 
charge of admenitrative matters (human revownors 

finances. and martcts) two other deputies e rll havc ver 

drstenct dutees. The first of the deputies (eho erll be om 

a wen. the government officeal eth overall respon 

Delity) os om charge of plannere and mnternatronal cooper 
ation The second (who ill hasecally have reypeometelity 
for the endustnal service operatrons) mom charge of thx 
development and manutacterc of equipment tor ih» 

Navy oF for caport and m the capacety «ell manage thy 

various « ‘allatroms (each as the naval dexbyard a 
Cherhowrg. Brest, Towlon Loreen Indret. Ructle and 

Saunt. Tropes) 

Thos new organization should enable the DON bo a quir 
an sdentity—or, to quote Corowa “woul” thet eof 

cnablc 1. om turn. to master the definitron of 4 protect 

and evtabirsh relateoms of a more Contractual Matern «ith 

its Varrows CuMormers 
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In partecular. the industrial installations should be on- 

ented more toward diverswfication—ehah has been 
made acoessary by the decreasx mm military cipend- 
ture—and toward ciports. pursuant to a beticr adapicd 

trade straicgy In the first case the objective established 
tor thes year = to be able to metuate diverwfication 
operations at the iewe!l of 5 percent of revenucs by 

remstating a number of “occupations” that the naval 
dock yards had ahandoned. In the scoond case. the con- 
cerned installations have the mght to remnvest half of the 
profits otamed from caports for the purposw of 

hecomuing more active on those domauns (as on the case of 
submarines) ehere ther cupertise must face severe com- 

Petition from abroad 

In addition to hes adrammrstrative responsibilitics. the 
“boss” of the DON—ander the terms of another decree 
published m the KAR?. an . FP PICTIEL—+s to keep a 
tagitt ren on everytheng that re. «ics to nuclear maticrs. 
such as the “Coclacanthe” program (the strategx mrs- 
wileauncting submarines) and the contre’ A nuciear 
and pryrotechnn (caplosives) security at the specialized 
centers 

Just as at the ume the DAT and GIAT-Industnes were 
separated. onc must be prepared for reactions on the part 
of the personac! of the DONS om that thes reorganization 
portends—from thew standpornt—a change on their 
States it already appears that. given the volume of 
orders. approumately | 20) pots ell probably be cliom- 

mated begenning next year 

LDF Leader Urges Voting in Favor of Maastricht 

PMOGORIIION? Pars LE FIGARO on Fremh 

1.2 Ame 92 ps 

[Report by Olivier Pagnon “Francon Bayrow “‘Eaplamn 
ung the Yes Vote™] 

[Test] The Unmon for French Democracy [UDF] 
launchong its campaign for a “ves” vote Its leaders have 
woken up to the fact that suc cess on the referendum is not 
a foregone concluwon “There a real risk of the ‘no 
vote winning.” Francors Bayrow sand yesterday. and he 
cupressed the view thal “people are not answering the 
Question bul are anewering the man who ms askheng tn 

thes caw Mr Mitterrand eho. a « known. docs not 
mapere large-scale support, The UDF secretary general 
was presenting to the press the case which the movement 
Ss sending to its deputees and «adres 

In addition to cramples of arguments they ell receive a 

tthe pamphict. intended for distribution to the publi 
entitled “The UDF caplanns the Maastricht treaty ~ 
Indeed. according to Franco Rayrou, “caplanation 1s 
the “crus” of the campargn., “hecauw i scems to us that 
the vast majority of the public still do not know what the 

treaty comtanms © 

The treaty. “which » wnrecadaile becauy Ht 6s composed 
of amendments to the Treaty of Rome.” 1, according to 
hom. “semple cnough m content” and comprises “tour 
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essential pownts: a sengic currency for Europe. a ace 
balance of powers woth the princepie of decrwons beng 
made close to ordemary citizens, the first step toward a 
foregn policy and. one day. a common defense policy. 

and finally. an mnstial clement of European citizenship ~ 

The UDF will also arm to “convince poopie™ ht “will 
base its arguments on the fact that France without 
Europe docs not have the necessary dimenwon..~ 
“Freegom without the means of emplementing it, 15 not 
freedom.” Francoss Bayrow comtenucd m reply to the 
Pasqua-S fun poster campaign on the theme of “Free- 
dom. | cherish your ‘no’ vote If. therciore, “France 
were to say ‘no. it would not be chuowng treedom but 
solitude ~ 

The therd mam theme of the DF campaign is. “Warn- 
img about the comsegucnces of the ‘no’ vote” “The 
French people poopie probably belreve that if they voted 
‘po they would keep Europe as a ns However, of 
France votes “no” Europe well dewntcgrate Germany, 
faced eth the rebufl. will probably take a different 
cours, that of the Ceerman mark's domination, a path 

more onented toward Eastern Europe ~ 

A French “no” vote would be an “carthquabc” becaux 

of our country’s infleence in Europe and the role ot has 
plaved in European burlding “It 1s our proposals and our 
determination whech have built Europe” Francors 

Rayrow also stressed the UDE's “lack of selfanterest” m 
thes campaign “We are impatiently awanung alternation 
and we therefore have no partrsan mmterest om the cam- 
pagn for a ‘yes vote ~ 

Alan Madelin. deputy chairman of the | DE. followed a 

wmular line of argument on France Inter yesterday when 

he sand that “the wectory of the ‘no vote would be 

devtiructive. A *rench ‘no would not be the same as 
ith Denmark's ‘no. «& would be a formidable shock 

wave to European burideng _ It 1s no good to say that we 
would then resume European buriding on new bases. we 
would destroy i permanently ~ 

Chirac laterviewed About Pro- Maastricht Decision 

VIE S0994 1 Pare, LE FIGARO on French 6 Jul 9. po 

[Interview with Jacques Chirac by Pau! Colbert and 

Michel ( hamard. place and date not given “My Yes to 
Maasincht Croes Hand om Hand With My No to Metter 
rand” | 

[Test] The former prime minister hopes that the refer 
endum eill net become a domestu policy wou 

Saturday [4 Julyf, the RPR {Rally tor the Republi) 
preadent intormed the offwials of bis mowement of his 

pervonal stand on the ret endum on ratihcation of the 
Vaavirn ht agrcements He nom chares with our readers 
the reasons for tis stand 
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{LE FIGARO] What ts the main reason for your “yes” to 
Maastricht? Is it resignation, political prudence, or a real 
allegiance to the treaty” 

[Chirac] Clearly, my “yes” to Maastricht 1s a carefully 
thought-out “yes.” I believe, and I mentioned ut as carly 
as last December, that 1 represents progress toward the 
politica‘ umon of the European countnes. As it stands, ! 
am convinced that the future of our country and of our 
people lics in a strengthening of Europe. That is why 
France cannot run the nsk of isolating itself or chal- 
lenging anew the European construction process itself. 
For all that, | am perfectly aware of the limits and 
shortcomings of the treaty which, and | regret the fact, 1s 
no more equal to the international stakes than it is to 
solving the operating problems of the Community. In 
any case, what | would like to say to all those who fear 
that this treaty will involve France in an irreversible 
development is that Maastricht will be realized in stages 
and that its implementation, whether good or bad, will 
depend on the will of governments and of ours in 
particular. 

I trust neitier Mitterrand nor Delors. But I, for one, 
know perfectly well what needs to be donc. should it be 
ratified, to implement the treaty in accordance with the 
interests of France. 

[LE FIGARO] When you delivered your speech on 
Saturday, how did you react to the attitude of the RPR 
officials? 

[Chirac] | knew very well that the majority of the 4,000 
or so RPR officials was hostile to the treaty. That 1s 
precisely the reason why I resolved that they would be 
the first to hear my views. | knew ut would not be casy, 
but one must have the courage of one’s convictions. 
Besides, by the end of my speech, you would have noted 
thiat there was a unanimous expression of approval. 
proving that a difference of opinion on a particular issuc 
did not breach the cohesion and enthusiasm of the party 

[LE FIGARO] Would it not have been more ckillful for 
you to head the “no” camp”? Vo you understand their 
position” 

[Chirac] Those are not the terms in which the problem 1s 
cast. The ratification of the Maastricht treaty 1s not, and 
must not be, a domestic policy issuc. France's interest in 
a developing Europe 1s what 1s at stake. Having said that, 
and because it is primarily a problem of conscience, | 
respect the position of those who made a different choice 
from mine on a subject that must be acknowledged as 
complex and sensitive. 

I simply hope that real convictions, not ultenor motives, 
are inspiring other people's choices. Furthermore, 
enabling the citizens to capress their opinion directly 
and individually being the whole point, | was hoping the 
referendum would take place 

[LE FIGARO] To avoid being criticized for your 
seeming hesitancy, why did you not take a stand soon 
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after the publication of the treaty? At the time, could you 
not have expected to sway your whole movement toward 
your conviction” 

[Chirac] | would like to remind you that I wrote what | 
thought of the treaty as soon as it was made public last 
December. | declared, and I quote myself, that 1 was “a 
small step in the mght direction.” My position has not 
changed one 1sota since then. The tume had come for the 
democratic debate, including within the Rally for the 
Republic, and for the parliamentary work. 

Those activities were not useless because they made it 
possible to clanfy the very content of the treaty, to 
improve it, as well as to sensitize the French people to its 

stakes. It would have been absurd to rush, whereas, over 
these past six months, some events, | am thinking of the 
Danish “no,” have shown that nothing is really defi- 
nitely secured. 

[LE FIGARO] Can a person be admitted to the Elysee 
[office of the President] if he or she has failed to support 
Maastricht” 

[Chirac] I beheve that, while one may not be a Maas- 
tncht activist, one must be an activist for France and a 
supporter of Europe in order to lead our country. It 
amuses me to note that Mitterrand, who 1s today the 

fiercest defender of European integration, had advocated 
abstention or a blank vote at the time of the 1972 
referendum on the opening of the Community to Creat 
Britain, Ireland, and Denmark. A strange paradox' 

[LE FIGARO] If “no” comes out the winner, are not you 
afraid that its advocates will try to take over the RPR 
leadership” 

[Chirac] | do not see why mancuvers aimed at taking 
over the helm of a given movement could be the conse- 
quence of a vote of conscience, whatever its result. As for 
the RPR, I belheve that it has now learned to hive with its 
differences. | wanted the debate | wanted internal 
democracy. | do not fear its effects 

[LE FIGARO] Are not you yourself considering giving 
up the RPR presidency’ 

[Chirac] The goals I have set have not yet been reached 
The Socialists are still in office, and the opposition 1s not 
sufficiently united. Therefore, it 1s not yet time for me to 
leave the RPR presidency. Rest assured: that moment 
will come’ 

[LE FIGARO] Do you fear, as do Mitterrand and other 
supporters of the “yes,” that the French reyection of the 
treaty, should it occur, will really shatter the dynamics of 

European construction” In plain language, what would 
happen if the “no” were to win” 

[Chirac] I belreve that | would, im fact. stop European 
construction. Some people beleve that (he nonratifica- 
tion of the Maastricht treaty would not prevent Europe 
from functioning as it does today, not even from growing 

stronger. It 1s pudscially mght, but politically false. The 
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psychological consequences of the Danish “no™ can 
already be measured. What would be the outcome of a 
French “no™ when one 1s aware of the driving role that 
France has always played in the Community’ 

{LE FIGARO] Do you think the French voter will 
differentiate between his stand on Europe and his judg- 
ment of Mitterrand’s gencral policy’ Are you not afraid 
that Europe will pay for the public's dissatisfaction with 
the government” 

[Chirac] it ts a msk. Maastricht did not erase the failures 
of 10 years of socialism, all the problems remain, such as, 
to cite a few, uncmployment, insecurity, paralysis of the 
educational system, and the collapse of agriculture, with 
the desertion of our countryside as its accompanying 
consequence. Maastricht 1s being discussed, but a para- 
lyzed France 1s today’s reality because the farmers and 
the truck drivers, following many others, shout their 
discontent. In that context, why be surprised that some 
people are tempted to say “no” to Mitterrand? Whilc | 
can understand that state of mind, | cannot personally 
condone it; for, once again, what 1s at stake 1s France's 
interest and Europe's future role in the world. We must 
not be wrong about which issue to debate. We will soon 
have a better occasion to say “no” to Mitterrand. 

[LE FIGARO] In your opinion, is the difference between 
the RPR and the UDF [Union for French Democracy} 
on the subject of Europe limited to the European stake or 
does it not reveal a real political rivalry, putting an end 
to the single party. 

[Chirac] We all know that the European issue elicits 
different opinions as soon as it 1s brought up, not only in 
the opposition but also within cach of the groups const:- 
tuting it. It 1s neither a surprise nor a tragedy. | am 
convinced, once the commotion has subsided, that the 
umion will be naturally reestablished, because what 
unites us 1s a thousand times stronger that what divides 
us. As for me, I will do everything in my power toward 
that end. 
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The opposition has already scheduled new gencral mect- 
ings for September. A common government platform 
will be formulated before the end of the year. That close 
to the parliamentary clections we are nol going to crase 
four years of common efforts and work with one stroke. 
especially since the latest clectrons showed that our :dcas 
are very much those of the French majority’ The oppo- 
sition voters, whose concern | understand, can be reas- 
sured. | know very well what they expect of us. and we 
will not disappoint them. 

[LE FIGARO] Will we still be able to make a campaign 
of alternation on the same government program imme- 
diately after the referendum” If “yes” wins, will those 
who urged the “no™ vote be able to govern casily with 
those who urged the “yes”” 

[Chirac] Obviously yes, already between 1986 and 1958. 
we proved it could be donc. I will remind you that our 
different views did not prevent us trom governing 
together and carrying out a dynamic and ambitious 
European policy with, at the ime, Bernard Bosson as my 
minister of European affairs We were instrumental on 
getting the Single Act ratified. It was a step as highly 
decisive as Maastricht’ 

{LE FIGARO] Does not the intensity with which you 
reacted to the joint UDF-PS [Socialist Party) meetings 
on Europe show a real concern about a political reorga- 
nization as desired by Delors’ 

[Chirac] The French need clarity, not confusion. How 1s 
it possible to admit that one can criticize Socialrst 
politics, get ready to campaign im the parliamentary 
clections against the Socialists as part of the unron of the 
opposition, and, at the same time, cngage in these 
strange “pas de deux” with the mayor officials of the 
government and of the Socialist Party’ That was enough 
to make a person wonder. One must know what one 
wants and what to choose. As for me, | am deeply 
convinced that unwa 1s the essential condition of the 
policy of alternation. Everything thai threatens it only 

favors the Socialists. I 1s as semple as that 
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* Gevernment Intent To Increase Taxes Reported 

92ESO135A Rome LA REPUBBLICA in Italian 
16 Jul 92 p 43 

[Artacle by Gennaro Schettino: “The Government On 
the Hunt for New Taxes”™] 

[Text] A frigid autumn is in store for Italian taxpayers. 
The government also intends to ransack their wallets 
when summer is over. In fact, there will be new taxes of 
20-30 tnlhon [currency not specified] in the financial law 
for next year. Finance Minister Giovanni Goria made 
the unpleasant announcement yesterday during a 
hearing at the chamber where the economic operation 
was explained. Discussion of the decree law containing 
the measures will begin 23 July, having secured approval 
for an emergency procedure along with a positive view 
concerning its constitutionality. 

Gona explained that the new taxes are needed to cover 
all the single payment tax revenues, such as the cond:- 
tional amnesty for tax evaders and the recent estate and 
property taxcs which in one way or another saved the 
public budget this year. Goria explained “The objective 
18 to consolidate the tax pressure at levels reached this 
year.” The Finance Minister added that to do that one 
must replace the single payment tax measures with new, 
permanent taxes. However, Gorta took care not to 
explain which taxes the government intends to act on. 

Thus, despite the promises of Minister Gora, an autumn 
again filled with taxes awaits Italian taxpayers, because, 
as the CER [European Research Center] points out in its 
latest forecasts, a great part of the measures launched 
this year will not affect the 1993 deficit. Cuts in expenses 
contemplated by the delegated law approved by the 
Council of Ministers last Fniday will only begin “to brie” 
in the years to come. For that very reason, the State 
Audit Court yesterday asked that the date be pushed up 
to this August both for the measures connected with the 
1993 budget operation and for those relating to further 
corrections to reestablish the financial targets fixed for 
this year. Furthermore, our audit authorities entered 
into the ment of the measures to be adopted. urging. 
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among other things. a drastic cut in the use of special 
funds and in capital account outlays. 

According to the State Audit Court, the government 
should call an emergency budget session. That 1s made 
particularly necessary because of the weakness on the 
expenditures front in the latest economic operaticn. 
Some sectors of capenditures, such as health, came out 

practically unscathed. It 1s no accident that FEDER- 
FARMA [expansion unknown] and the National Health 
Service managers yesterday issued two notes applauding 
the delegated law for health where the measures planned 
are not at all drastic and are diluted over time. 

In any event. in a related report, the State General 
Accounting Office sought to show that the measures on 
public outlays approved by the government are very 
severe. Let us cxamune on detail the Accounting Office's 
figures 

A total block until 31 December 1992 on turnover in the 
public services will affect approximately 5,700 workers, 
overall, in the ministnes, public companies, provinces, 
municipalities, and other organizations and wall produce 
a reduction in expenditures of 182.99 bilhon. It 1s 
estimated that the measure denying 1992 funds for the 
automatic adjustment of social security and welfare 
pensions resulting from the November automatic 
increase will have a net wumpact of 620 bilhon lire on 
government requirements. Savings connected with 
renewing collective agreements in the state sector equal 2 
inihon lire for 1992. Similar economes will also be 
made both in 1993 and on 1994. In the nongovernmental 
public sector, such savings will be 1.7 tnilhhon for cach of 
the three years. Overall, the effects of the public finance 
measure On requirements amounts to 8.208 tnihon lire 
in 1992. $.231 trlhon om 1993, 5.469 tnlhon m 1994, 
and 5.605 tnihon in 1995 

However, cxaplanations and figures from the Accounting 
Office did not convince the opposition parties. 
According to Giorgio La Malfa, secretary of the Repub- 
hean Party, “The government has made a disorganized 
request to the people for sacrifices without taking ade- 
quate measures to bring about a rec. ery.” He added, 
“It 1s a sign of the government's political weakness, and 
it confirms that we did well to say no to Amato.” 

1991 1992 199) t 104 1995 

State om 152.322 468,297 187,197 Ti) ee 141.318 

—Percent of GDP 10.7 108 a 97 as a | 49 7 

—, 6,771 2 6” 19467) . 20.910 “20.770 

—Percent of GDP 05 00 12 12 ! 12 
State Indebtedness!?) 1,453,789 16231599 1 703.02 1.929.326 2.073.051 
—Percent of GDP wo? 1063 | 1105 | 14) | 165 

Average Rate for 125 123 95 ‘s 4 

eee | | 
(> thons of lire 
(Dinet of setilements of indebtedness eith secunties 
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De Michelis Involvement in Kickbacks Analyzed 

YIESOOS! Rome L-ESPRESSO in Italian 19 July 92 
pp 20-22 

{Artucle by Roberto Chiodr: “Arnviderc: Gianni” | 

[Text] Awkhacks; the Venwe case His trusty aide in 
prison. His faction on the skids. Hus businessmen friends 
who turn their backs on him. And now those 11, serious 
culations in the key document of the judicial inquiry on 
the bribes around the lagoon Report on the collapse of the 
De Michelis system. 

Now, it’s his turn Gianni De Michels, former minister 
of foreign affairs, PSI [Italian Socialist Party] under 
secretary in pectore, 1s at the center of suspicion. Vene- 
tian Magistrates investigating the kickback system could 
no longer avoid implicating him im the investigation. 
According to statements from businessmen and govern- 
ment officials, his faction was one of the pivotal points of 
the bribery network brought to light by the investigation. 
All day Thursday, 9 June, De Michelis’s offices in Mestre 
were turned upside down. Cnorgio Casadei, his general 
factotum, was npped apart by accusations and charges of 
complicity by the owners of some top Venctian firms. 

Casadei, in prison since 6 July, remains silent. But the 
name of De Michels recurs | 1 tomes in the latest 27-page 
warrant signed by Judge Felice Cassone. Another nine 
subpoenas are for his faction, while the name of the PSI 
appears 10 tumes. Thirty body blows. 

In four cross<cxaminations, the directors of the CCC, a 
cement construction firm, emphasized the degree to 
which the kickbacks had become automatic. The con- 
struction firm, which the judges have defined as “a 
reference point for the Itahan Socialist Party”, was asked 
by Casade: (and, Casson specifically notes, “Casadei 
represents De Michels.) to present a program of public 
works im their ficld for which contract bidding was 
contemplated in the near future.” Casadei asked for an 
advance of 2.5 percent on the gross remuneration for 
these projects. In no way was the proposal rejected. and 

the CCC continued to deposit relatively modest sums, 
20-30 milion lire at a time, which were then subtracted 
from the computation of ensuing kickbacks 

The Venetian investigators have scoured the byways of 
the imbrogho, beginning with the initial funding proce- 
dures, funding directed toward some projects rather than 
others. The project was awarded on the basis of largely 
discretionary procedures, with exclusion and violation 
of the regulations. Bidding was replaced by private 
negotiations or by cxploiting special legislation based on 
premises of urgency and emergency (like those for the 
world soccer games and on atrazine) in order to acquire 
a more or less absolute power in the assignment of the 
contract 

These firms were chosen, however, not on the vasis of 
competence or technical capertise, but according to their 
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“political leanings and reliability, understood as accep- 
tance and integration into the kickback system, com- 
pleted by occult financing of the political parties.” Per- 
haps, finally, un this last sentence there appears the 
definition of a crime: the violation of the law on the 
funding of parties. However, the general setting in which 
this exiremely grave criminal activity flourished could 
induce the Venetian magistrates to charge the accused 
with more serious crimes: corruption for the busi- 
nessmen (which carnes jail sentences of up to four 
years), extort.on for government officials (punishable by 
sentences of up to 12 years). 

An entire politico-administrative system 1s under indict- 
ment because all the big wheels of the two principal 
factions in Venetia msk becoming involved, from city 
councillors to officials of the province and the region, 
from the presidents of cooperatives to those responsible 
for superhighways and water purification, from engi- 
neers to technical experts. from auditors to company 
administrators. 

In the events relating to the kickbacks for the super- 
highway access road to Marco Polo Airport and the 
purification of the water by atrazine, the following 
scenano took place First, an agreement between the 
parties (DC [Christian Democratic Party] and PSI) for 
the division of the kickbacks, then the selection of the 
firms on the basis of their political leanings and trust- 
worthiness. Finally, the harvesting phase, “in which the 
ringleaders, that 1s to say the ‘influential’ companies of 
the area of Venetia, were involved as collectors in 
exchange for which they were recognized with larger 
shes than others when contracts were being doled out 

For work on the first segment of the access road, 440 
million lire were destined for De Michelss’s PSI faction, 
380 milhon of which had already been paid oui to 
Casades. To the Venetian DC Dorotea faction, 520 
millon lire, of which $00 had already been paid to 
Ferlin, former Minister of Transportation Carlo Ber- 
nini's man. Another Socialist faction, Autonomy. man. 
aged to sneak im for the atrazine. The secretary for 
Socialist deputy Giovanni Cresco, under secretary of 
transportation, pocketed 24) million lire from the Mal- 
tauro company. His name” It 1s Rammondo Galuppo. 
newly clected PSI senator Under cross-cxamination, the 
contractors, whose job it was to collect the kickback 
moncy from other Venetian companies, estimated this 
one haul to be “around three to four billion.” 

The amount of the disbursements should not shock 
anyone. In any event. the companies made significant 
profits. They were able in good time to acquire the lots 
closest to their company headquarters. avoid any form of 
litigation and competition, and eliminate cost increases 
In short, they succeeded in saving much more than the 
two and a half percent that the kickbacks were costing 
them. Of course, the competitions proclanmed by the 
various Cooperatives were drained of everything. com- 

plicity was needed, not only from politicians, but also 
from employees and technicians in the administirations. 
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mM some Case Cases, everyone's CONNIVaNCe Was Necessary 

for nothing less than the forging of documents The end 
result was what everyone wanted: 14 tnilon lire ’s worth 
of work divided among regional firms, enabling them to 
grow both nationally and internationally. And along with 
them, the politicians grew who answered with their 
henchmen throughout the entire “Venetian kickback 
system. 

Here, proof and verification. Casadei, “who represented 
De Michelis,” solicited advance payments from the 
Maltauro company, suggesting that otherwise there 
might be “negative implications”; and after the contracts 
for the access road, he explained that the related kick- 
backs were being included “in a broader agreement, in 
the interest of the respective political parties.” Ferlin, 
“trusted ally and personal secretary to Senator Bernini. 
spread the power and influence of the leader at the 
regional level.” The picture 1s nearly complete. “Dom:- 
nating the scene are the figures of two politicians who 
have had prominent government careers. Senator Ber- 
nimi and Deputy De Michelis. They have availed them- 
selves of the services of two trusted and faithful collab- 
orators, Ferlin and Casade1, who maintain closer 
contacts with the local political forces, with the admin- 
istrators of their own and other partics. and with the 
businessmen.” Ferlin and Casadei have ended up in 
prison and are not talking. Bernini has received notice 
that he 1s under investigation. 

[Box, p 21] 

Casson’s Theorem 

The accusation by Judge Felice Casson 1s based on “an 
agreement between the Dorotea and De Michelrs tac- 
tions, providing for the imposition and division of 
kickbacks to be collected from preselected contractors ” 

Casson claims to have ‘a sufficiently clear picture of the 
degenerate politico-institutional context and the roles 
played by political figures and local administrators now 
under investigation. A shocking panorama emerges that 
does not represent a political and/or sdeological disser- 
tation, bul a precise and specific synthesis of accusations 
by individual businessmen against individual politicians 
and individual administrators 

It 1s true that the Dorotea group in Venetia has a role and 
presence in public administration superior to that of De 
Michelis’s followers. But “the political weight of the PSI 
group led by the Honorable De Michelis 1s such as to be 
able to impose conditions on the Dorotea political 
power, and, in any case, the two leaders agreed to form 
an alliance that lasied for a long time. Such an alliance. 
on the political level, has ummediate repercussions at a 
level of power which translatcs itself into the dividing up 
the spoils and the parceling out of areas of influence, not 
only in government agencies, but also in private compa- 
mics destined to be the recipients of funding for the 
execution of public works 
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“Public contracts, at the moment of funding, of plan- 

ning. and of assignment capenence the intrusion of the 
political power which has taken over the market and in 

all uts phases has introduced criminal activities clevated 
to a system.” 

* Achille Occhetto Explains Ideal Government 

YIESIOS7A Rome LA REPU BBLIC A im Italian 

24 Jul 92 py¥ 

{Interview with Achille Occhetto, Democratic Party of 
the Lefi secretary. by Barbara Palombelli in Rome. date 
not given: “Occhetto Says | Dreamed of a Government”) 

{Text} “Wf 1 Claudio Martelli. and Leoluca Orlando 
Gireo La Malta. Francesco Rutelli, and even Marw 

Seen, if he had the courage to chanee., were to youn forces. 

perhaps in a new eroup of government men We might 

seek a majority in the country and in Parliament 

Thus, with a midsummer’ political dream. Achill 
Occhetto ends a lone and ditt ult, even dramatic. inter 

view ahout the future of owr country 

The story of a chanee is recorded on the magnetic tape I 

is ahout the motivations, the dithiculties, and the fears of 
the long vevage from the opposition benches to those of 
the “2overnment of problems, of responsvibulities that can 

no loneer he evaded to save our endangered democract 

[Palombelh] What should we be afraid of” 

[Occhetto] A senes of crises enough to cause vers and 
pulses to throb are plunging down all at once on the same 
land. In other times one of them alone would have 
produced the conditions necessary cven for risky 

changes. There 1s a moral crisis. a crisis of parties, the 
burden of the financial deficit, the desire to break down 
national unity, and the military strength of ( osa Nostra 

that removes entire terntones trom the jurisdiction of 

the state and from normal democratic lite The concen- 
trated effect of those crises calls into question our 

democratic structure 

[Palombelli] A situation semilar to the terronst caploson” 

[Occhetto] No, things are different from 1975-76, when 
there was an internal crisis of a system that still func- 
tioned. We are not in an emergency instead. we face a 

serous and disquicting turning pornt in the history of 
our country, based on structural situations over which 

this regime has broken down. The turning point requires 

an immediate revolution in relatrons among the political 

forces 

[Palombeth] And what is the PDS [Democratic Party of 
the Left] domg? Will t enter into the majority to 

confront the new emergency” 

{Occhetto] It 1s not merely a question of confronting an 

emergency. We are facing a rapid acceleration of the 

political processes that can break up and rcassembic 
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partecs at different levels. We are al a crossroads. The 

breakdown could lead to ncw and unknown authon- 

lanan solutions 

In 1919-1920 no one knew what fascism was, what 
could be, and what 1 would become. We recall how 
Gramsci, himself, later had occasion to say thal we 
ourselves were an unwitting part of the general ruin of 
ltahan society 

|Palombeth] Your analysis makes one shudder. 

[Occhetto] Everyone. unwittingly, can prepare new 
forms of authortananism. The Right can do it, the new 
Right. but also a certain way of conducting protests, and 
even a way of bemg too indulgent regarding vague 
screams about the lines in the press and about television. 

[Palombecih}] We cannot shut down the squares. There 
are so many of them. There are the groups of the Social 
Movement youths, the Lega, and finally the “just ones,” 
who, however, are rebelling and perhaps are occupying 
the prefecture or attacking the Palermo Cathedral 

[Occhetto] Thew disparate mix wornes me. 70 me they 
seem to be clements that cat contnbute to something 
new that none of them has under control. Once, a leftrst 
crowd wanted progress, and one on the Right wanted 
conservation. Today. in the common capectation that 
the cadaver of the party system will pass in front of the 
crowds—now, for heavens sake. please do not mistake 
me for someone who defends the party system en bloc— 
the danger? 1s that those three groups might become a 
single one 

[Palombelh] Are you saying those groups might acclaim 
a new dictator’ 

{Occhetto] | am not thinking of an overt dictatorship, | 
am thinking of control by the lobby potentates, in the 
context of a Aalf-state in a halt-democracy. In a word, one 
might reach the pomt where public mtervention 1s 
deprived of any authority, « would be reduced to a 
structure serving the new technostructures destined to 
govern this country. But the authortanan reaction can 
be defeated. even the Mafia can be defeated by a strong 
democracy, implacable i the struggle against crime 

[Palombeth] You sand “implacable.” 

{Occhetto) Fortunately, a certain lazy, freakish, and civil 
liberianan view on the Left's outlook has changed. I fee! 
that the times are different, are serous. Esther the Left 
and the democratic forces assume the burden of showing 
that the demand for mmplacable action against crime can 
be managed by a democracy, or clse 1 will be managed 
by someone cise. 1 do not want to repeat the error that 

the Left made before fascism 

|Palombecth} Yesterday Cinaco De Mita, Christian Dem 
ocratic Party (DC | president, stated your speech was a 

government party speech. Bul how can one be a govern- 
ment party when in the opposition” 
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[Occhetto] A governing opposition. 

[Palombeth] What 1s that’ 

[Occhetto] We want to produce a new way of governing 
Andrea Manzella described ut well, in LA REPU BBLIC A 
itself, There are two types of opposition. We are the kind 
of opposition that wishes to show how onc can govern by 
deeds 

[Palombcihi] Would that not be the old desire for 
national solidarity: deaths in the public square. and the 
PDS in the government” 

[Occhetto] No, I reject the ambiguous possibility of a 
new penod of collaboration with casting forces. There 1s 
a crisis of regime. And even the possibility that the PDS 
and the PRI [Italian Republican Party] might enter into 
the Amato government would change nothing. because 
at thes point, a new way of governing 1s needed, a system 

that 1 an alternative to payofls and crime. to the 
prevalence of private incomes and parasitism over inno- 

vation and production 

(in the other hand. we are ready to contribute to the 
approval of the decree on organized crime, but. as | sand 
Wednesday [22 July] to the president of the Republic, we 
are not asking for extraordinary laws but for an cxtraor- 
dinary use of casting laws, an immediate, cxtremely 
decisive, repressive capability, We want clear acts by the 
government 

| am amazed by the absence of the prime minister from 
the front linc. for cxampic. when he refused yesterday to 
comment in Parhament on the events of Palermo We 
are prepared to assume all the responsibilities for 

defending this democracy. But be careful, one can truly 
resist only from outside the old political system 

When at this pont everyone rs thinking that within the 

State are men who have lost all credibility, ut ons not 
enough to place other men neat to those men. For that 

reason | lay down two conditions new persons and 
serous shock therapy 

[Palombeth} Two conditions for what purpose” 

[Occhetto) Today, there 1s the parliamentary commu 
ment against crime and for modernization Even if 

enlarged, this government will not succeed, because the 
sysiem can no longer succeed. | feel we must rarse our 
sights. There are two possituliives. One 1s to prepare tor 
the collapse of parties and await a coup. A ceriam blend 

opposition, and a few sectors of the old power system 
contribute to that. The other possibility os the regenera. 
tron of the party system, to have the parties live again 
with new people It 1 a matter of having pride and 

modesty) making the valuc of a new grouping preva! 
over individual demands, a new alliance restoring taith 

m citizens A visible alliance that says what vou want 
about civil mghts, taxcs, about the struggic against crime 
and the defense of real wages. And at this pornt the Lx 
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will not be in only one of the two alignments. It will 
divide, precisely over programs. And then there 1s the 
cress over Craxi’s policy. 

[Palombethi] What ts your opimon of ” 

[Qcchetto] I do not make personal judgments. The PS! 
[ltahan Socialist Party] should reconsider its strategy 
that today les under the ruins of the old political system 
The profitability of the Socialist position 1s over, and yet 
that party's top leadership docs not think about that. 
Cran: sets himself up as defender of the old power 
system, without understanding that « 1s precisely the 
defense of privileges and the parties’ bad habits that 1 
the cause of all this reactionary uproar. 

[Palombeth] A piece of the DC, a piece of the PSI, of the 
PDS. plus the movements.._.It seems like the old story of 
the alternative, with the Catholics in ut. | do not wish to 
anger you, but you have been saying this thing for more 
than five years. What 1s new about i” 

[Occhetto] But that 1s not the way it 1s. We are opposed 
to the possibility of a red rescue of the old political 
system. We want to be the cutting edge for unhinging the 
old rules, for hastening the new ones. Without shortcuts. 
toward new clections, with a new clectoral system 
Within very short time frames, we will prepare a new 
issue to present at the neat clections. Whether ut be by 
agreement or by a cartel, we shall see. Certainly, | do not 
want to choke myself on formulas. We shall certainly 
give proof of that at the next administrative clections, in 
Milan as at Palermo. 

[Palombeth| The impression 1s that all the current estab- 
leshment, including the PDS, 1s thinking in long-range 
terms, perhaps too long. and perhaps Italy can no longer 
allow «self that, Meanwhile, there is shooting in the 
marketplace, they spit on cach other, they scream, they 
kick cach other. People are tired. You, yourself, declared 
that we are on the eve of a dangerous change 

jOochetto] That ts truce. At this pomt even the most 
diverse political forces know that time ts short. | propose 
that no later than tomorrow, those peopic, those citizens 
who are fed up with old politics, make a commitment to 
constitute committees for a new alliance for progress. To 
press the parties to chose the path of planning, and bring 
forth a new Left. As you sec, these are different things 
from what was said in the past about the alternative It 1s 
not a matter of putting together old parties, but an 
alignment having a common attitude toward the moral 
issuc. and toward fundamental chores 

Martelli’s Dispute With Craxi Considered 
YIES 10464 Rome L-ESPRESSO in Italian 26 Jul 92 
pp 32-34 

[Article by Guido Quaranta “You Too, Claudius” | 

[Text] Most members of the Socialist Party do not 
beleve it. They say that the two men have been, arc, and 
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always will be, father and son. At most, they say that. if 
it eS really a crises, ot 1s merely recurrent and temporary 
But many other comrades have no doubts. The orginal 
devouon for Secretary Bettuno Crax: ended some time 
ago. Now Justice Minister Claudio Martelli 1s his own 
man and, unlike the mild Acncas. he will not carry the 
old Anchises on his back for long. 

Neapolitan Deputy Carlo D'Amato, for cxample. 1s 
convinced that Mariclli counts on a gradual and irrevers- 
ible detenoration of the party mage which was damaged 
iwremediably by the recent chain of scandals. At the nght 
moment, he wants to become tts savior. He says, “Clau- 
dio waits until the baby falls into his arms.” Potenza 
Senator Luig: Pirern has the clear impression that the 
secretary 1s beginning to fear his former pupil. He said, 
“For some time I have heard even that to avord a public 
clash with him, Bettino 1s thinking of postponing our 
neat Congress which was supposed to be held in autumn 
to meat year.” And there are also those who foresee the 

postponement of an organizational mecting to be held 
within a few months at Genoa to solemnly celebrate the 
first century of the PSI [Italian Socialest Party} 

Actually, since summer last year, relations between Mar- 
tell and Cran: have not been filal. They began to 
deternorate during the extraordinary congress held in 

July at the Bar Fair 

The former made a rather courageous speech, which in 
some ways also was prophetic. (in the platform he 

proclaimed support for unity of the Left, proposed a 
break with the Christian Democrats. condemned the 
integralism of the church. and shot down the party 
manipulators. And the latter, who listened with 
increasing displeasure, made a few derogatory gestures 

Then, wnitated by the length of the specch and the 
warmth of the applause for the orator, he abruptly left 
the chairman's post 

Martell also displeased his dad at the beginning of this 
year 

In January, during a party convention at Mantua, he 
supported the validity of pensioning party seniors and 

renewing their old political projects. That opinion was 
not at all appreciated in Craai’s office mm Via del Corso 
[Itahan Socialist Party headquarters} In April, immed:- 
ately after the clection shock, he celebrated the tuncral 

rites of the four-party arrangement that the secretary, 

instead, had intended to keep alive at any cost. And a 
short time later, he suggested a reform of the ciectoral 
law which would favor the alternation of government 
between opposite forces. That was unwelcome to the 
head of the party. who insicad wanted to launch one 
destined to preserve the center coalitions 

But hes break with Cran: took place around the middie of 
June during the government crisis that the socialrst 
leader, who had some time carher decided to return to 
Palazzo ( bigs | Prime Minister's Oftice], hoped would be 

resolved on hes favor On Tuesday the 16th, the minister 
went to the president's office together with his collcaguc 
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at the Intenor Ministry, Vincenzo Scotti, to get the 
signature of head of state Oscar Luigi Scalfaro. on an 
anti-Mafia decree. But with that formality taken care of, 
he spoke of any subject but the one of immediate 
interest. 

First, he had let u be understood confidentially that 
Bettino, hounded daily by the Milan scandals. could 
certainly not achieve his project, legitimate though i 
was. Then he said he was ready to take the mutiative, 
since he was ummune from any legal difficulty. He added 
he was sure he would succeed. And, finally, he pornted 
out that the person who accompanied him was a possibile 
and capable vice president of the Cabinet. 

That abrupt move cost him dearly. First of all there was 
the accusation of having atiempted an “intentona™ 
(Spanish for “attempted coup™: recalling that Bettino. 
who was furious, used that term when told that Claudio 
himself was the candidate. That was revealed by Maur- 
iz10 Saccom, Treasury under secretary). Then he suffered 
the indignity of seeing comrade Giuliano Amato take his 
place in Palazzo Chigs. He was never very fnendly with 
Amato and was humiliated at becoming one of his many 
underlings, even while he remained a minister. Then he 
saw the ouster of some fnends in Parliament who had 
hoped to remain, or become, under secretanes to the 
advantage of the most orthodox Crax: deputies or sena- 
tors. In fact the 11 positions of assistant minister allotted 
to the PSI went to them. And finally, he saw himself 
mereasingly regarded with suspicion by the entire top 
party echelon which. at least officially, supported Cran: 

But after the mnitial anger dissipated (as they sand in Via 
del Corso, “He was more irritable than usual”) Marieth 
did not stop playing his own game 

In recent weeks, he often talked with several PDS 
{Democratic Party of the Left] leaders who had broken 
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with Achille Occhetto, beginning with Emanuele 
Macaluso, and various PSI leaders who disagreed with 
Bettino Craxi. They discussed the possibility of planning 
a federation agreement between the two partics to finally 
unite the Left. And, after the project was launched, he let 
them know through his trusted fnends. that he supported 
it without many reservations 

A few days ago, commenting favorably on that support, 
the Honorable Pans Dell’ Unto described ut as the “big- 
gest rocket launched agaist Bettino.” On Wednesday 
the 1 Sth [Junc], in the lounge of Montecitono [Chamber 
of Deputies}, his colleague Claudio Signore said that 
the party ranks spoke of the pact and of Martell with 
increasing imicrest. And Cnuseppe Rema. another PSI 
leader, was equally in agreement. He did not hide the 
hope that the minister would move stull further ahead: 
“It rs hes tome.” he sand 

Is ut plausible to believe that by so often opposing a 
secretary politically weakened within a few months, 

Martelli aimed at seizing from him a party contro! he 
had held solidly in his hands for 16 successive years’ 

That hypothesis resurfaced within the past few days. 
after «t had long been circulated mm the corndors of 
Parhament and revealed itself always as a guess. After 
all, never as now had Crax: appeared im such difficulty 
and never had there been such disonentation im his 
party. At least WO to 35 percent are affected. But prog- 
nosticators differ. Milan deputy. Francesco Colucci, a 
very loyal Crax: supporter. cxpressed this conviction 
“As far as | am concerned, no onc, at least at this time, 
can undermine Bettino’s leadership. On the other hand. 
the Honorable Felice Borgogho, of the minority Left of 
Piedmont, discounts nothing. “Claudio never has had 
organized troops behind him. but I have the impression 
that if he were to move, he would gather a significant 
majority — 
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* Opposing Experts Agree on Worsening Economy 

VIESIO3Z9A Lishon SEMANARIO in Portuguese 
11 Jul 92 pp S8-S9 

[Interviews with Vitor Constancio, former governor of 
the Bank of Portugal, and cconomuac lnheral Vasco d'Orey 
by Diogo Castro ¢ Silva. place and date not given: “To 
the Left and the Right of Braga”™] 

[Text] Although thei political stands are completel; 
different, Vasco d Orey and Vitor Constancio aerce that 
the Portuguese economy iw running the risk of a very 
pronounced deceleration of its economic growth and even 
of a recession 

Vitor Constance challenges the ccomomic policy cur- 
rently being pursued mm Portugal To the left of Braga de 
Macedo, this former governor of the Bank of Portugal 
feels that the national cconomy 1s in danger of entering a 
recession. 

[Castro ¢ Silva] What prospects do you see for this year 
of 199)” 

[C onstancio] Well, the growth rate will be very somilar to 
last year’s and, in my opinion, even lower. All we need to 
do 1s look at the profile of the industrial sector, where 
growth 1s porting to a serous deceleration of the rate of 
activity for 1991, with negative growth at the end of that 
year and the beginning of 1992. In other words, the signs 
of recession im the industrial sector are beginning to be 
obvious in the statustics, and that state of things will 
continue throughout this year. In addition, imports of 
machinery goods and equipment “oods are showing very 
weak growth, thus demonstrating that investment in the 
firms 1s stagnating—which also happened in 1991. by the 
way Consumption 1s also showing signs of deceleration 

in the first half of thes year. So everything 1s pomting to 
a slower rate of growth on the Portuguese coonomy thes 
year. As for the inflaton ratc, «t will stay at appros- 
maicly 9 percent 

[Castro ¢ Silva] Do you regard as credible the scenano of 
Stagnation at the end of thes year” 

{Constancio] Everything 1s 1m fact powntong im that direc- 
tion. In my opimon, that os the result of the strategic 
error represented by the increase in VAT [valued-added 
tax}. Although official talk has been characterized by 
optimism regarding its effect on inflatron, the fact 1s that 
that decision made an inflation rate of less than 9 
percent impossible. I feel that thes os bad from the 
standpoint of a medium-term change 1 inflation, given 
that, without the VAT increase. a 7-percent inflation rate 
would have been possible by the end of this year. 
considering that we started off with a rate of 8.5 percent 
in January of thes year Consolidation of the drop in 
inflation would then have been a fact 

{Castro ¢ Silva] The decision to mcrease VAT for thes 
year was the means used by the government to contamn 
the public deficit. Do you feel, then, that the basic cause 
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of the difficultses being capencnced by the Portugucse 
cconomy 1s an insufficient curbing of government 
spending” 

[Constancio] I think so. Incidentally. thes government 
was in a positron politically to do that because «was 
beginning its term of office with an absolute mayorty 
But, on the other hand. ! do feel that « would have been 
preferable to accept a higher budget deficit (without the 
merease in VAT). considering that there 1s still tome 
before 1997 to correct the budget umbalances | fee! that 
it would have been better to postpone the msc un VAT for 
another year. The result would have been gars with 
respect to inflation and. consequently benefits in the 
wage ncgotiatoons in 1993 

[Castro ¢ Silva] But there are also other mmflationary 
factors in the Portuguese cconomy An outstanding onc 
«8 the large cxpansion in liquidity Do you agree with that 
Statement” 

[C onstancio] As far as liquidity ms concerned | do not 
feel that 1 1s possibile to interpret the recent behavior of 
that indicator with great accuracy We are m a trans 
tional penod following the removal of the credit lumets 

The banks are taking back for themscives a number of 
operations they had delegated to other enstitutions «hic 
the credit lamats were on effect. so ot 6s hard to draw any 
conclusions about the behavior of monetary aggrcgatcs 

[Castro ¢ Silva] What consequences docs that uncer 

tainty have as far as conduct of the monetary and 
exchange policies 1s concerned” Do you thnk ther effect 
on inflation has petered out” 

[Constancio] Well, because of that wncertamty. 1 6 not 
possible to pursuc a monctary policy based on quantita 
tive objectives with respect to growth im the monctary 

agerceatcs 

On the other hand. I feel that the monctary and cxchange 
polices are continuing to have drsinflationary cflects 
We need only remember that, by having a wablc escudo 
in the top range of the EMS [European Monetary 
System], we ensure that our imports are always cheaper 

[Castro ¢ Silva] Do you think would be powible to 
have lower interest rates while also berng more effective 
m combating inflation” 

[Constancio] | think so because the main instrument 
available to the monctary authorities for controtling 
inflanon ws the cachange policy And that poly « 
having its effect. It would be powible to have lower 
interest rates without pcopardizing the ERM [cachange 
rate mechanism] of the EMS in the slightest and without 
causing any surge in inflation, the reason being that, on 
the productive sector's current circumstances. a drop im 
mterest rates would not lead to a rise mm internal 

spending 

[Castro ¢ Silva] Do you feel that Portugal 1 1m danger of 

entering a recessron” 
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jC onstancio] | feel that the danger of passing from the 
current ssiuation of modcraic growth to onc of recession 
carsts. For thal maticr, we are practically in a situation of 
recession as far as the indusinal sector 1s concerned 

Bul what thes means ss thal the service sccior, partace- 
larly the sector of financial services, 5 eventually goung 
to feel the effects of that industrial rcoession. 

\( estro ¢ Selva] What tome frame do you assugn to the 
’ of a recession on the Portugucse cconomy” 

jC onstancio] The danger will cxrst between the cad of 
thes vear and the start of 1993. To prevent that negative 
scenano, a significant drop im «nterest rates will be 
necessary. And those raics are determined by the mon- 
Clary authorities, who decide how much moncy will be 
made available by the banks 

[Castro ¢ Silva] Do you tec! that the government's 
obtyective of keeping cconomic growth above the Com- 
munity average can be achieved” 

{Constancio] | thenk t may be possible thes vear because 
Europe s growth 1s also very weak. But 2 continuation of 
the current structure of macrocconomic polices will 
endanger that obyective Specifically, 1 has always struck 
me as impossible to achieve the figures established in the 
Q?) jplan]|. Bringing inflanon im Portugal down to 4.5 
percent in 1995 and mamtaming an coonomi growth 
rate of 4 percent are not compatible. The reason is that 
disinflaion entails costs, specifically at the level of 
economic growth 

Vasco’s Voice 

Vasco dOrey continues to be an coonomuec lheral. and 

one further to the nght than Braga de Macedo. In thes 
mterview with SEMANARIO). he talks about the prob 
lems affecting the Portuguese economy 

[Castro ¢ Silva] Do you feel that the deceleration of 
coonomic growth will grow worse thes year” 

[DY Orey}| Well, 1 thonk that growth thes vear will stay at 
the same level as on 1991—that 1s. at approsmately 2 oF 
2.5 percent. If those figures are reached, that in itsclf will 
be pretty good 

{Castro ¢ Sslva] What about the prospects for 1993" 

[D'Orey] Well, ecomomex growth om Portugal has been 
caused by consumption. investment. and cxports Invest- 
ment has been heavily penalized. and this will continuc 

In addition, 1s mmevitable that the revaluation of the 
escudo will be reflected in a poor performance by 
caports. For its part, consumption rs the only growth. 
mducing factor in good health 

{Castro ¢ Silva] But that s not a very dewrable factor for 
cconoman growth 

[DL Urey| lt would, om tact, be better if investment were 
playing that role 
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(Castro ¢ Ssiva] In that connection. what measures do 
you comssder necessary mm order to give investment a 
boost” 

[D'Orey] 1 think the gradualest stratcgy that being 
pursued +s 2 bad onc. but. even om thal siratcgy. there are 
decrssons that should be made but arc not being made 
One that I comssder particularly emportant 1s the oppor- 
tunity for Portuguese to seck fimancing abroad The 
effects that such a measure would have—in the housing 
sector, for crampic—would be tremendous because 
lending rates would be substantially lower Everyone 
would benefit. not to mention the stimulating cffect that 
such a measure would have on the coonomy 

[Castro ¢ Silva] What about productive mvestment 
itself? What measures should be adopted to reverse the 
decelerating trend” 

[DOrey] Well, that deceleratron corresponds to the 
businessmen 's worst predic troms Concerning the futurc of 
thew bussnesscs, s what 1 needed 1s a correction of the 
coonormec polices currently berng pursucd 

{Castro ¢ Silva} In that connection. you share the opinion 
that 1 would be possible to lower interest rates without 
endangering the fight against inflatron In other words 
given that the proce of capital «s mncluded im company 
costs. t would be posible to mncerease the cflectiveness of 

the drsinflatronary policy by lowering interest rates 

[D'Orey] That 1s truc. I have pust given you an cxampile 
m whech lower interest rates would have a benef! 
effect on savings 

[Castro ¢ Silva] How so” 

[DOrey] A home is an asset representing savings So if 
there were more people buying homes there would be 
increased savings and, therefore, lower inflation 

[Castro ¢ Silva] Is ot possible that a receswon m our 
country may be the result of the current polos are 

continued” 

{LOrey] 1 feel that there are two diflerent points of view 

about that possibility One os the official message con. 
cerning the state of the coonomy. and the other ms what 
the real coonomy has been showrng us recently The first 
is eflulgemt. and the second m much more negative 
Although the scoond is not vet leading to talk of reces- 
won, the fact 1s that, if recessvon « defined as two 
consecutive sia-month penods of negative real growth 
then it 1 porting to a serious deceleratron of cconomn 
growth with unemployment, an mcrease in shaky cred 
and #6 on 

{Castro ¢ Silva] When you say that the government's 
gradualist siraicgy % wrong. are you recommending 
shock therapy om its place” 

[DOrey| 1 am not recommending shock therapy. bul | 
feel that thongs either are done oF they are not dome Ihe 
markets are inicgrated of they are not Sitting on the 
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fence 15 not posssbic. Look. for cxampic. at the case of the 
financial markets, where. as things stand now. forcign 
investors are favored over domestic investors 

'C astro ¢ Sulva] What about tax policy’ Do you share the 
opimon that the budgct deficu « the man probicm im 
the natonal cconomy” 

[Drey] Yes. Pant of a ss caused by imterest rates on 
dem. and part of « os caused by great mgsdity im the 
payment of factors. And this problem requires decisive 
achon 

[Castro ¢ Silva] Do you feel that political courage to 
reduce the budget deficut has been lacking thes year” 

[DOrey] In that area. the OECD imdicates that the 
figures forecast by the government will turn out to be too 

low. and thal ss a very ecgative corcumstance 

{Castro ¢ Selva] But do you feel that restarting the 
Portuguese cconomy requires a drastic reduction in the 
puble deficst” 

{LY Orey] lt would be good of that were donc, but | do not 
know if that would be cnough 

|( astro ¢ Selva] The gowernment recently revised several 
of ots forecasts for thes vear What comments do vou have 
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to make’ Do you feel that thes damages the credstulity of 
the government's coonoma polis” 

[DUrcy] Not as long as «t docs not revise them again at 
the end of the year 

{Castro ¢ Silva] But more specefically as regards ots 
revision of the obyectiwes with respect to inflaton Do 

you feel that thai revrsson damages the credrbulaty of an 
anti-inflation policy” 

[D/Unrecy| 1 thonk people already knew trom the start that 
the orginal objectives were not credible, The revision 

only confirmed cupectatoons that already custed 

[Castro ¢ Silva] What comments do vow have to make 
concerning the strong growth recently recorded m 

lquidity” And do you feel that that capanson has been 

an important source of mnflatron” 

[DOrey| 1 feel that the growth of hquidity m the 
coonomy 1 the best comment concerning the tadure of 

the cconomn polmres currently berg pursucd 

[C astro ¢ Silva] Do you feel that the government s dewre 
to keep cconomn growth higher than the C ommunnty 
average ts divorced from reality” 

[DOrey] it 1s pust a dream 
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* Conde Viewed as Threat to Opposition Leader 

VIES 10004 Madrnd CAMBIO 16 im Spanish 20 Jui 92 
pp 20-22 

[Artcle by Juan Altable “Aznar First Gormng of 
Conde™] 

[Text] Jose Marea Aznar had just scttied into the back 
seat of hes officsal car, an armor-plated Audi 2000. when 

does not run ~ Now thes was really serrows. A remark that 
dusparaging by a member of the ny chaque of bankers 
had to be taken sernously 

A few moenutes later. as Aznar was mulling over ( onde 's 
remarks. the Aud: pulled up im the parking lot at Barajas 
Airport 

As he wasted hes turn to board a flight to Tenerife on a 
tourrst-class tecket. one of his closest colicagucs 
remarked to hem on a low voue “The guy bit hard today 
dudn't he” Aznar smiled grimly 

The conversatron resumed during the flight Jose Mana 
Arnar, with 6 muallon votes mm his pocket, according to 
the latest polis. did not conceal hus anger Marw ( onde 

trcht, as he had done a few weeks before For the first 
tome. the comtrowersal banker was wading body and sou! 
into an outlnght political battle Onto hes turf Thes terme 
he had no chore but to respond “He has made hes first 
mustake.” was Jose Mara Aznar’s assevernent after a few 
seconds of whence. “He us heading strasght for a wall, and 
Il am gomg to help hem crash into 4.” he mumbled 
without hesitation. visibly upset 

A few hours later, Aznar gave his categorical reply at a 
lively press conference at a Tenenfc hotel “! ask him to 
show the same prudence | do in the face of the difficult 
situations that certam groups in the world of finance may 
go through ~ 

The bag battle had been jorned Not even C onde 's demals 
could stop « The banker says that what the newspaper 
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printed ss maccurate He even denecs having granted an 
micrvece ft was semply an off-the-record breakiasi at 
whch the paper's edutor Juho Ramos. had made mosi of 
the staicments 

As tacm 

Only a few months before. the Moncloa hopeful had 
refused to regard Conde as an enemy. in fact. the 
People’s Party (PP) «sa chent of BANESTO. from which 
it got loans during the last ciecton campaign. “I have a 
cordial relavonshup eith Mano Besides. a single hand 
cannot control all sources of power at once—hankong. 
the mass medva. and political leadershup.” he had been 
heard to say when the BANESTO pressdent’s supposed 
political ambitrons @cre discussed erth him 

He no longer has doubts He can feel the bold. slck- 
haired banker breathing down has neck The 39-year-old 
Jose Mara Arnar. a Finance mypector, 6 an “appa 
ratchyh a man eho has pursued hrs entire bright carcer 
m the shadow of Fraga. amid the whirlwind of ongoing 

mingue at |} Gecnows Street The « why he wo 
mestrusiful He vs all too famehar with bes colleagues 
passion for schemeng Al the moment. he « firmly m 
control of the machinery but he knows that poopie's 
loyalty os far from everlasting 

He also knows bow a leader can be thrown off balance 

from the owterde He hemeclf latched onto Jow Mara 
Cuevas, the head of the employers union. when Antomo 
Hernandez: Mancha held the post Avnar now has om the 

then Popular Alliance 

“Tomes have changed a lot.” says one of the leaders 
closest to bom. “The PP «s now a sold party The days of 
plotting in five-fork restaurants are over ~ 

More than a few leaders are vorcing ther doubts Manuel! 
Fraga himself saed about Mano ( onde a few months ago 
that, accordeng to some of hes confidants. be had not 
heen interpreted correctly “If he wants, | eull suppo 

hem om jorneng the PP and forging a brithant polrtiec. 
future for humecif ~ 

Thus did not help Aznar of course But there was 
sometiung cise All of Fraga’s efforts have armed at 
creating and comsolsdating the great party of the Spanish 
Right And be wants thes rule honored by that compiles, 
stormy world ~E werything 1s powsble within the PP. but 
nothing outerde ot.” the founding prewdent of the party 

has sand 

It + not certann that people are paying attention to him 

Sonne of the undrveduals clove to ( onde have advised him 

against porneng the PP if he wants to enter politics 

Experts who are trusted colleagues of the banker are 
looking into other madels. including the “Perot phenom. 
enon” om the UL neted States (that of the popular. charne 

mat poliinal owterder) The future combinations could 

be many The PP os pest one more piece m the purzic 
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Aznar « al the cppcenter of the probiem He os mecthod- 
al and restramed m bes acthoms “A polstscsan’s mam 
CORCETR & HOt to make mestakes.~ be kept sayeng pest a 
few weeks after beng clected presdent of the PP 
Condes strong personality = 2 potentual threat m a 
wortd om ehech tradmonal potstacians are on the declene 

m the mews, the emailer bes beor's persona 

of bes declone (sce nawe 1.077 of CAMBIC) 16). no one 
disputes the prime minister's prowen abelity to manage 

Spain's publa affairs 

Is Avnar acoepted’ The same poll that show that the 
cuurenry « ured of Gonzales do not reflect any enthe- 
wasm for the young ( enter-Rigit leader 

Hrs party has broken through the 16 percent cesleng and 
1S shorteng the hestor Miepercemt mark. the cretecal level 
at whech Mr. 1) Hont's laws begen bestowrng thee bene. 

What © more, as clection day draws near, the Right 
Marts churning on all wdes Even nght-erng voters on the 

SPAIN “ 

bumate fringe already have the leaders the populist tow 
of Gal, Rew-Matoo, and Olarra 

The following formula has begun to apply before the 
clectons: Gonzaic? plus Roca ples Arralies cqual a 
Mable government 

Aznar bumecif has spoken owl agaunst then “4 gowern- 
ment of the PSCE [Spanish Sociaiest Workers Party! and 
the Catalan Minonty that 1 not succeeding on bfteng the 
country out of its criss 1s already operateng om practice ~ 

Arnart = makng major bcadeay bul roman out of 
power. a quite depressing wiuation In fact. the ( atalan 
clections gave hom bes first dap: the face Hes foture 
was largely at stake there He was tryeng to ect the nome 
around the catremety clever Jord: Puyol’s eeck “1! Puyol 
needs us to govern mm Catalona. we will demand bu 
support mm Madnd.” hes trusted assocsates remarted a 
few days before the Catalan clectoms when they 
regarded victory as ceria 

The ( atalan prevdent docs not need hem at all however 
And, the all Catalan poltnuams. cacept the «persis 
(Colom, he tres to ect along with what m Barcelona 
called “Madind ~ 

Jose Mz .2 Arnat 0s standing fat The garns be has made 
are quectong Grssent mm the party And he ms refewng to 
support the government in any way He treats Cronzaics 
as of he were a leper Hes tance has cowed fem more 
than afew difficulties goverament dec meoms have 
been kept out of the “* Mate Garetic ~ owe to 
the lack of support on the Right The “Abril Report on 
health care «4 one cxample For several maatin the PP 
henchers have been lke a clague that m ready to rane a 
fuss about every decrwon by the Socsaiests What mn not 
that obwrows, however. whether the young ( enter 
Right leader can turn these stances to Pes own account 

He has a great many problems ( onde eas al! he needed 
thes newcomer; to the world of ng buwness. eho subecrts 
the unentien rules of th: estabinshment every day 

The aggressiveness of the BANESTO) prewdent om om 
more worry for Jow Mara Arnar lt = already hard to 
topple Felipe Gonzales etile putteng up wrth Fraga + 
ongoung antics. but. on top of that, haveng to feht of owt 

w@ith the man eho lends him moneys 
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Denmark 

* Ves’ Parties Divided Over EC Resolation 

v2} NOS604 Copenhagen WEEAENDAVISEN 
on Danwh 10-16 Jul 92 p 4 

[Artcte by Lars Olsen “Ves Parties Spin Over EC 
Restitution | 

[Teat) 4 ol there be @ ape! Danish agreement” Wine 
the Lateral Party os calling tor ance nationai reterendom 

are ddine beth options open 
special Danwh status within the EC The Corservatives 

The partes that urged a yes vote on the z $i 

: i 
si nF I ii ; 3 ; 2 i wrth a sember of statements erthen the EC that 

Rut that resolution os a drsturbiag one 
Diemocratc Party [SDP] and the Radical 
|R | The Soceal Democrats and the Radicals 
ec natronal referendum on almost the same subyect wil! 
resell o® yet another no vote, and that a new confronta- 
boom fesks putteng even EC membership om jcopardy 

instead the two partes support a speceal agreement, 

t Ef : : 

appeals to the Socsalest People’s Party [SF] 

The Comservatwes as well weew such 2 special Danish 

*ant to stick firmly to” one of the two maim strategies 
for a fesolutron. says Henning Grove, the party's EC 
wetcowmnan 

‘New Agendas 

Yet a bey clement for both coalition partes « the 

«es allied subedianty proaciple—that decrwonms should 
he made as Close to Crtizens as powrhbe—etich senously 
got on the agenda throughout the EC after the Danish no 
vote 

4 repert from the BC Common and the Broth BC 
charrmanstp to the December summit meeting will 
cxplam bow flesh and blend are to be pul on the 
somewhat furry concept All cansteng EC regulations as 
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well well have a sulmedsarety check. “A bestorx tern” mm 

aii EC cooperation, Poul Schlutcr awecricd aficr the 
Lisbon summit mecting 

The coalmtson partes hope that increased focus on sub- 
wdsarity om the EC will change the Danish debate 

“The opponents asserted that the subtadiarity principle 
was meaningicss. But of the EC countries come up with a 
clear policy pronouncement about is content. then 
Danish uncertainty will be cleared up. It will be caer for 
Denmark to get back om again sand Charlotte Antonsen, 
the EC spokewman for the Liberal Party 

She Oeheves that a nce national referendum next year os 
“the most probable” cutcome for the crs on Den- 
mark's relatronshup to the EC In other arcas as well, the 
commg months ill “remove some of the wnceriamty 

from the campaign © For cxrampic. the EC's new budget 
will set lemets for what Denmark will pay m EC dues. 
also. racreased openness shout work m the Counc! of 
Monesters can strengthen the Danish yes sede 

On that pot there « © agreement among the coalition 
partes. The Conservatives as well are putiong ther faith 
m the political process throughout the entire EC which 

was unicashed by the Damsh no vote 

“if Denmark achieves a good resolutron, in whech some 
of the uncaplained msucs from the campaign ect 
caplained—about sulediarity. about the fact that the 
EC +s cooperation betecen independent states and not a 
federal state. cic —then yes. we will ask the people 
again.” said the Conservatives’ Henning Grove 

The Hard (at 

The Social Democrats and the Radical Liberals as well 
emphasize increased dchate on subrdianty democracy. 
and openness throughout the EC Bul the two partes 
focus os directed particularly at the second track m a 
future Danish EC solutvon the fact that Denmark should 
ect a special agreement in relateon to the new ontegrated 
cooperation that sill be estabirshed when the EC. the 
micrnal market. and Maastricht acteewe a hagher unity 

During the months to come, the Foregn Menrstry will 
rmswe a white paper that will Clarify Denmark's posswhlec 

optrons mm relation to the future EC The white paper 
will, among other things. offer suggestions about how. in 
purely practical terms. a “cut” can be made between the 
new post-Maasincht EC whch Danes have sad no 
to—and the old FC. which we do want to be a part of 

That cut % fm of casy one Maastrecht and the old It 
are closely teed together (ne caample Denmark 
strongly emphasises the internal market But eth the 
Maastricht treaty. regulations about the internal market 
will be approved according to a new procedure which 

gives mncreased power to the EC Parhament If Denmark 
8 to take part mm decewons about the mnternal market, 

other words. ec must say ves to the Maasira ht treaty’s 

article 189R 
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No one expects a Danish policy move until after 20 
September, when French voters will vote on the Maas- 
tncht treaty. But both Social Democrats and Radicals 
are considering models for how Denmark can be a part 
of the new EC without being a part of “the union.” SDP 
chairman Poul Nyrup Rasmussen last week presented 
the first general outline of how Denmark, with the aid of 
a special agreement, can be linked to certain parts of the 
post-Maastncht EC: 

“That 1S to say, all of the cooperation from the Treaty of 
Rome and the Common Act (the EC package), the 
internal market, fisheries and agnculture policy, envi- 
ronmental policy, mdustrial development, research, 
minimum regulations on the labor market, ctc..” Nyrup 
told DET FRI AKTUELT, continuing: 

“We must think about expanding cooperation in some of 
those areas. 

“We must also think about whether Denmark shouldn't 
also have to participate in certain peacekeeping forces 
through NATO and the CSCE.” 

“We must give a great deal of thought to the EC's 
expanded cooperation in foreign and defense policy and 
respect the no vote,” sand the SDP party chairman, who 
indicated that a special Danish agreement could be a sort 
of middie-term solution until such time as the other 
Nordic countnes became part of the EC. 

Model Builders 

Nyrup’s outline was purposely loose. It was primarily 
designed for one purpose: to silence the SDP's two 
former leading figures, Svend Auken and Ritt Byerre- 
gaard, who in recent wecks have come out with a number 
of personal and mutually conflicting opinions on the 
wrong side of the official SDP line. 

Yet in fact the SDP’s internal model building 1s far from 
over. There are several different positrons on how much 
Denmark should be a part of the new post-Maastrncht 
EC. But a knowledgeable Social Democrat has come up 
with this “likely” draft sketch: 

Generally speaking, Denmark will participate in all parts 
of the Maastricht treaty which represent changes in the 
old Treaty of Rome (the so-<alled first column). This 
would include all of the economic cooperation with 
regulatory policies for the environment, industry, social 
issucs, cic, and new powers for the European Parhia- 
ment. 

However, there are provisos in two arcas: vis-a-vis the 
economic and monetary union and the so-called union 
citizenship 

Denmark will also participate in the joint foreign and 
security policy which will replace the foreign policy 
cooperation that has carsted thus far within the EC, the 
so-<alled column 2. But there will be a Danish proviso 
vis-a-vis the controversial article J4, which deals with the 
Western European Union and joint defense policy. 
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Denmark will not participate in transnational coopera- 
tion on asylum policy but could indeed be part of pure 
nation-to-nation cooperation on legal conditions. the 
so-called column 3. There would be a Danish proviso 
ViS-a-ViS Setting jornt goals for the entire union agree- 
ment. 

That will require a new Danish national referendum. the 
assessment goes. “Yet the resolution should be carned 
through by an axis consisting of the SDP, the Radicals. 
the Conservatives and—perhaps—the SF ™ 

The Radicals as well believe in a special Danish agree- 
ment which will draw a line between the EC and “the 
union.” “It 1s a matter of preserving Danish participa. 
tron in the EC's core areas and the internal market.” said 
EC spokesman Niels Helveg Petersen, whose thinking is 
“gn the same direction” as Nyrup’s sketch 

Liberals and Conservatives Disagree 

Helveg as well mentioned as a possibility that Denmar) 
generally speaking would participate im that section of 
Maastricht cooperation that 1s an catension of the old 

Treaty of Rome, but that we should acquire a special 
Status when it came to security policy and legal cooper. 
ation. 

The Liberal Party, on the other hand, reyects the notron 

of a special Danish agreement with the new post 
Maastricht EC. Charlotte Antonsen repeated that the 
people voted no for widely differing reasons and are thus 
opposed to very different parts of the Maastricht treaty 

“We cannot just take our party platforms and take out 
what we do not like. In particular Nyrup has taken a look 
at security policy—myself, | would like to get away from 
the EC's industrial policy. Nyrup’s sketch 1s too facil 
and an attempt to please the Socialist People’s Party.” 
the Liberal Party's EC spokesman said 

She can casily umagine a couple of simple and clearly 
limited Danish special arrangements in relation to the 
Maastricht treaty, for example, that the Danish proviso 
in relation to the Economic and Monctary Union would 
come into line with the more restrictive British protocol 
“But the most important thing 1s clarifying all of the 
voters’ uncertainty about the EC unron,” Antonsen sand 

The Conservatives as well have criticized Nyrup's 
sketch—precisely because the no vote has many faces 
But as opposed to the Liberal Party, the Conservatives 
are open to the idea of a special Danish agreement 

“We do not reject it. If the Danish no vote does not 
produce big changes throughout the EC. then 1 could he 

necessary to create a special arrangement in one or two 

years. There could be a middic-term solution we would 
have to have in the longer term to remain full members.” 
Henning Grove said. 

So since the national referendum, the two coalition 
parties have sent out very different signals. While For 
eign Minister Uffe Ellemann-Jensen speaks broad!) 
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about “a new political landscape™ mm the EC after the 
Danish no vote, Prime Minister Poul Schiuter at the EC 
summit mecting stuck to a morc classic relationship 
between Denmark and the 11 other EC countries. 

Schluter repeated that the Maastricht treaty requires the 
signatures of all 12 countries, including Denmark—and 
thereby indicated that we can barter a signature on the 
Maastricht [treaty] for concessions to Denmark. 

Support from SF 

The notion of a special Danish agreement with the EC 
has been greeted with satisfaction by the SF. EC Parlia- 
ment member John Iversen says that Nyrup’s sketch 
“resemble’s SF's move™ in the direction of negotiating 
with the other countnes in the EC. 

Yet John Iversen still considers it “problematic” if there 
is Only a solution of limited duration. But he hopes that 
a special Danish status within the EC will open the door 
to a more flexible cooperative model—with more so- 
called vanable geometry, in which all EC countries do 
not take part in all of the cooperation: 

“There ts a need for increased variable geometry when 
the EC consists of more and more countries. For 
example, it will be far easier for Sweden to enter the EC 
if there aren't binding agreements about obligations for a 
joint defense,” Iversen said. 

In the view of the SF, Denmark can indeed take part in 
the EC’s joint foreign and security policy as long as it 
does not deal with defense policy: 

“Denmark can participate in all of the foreign policy that 
does not deal with defense and the Western European 
Union. With a joint foreign and security policy, we very 
much want to make the EC into a civil power factor, one 
which, for example, can support the reforms in East 
Europe and create an air bridge to Sarajevo. But military 
cooperation will remain within NATO and the CSCE,” 
Iversen said. 

Finland 

* President Koivisto's Foreign Policy Assessed 

YIENOS38A Helsinki HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 28 Jun 92 p C3 

{Article by Matti Klemola: “Out of Step? Foreign Policy 
Leader Is Accused of Floundering, But Those Who 
Understand Koivisto Say Finland Is on Right Track"’] 

[Text] President Urho Kekkonen monitored nothing as 
closely as foreign policy. He said that if either foreign or 
domestic policy had to be out of kilter, let 11 be domestic 
policy. 

Two eminent columnists have recently charged Finnish 
foreign policy with being in dubious shape—or out of 
kilter. 
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In the 18 June issue of SUOMEN KUVALEHTI, Dr. 
Jukka Tarkka wrote that the upheavals in Europe have 
affected Finland: “Now fear begins to mpple up and 
down our spines. It is not enough that the bail is lost. 
Would we be able to keep possession of it even if we 
found it?” 

Tarkka claims that Finland's new interpretation— 
announced in September | 990—of the Paris peace treaty 
was still restrained. At that time, Finland rejected nearly 
all provisions of the peace treaty. 

‘ 

But, he wrote, “Since then, almost everything has been 
somewhat hit or miss.” 

The KESKISUOMALAINEN columnist whose pen 
name is Kunto Kalpa wrote on 16 June that’to a man 
Finland is drifting westward: “It appears that im the 
Defense Ministry and Foresgn Affairs Ministry there 
operate a number of persons who in inner circles are 
called ‘NATO men.” 

The opinions of neither columnist are flattering to Pres- 
ident Mauno Korvisto. According to the Finnish Consti- 
tution, the president of the Republic formulates foreign 
policy, but people now say that foreign policy is no 
longer formulated but adrift. 

Foreiga Policy “List of Sins” 

The following events can be added to Finnish foreign 
policy's “list of sins”: 

¢ When Finland recognized the Baltic countries in 
August of 1991, Foreign Affairs Minister Paavo Vay- 
rynen had claimed a few days earlier that Estonia, 
Latvia, and Lithuania did not meet the requirements 
for i 

¢ Sweden submitted its application for membership in 
the European Community [EC] in the summer of 
1991, but Finland dawdled until the spring of 1992 to 
get its application ready. 

¢ Inthe late autumn of 1991, Finland negotiated a new 
treaty with the Soviet Union. The project floundered 
because in Moscow the Finns could find no one who 
would sign the treaty: For all practical purposes, the 
Soviet Union was dead by that time 

¢ Late last winter, Defense Minister Elisabeth Rehn 
spoke surprisingly of “cooperation on security mat- 
ters” between Sweden and Finland. Later in the 
spring, Rehn forgot to tell Koivesto that Finland had 
requested a so-~<alled ally discount on the F/A-18 
Hornet fighter planes ut ordered from the Uniied 
States. 

¢ This spring the Finnish Government defined Finnish 
neutrality to cover only nearby countries. At the same 
tume, Finland offered assurance that it would remain 
militarily nonaligned. Yet Finland secks membership 
in the EC, which has decided to frame a joint foreign 
and defense policy 

¢ On the eve of summer, Finland requested intorma- 
tion about the activity of the North Atlantic C ooper- 
ation Council (NACC). To the surprise of both the 
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Foreign Affairs Ministry and the Eduskunta’s Foreign 
Affairs Committee, the Western military alliance 
NATO named Finland one of NACC’s permanent 
observers. 

A few days ago, the Swedish newspaper DAGENS 
NYHETER quoted sources in Sweden's Foreign Affairs 
Ministry: “Finland has just been named an observer for 
the Atlantic alliance cooperative committee, NACC, and 
now seems to be quickly on the way to secking NATO 
spembership.” . 

Finland Stumbles—As Do Others 

“The biggest problem is that Finland no longer has any 
fixed points on which to build a consistent foreign 
policy. But wt 1s not just Finland's problem. Other 
European countnes do not really know what ought to be 
done,” said Dr. Jyrki liwonen, a researcher at the Insti- 
tute of Foreign Policy. 

livonen thinks i ts unreasonable im a constantly 
changing environment to expect Finland, whose foreign 
policy was so severely restricted during the Sovict 
Union's heyday, to conduct 2 more consistent foreign 
policy than other European countnes 

Nor does livonen fear a lively discussion of foreign 

policy. 

“Foreign policy 1s no longer a topic outside the realm of 
political debate, but an essential part of public political 
discussion. It 1s emportant to let a vanety of vrewpornts 
emerge,” he said. 

Like livonen, Lieutenant Colonel Erkk: Nordberg. a 
researcher at the Institute of Military Scrence, pornts out 
that other European countries are “adnft on the waves.” 
too. 

“Finland acts im its national advantage, and the best 
possible result has been achieved, in my opimeon,” sad 
Nordberg. 

He considers it less important whether foreign policy 
decisions are made in precisely the conventional 
sequence. The result 1s the main thing 

“I beheve we are on the nght track with our foreign 
policy, and Finland now seems to be in the vanguard” 

Nordberg considers ut mdiculous for Sweden to be wor- 
ned about Finland's alignment with the West 

“If you look at what Sweden was up to with NATO in the 
1950's and 1960's, you will find plenty to object to 
Among other things, the Swedes planned in case of war 
to transfer thousands of officers to England and the 
United States to prepare for resistance. What kind of 
nonalignment in peacetime and neutrality on wartime 1s 
that” 
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Furopean Changes Cause Shock 

Raimo Vayrynen, professor of political scence at Hel- 
sinks University, says he has observed that as Europe 
changes, President Koivisto works on the assumption 
that things must be kept under tight control 

“That means that the president retains the nght to make 
decisions on key issues quickly and efficiently, without a 
lot of preliminary fuss and debate. 

“That us clearly the line Korvisto has adopted.” said 
Vayrynen. He thus disagrees complcicly with Jukka 
Tarkka and KESKISUOMALAINEN columnist Kunto 
Kalpa. 

Vayrynen thinks it 1s good that Finland has not abruptly 
“switched from alternative one to alternative two” in 

foreign policy. 

Respect for continuity was seen most clearly when Fin- 
land redefined its neutrality. “People wanted to retain 
the term neutrality, and there 1s nothing wrong with that 
The policy chosen 1s quite sensible under these circum. 

However, Vayrynen has observed that in a compiles and 
rapidly changing situation i 1s not always casy to keep 
things under control. 

“The Armed Forces are now al a very dynamin stage 
The opportunity 1s there to uemprove the Armed Forces 
both materially and politically. Since the end of World 
War Il, the position of the Armed Forces has never been 
as strong and unambiguous. They also have public 
opinion behind them.” 

Former diplomat Jaakko Hlomem:, managing director of 
the Trade and Industry Delegation. thinks that criticrsm 
of Korvesto’s foreign policy 1s mainly duc to the shock 
caused by the radical change im our political culture 

“For decades foreign policy has been conducted by a 
small group, the formulas weighed out on a chemucal 
balance. Now it 1s even quite normal for politicians 
responsible for running the government to ihink aloud 
about foreign policy rsues. There hrs been a radical 
cultural change. The old borders of conventionality have 
been crossed.” 

llomrerm: docs not like the insistence on a new “security 
architecture” for Finland. 

“The situation 1s still unclear Various scenarios are 
being drafted, and clarity will not emerge for a long time 
In Europe there are many countries that strive to change 
the status quo, and Finland 1s one of these countries as it 
secks membership in the EC” 

In Hlonremi's opinion, those who long for an unambig- 
wous foregn polrcy do not understand that “there has 

been a shift from a world of one truth to a world of 
several nval truths 

“It # mentally very burdensome ~ 
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* RKP Congress Results, Strategy Published 

* Resolutions Passed 

GIENOSI24 Helsinka HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 15 Jun 92 p A? 

{Arucle by Pekka Vassanen: “Norrback Would Ast 
Eduskunta About Nuclear Power First™] 

[Text] Hanko (HS [HELSINGIN SANOMAT] }—4 rigid 
RAP (Swedish People’s Party) congress was against 
nuclear power, but gave its Eduskunta delegates a free 
hand 

The RKP congress decided on Sunday im Hanko to 
maintain the party's position that a new nuclear power 
plant should not be built, at least not before 1996. 

The resolution, however, contained a reference to 
another, old resolution, according to which the party's 
representatives in the Eduskunta and its ministers in the 
government have a free hand, despite the fact that they 
should in principle comply with the will of the party 
congress. 

The RKP chairman, Communications Minister Ole 
Norrback, nevertheless felt that the best solution would 
be for the government « ask the Eduskunta to state its 
position on the construction of another nucicar power 
plant before the government decides whether ut will 
propose that a new nuclear power plant be built 

Prime Minister Esko Aho (Center Party) ts also known to 
support the same order of action in reaching a decision 
Norrback said that be had discussed the matter unoffi- 
cially with people im the government. 

Noclear Power Resolution | p to Fduskunta Delegates 

Al the present time it scems likely that the Eduskunta 
will adopt a position on nucicar power m the form of a 
proposed resolution in connection with the discussion of 
the energy policy report in September 

The Conservative Party and the Center Party have 
discussed the carher scheduling of minister Esko 
Rekola’s report on natural gas. In accordance with the 
accelerated schedule. Eduskunta delegates would have 
the results of the report in September, at which pont 
they would adopt a position on nuclear power 

According to some government sources, as matters stand 
now, Rekola will not recommend m his report that 
natural gas be chosen as a source of basic power. Some 
Eduskunta deicgates wanted the report to be compicted 
before they assume a position on nuclear power 

Norrback Has No Rival ( andidate 

Norrhack and party secretary Peter Stenlund called on 

the committee that 1s drafting the resolution on nucicar 
power to abandon the whole resoluteon, which 1s merely 
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a repetition of the resolution now in effect. As a com- 
promise, the commutiee added a reminder that the 
Eduskunta deicgates had a free hand in the matter. 

Norrback also fought for a free hand for the Eduskunta 
delegates in connection with the resolution regarding an 
advisory referendum on EC membership. Norrback got a 
passage removed from the drafting commutice’s p ~- 
posal, according to which RKP Eduskunta delegates and 
government ministers would have had to comply with 
the result of an advisory referendum on the question of 
Finland's membership in the EC. 

Norrback was for the third ume unanimously clected 
chairman of the RKP. Norrback had no challengers and 
there are none in sight yet. Elisabeth Rehn, who has in 
the past competed with Norrback for the chairman's 
seal, wants to concentrate on her duties as minister of 
defense and on the coming presidential campaign. 

Eduskunta delegates Eva Biaudet and Hakan Malm were 
reelected vice chairmen after the vote. Attorney Astnd 
Thors, 34, of Helsinki was clected as a new vice 
chairman. She has, among other posts, served as Norr- 
back’s political secretary. Thors 1s at present the assistant 
general manager of the Swedish-language Municipal 
League 

Thors defeated her nmval candidate, sports imstructor 
Christel Liljestrom of Sipoo, with a clear-cut lead 

The RKP right-wing candidate, Dr. Jan-Peter Paul, did 
not even finally get as far as the vote. The mght wing lost 
its representative im the party leadership in 1989 when 
MP [member of parliament] Hennk Lax was dropped 
from the chairmanship 

Unqualified No to College of Veterinary Science Move 

In addition to the energy policy, there was animated 
discussion at the party congress concerning the farm 
sector's future in the EC, among other tssucs. Opposition 
to membership has faded to almost nothing in the RAP 
and the party congress contented itself with deliberating 
on adjusting to the EC 

Farmers proposed that, with regard to the farm sector, 
reference be made in the resolution to the preservation 
of our self-sufficrency concerning food. Their hope was 
not, however, realized 

The party congress only included mention om ihe resolu- 
tion of protection of our food supply in the long run and 
mn tomes of crises. It was hoped thal production would 
remain at a level that “ms not too much lower than 

consumption ~ 

The party congress called for rarsing aid for development 
funds to 0.7 percent as soon as the cconomic situation 
permits 

The party congress condemned the government's dec: 

son im principle to move the College of Vetermary 

Scrence from Hels.nk: to Kuopio. They also wanted to 
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scrap Education Minster Rutta Uosukaimen’s (Conser- 
vative) plan to climinaic the compulsory teaching of 
Swedish in clemeniary schools. 

The party congress did not take a firm stand in favor of 
basic securnty or social securmty tied to carnings. only 
contenting itself with asserting that everyone must be 
guaranteed a modest standard of living and enough time 
to adjust to the great changes. 

* Presidential Strategy 

YIENOSI2IB Helsinki HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 16 Jun 92 p A2 

{Eduonal: “RKP Playing for Time in Presidential 
Race} 

[Text] The Swedish People’s Party (RKP) 1s confronted 
with a special problem. With the sudden nse in popu- 
lanty of Elysabeth Reha in the Gallup polls, the party has 
avatlable to 1 a really bnihant presidential candidate 
whose brilliance extends far beyond the traditional RKP 
constituency. But what if Rehn proves to be just a 
shooting star’ Few people believe on an RKP candidate's 
real chances of winning. On the other hand, Rehn’'s 
moderate success might break up the nonsocialist front 
and pave the way for a leftest candidate's victory 

There was considerable pressure at the RKP congress to 
nomimate Rehn as their candidate. The party leaders 
succeeded in playing for ime and postponing a decision. 
The situation may be different next winter. Then they 
will at least be better able to yudge how far Rehn’'s 
popularity will go and whether 1 pays for the party to put 
up its own candidate 

The new direct popular clection casily frustrates the 
small parties. Less than its own candidate's victory mn the 
presidential race would really be enough for the RKP 
Unhke chairman Ole Norrback, Rehn can obtain sup- 
port from Finnish-speaking voters as well. That would 
faciittate the party's efforts to strive to also appear to be 
a liberal party of general appeal aside from being a party 
whose appeal 1s based on language. 

The RKP congress continued to oppose the construction 
of another suclear power plant. If necessary, however, 
the party leaders may resort to the same kind of back 
door as Prime Minister Esko Aho did despite the Center 
Party's opposition to nuclear power: The issuc of a fifth 
nuclear power plant was transferred to the Eduskunta for 
them to decide Currently a majority will scarcely be 
found on the Eduskunta to back a new nuchkear power 
plant. What might happen if they find out thes fall that 
obtaining natural gas from the West 1s out of the ques- 
twon at that port’ 

* Effect of EC Membership on Agriculture Noted 

VIE NOS 38&C Helanks HELSINGIN SANOMAT 
in Finnish 2S Jun 92 p AL 

[Article by Tuomas Kuhmonen, agronomist, master of 
agriculture and forestry, and part-teme scientist at the 
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Pellervo Institute for Economic Research, PTT, and 
Tapani Sirvio, agronomist, master of agriculture and 
foresiry, and PTT prosect researcher: “Agriculture Is 
Dependent on Specialization and Product Develop- 
ment” } 

[Text] If Finland becomes a member of the European 
Community [EC], Finnish agriculture will have to 
operate under entirely different conditions. The entire 
countryside will be affected. In accordance with EC 
regional and agricultural policy. the maim emphasis in 
rural development would shift from price and market 
support to diversification of the countryside 

With price and support packages. Finland has been able 
to regulate the conditions for agricultural activity. On 
the other hand, protectronism has directly affected the 
breadth of agricultural industry It has been possibic to 
level off the prices of agricultural raw materials. 
including food, so that imports do not affect the pnce 
level of domestic agricultural products 

In the EC, protectionism applics only to countries out- 
side the Community. Member countries do not set 
individual goals for income and output A kev principle 
1§ the communality of markets for agricultural products 

Because of joint agricultural markets, an effort 1s made 
to concentrate agricultural product output on areas that 

have suitable natural prerequisites 

Development Program Is Linked to Fatrance Agreement 

The conditions under which agriculture would operate in 
the EC can be estimated by comparing Finnish and E¢ 
producer prices. The changeover to EC producer prices 
would decisively alter our agricultural income. Sales 
imcome would drop to about half of what 1 1s now 

The price level of products 1s higher om Finland than 
elsewhere in Europe. The effects of lower product prices 
are ecncrally taken mio account when we estimate our 

potential for agricultural activity om the Et 

it can be reckoned that as long as the EC pursucs its 
present agncvitural policy, the number of farms and 

agricultural jobs in Finland will dwindic significanily 

The change in agricultural profitatiinty would disturb the 
socioeconomic Stability of broad sections of countryside 

To assure balanced regional development. there must be 
a sufficiently long transition period before entering the 
new environment By creating a specific trmetable for 
adopting the new system and abandoning the old one we 
can take into partial account the high costs of our 

agriculture and mitigate the problems caused by lower 

producer prices 

An cfion must be made to include in a possible entrance 

agreement a truce program for developing the Finnish 

countryside and formulas to compensate for drawhacks 

caused by natural conditions. Cine possibility 0s to pre 
pare a special program—similar to the once Portugal 

earlier obtasned for agriculture—that 1s coupled to the 
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entrance agreement. The program would obviously be 
funded in part by the EC and outside the general suppor 
system 

New Searces of Liveliheed Could Receive EC Support 

Basix agnculture would have to undergo major changes. 
Both the state and the farmers would have to reduce 
costs. By increasing cooperation among farmers. high 
caprtal costs could be reduced significantly. 

In Finland the taa on farm income—-unlike the situation 
in several other member countnes—-does not improve 
competitiveness. The tax on farm income and tax on 
transfer of farms to descendants should therefore be 
modeled on German and Danish practice, for example. 

However. support for basic agnculture 1s available only 
to EC members who umpliemeant the aforementioned tax 
changes and within the contest of EC structural laws. 

Without special arrangements, only a small portion of 
our current farms can be competitive on general Euro- 
pean markets. Therefore, the challenge of our regional 
and agricultural policy s the changeover to a diversified 
countryside hased to an increasing degree on new sources 
of lhwelhood. It 1s also possible to recerve EC funds for 
diversifying sources of livelihood 

Special Products From Exotic Finland 

The need to launch and develop new sources of livel- 
hood in the countryside depends on how successfully and 
evenhandedly we curtail basic agnculture. Too rapid a 
flow of resources away from agriculture could make the 
changeover to new sources of livelihood too long and too 
hard 

Launching new sources of livwelshood requires a lot of 
economic resources. The removal of powerful social, 
cultural, and administrative obstacles from diversifica- 
tron's path also iakes tome 

The goal would be to develop a socially and cconom:- 

cally diversified countryside. Demand and the market 
are crucial here. Ponts of uemprovement mm the Danish 
and Scottish countryside offer concrete cxaampies. 

in order to create alternative sources of wncome there. 
tourism and recreational services (pet farms. pony 
riding. fish ponds), overnight accommodation services. 
refinement of products by producers themselves. mar- 
keting of food (cheeses, meat pies. flash-frozen frust). 
and production of artocles other than food have received 
support Changeover to the following products. for 
crample. 1s supported: regeonal specialties. organically 
grown products. ornamental plants. and low pressure 
agricultural products. The changeover to fish farming is 
also supported 

(me strategy for our food and agncultural industry in 
Finland would be to create a national trademark. Fin- 

land s pure and—in the minds of others—cxoti natural 
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surroundings could be cxplonted. The products would be 
pure, healthy. natural, and additive free 

The EC generally pays 25-30 percent of the costs 
incurred to launch the aforementioned enterprises. If the 
enterprise turns out to be profitable. which is a require- 
ment, subsequent support 1s not needed to keep the 
enterprise going EC antitrust legislation prohibits sup- 
port for successful businesses 

A decision to jon the EC clearly means a two-pronged 
policy for future development of the countryside On the 
one hand, farms that are best at practicing basec agricul- 
ture must be made more competitive imternatronally, 
basic agriculture on other farms must be reduced im a 
selective and restrained manner On the other hand, 
success in diversifying sources of moome rs crucially 
important to the countryside’s future 

Decisions concerning basic agriculture must be made 
within the framework of EC agricultural policy, which 
means making farms more competitive In accordance 
with the goals of agricultural policy moome toss by 
farms that reduce production and protect the environ. 

ment must be compensated Compensation must also be 
offered to make 1 economically feasible for farmers who 
overproduce to cease operations 

Especially urgent 1s support for developing new sources 
of income in the countryside The new sources of mncome 
may be part-time of full-teme proyects for farmers The 
decisions may concern change of diversification of 
output, tourism in the countryside, and the launching of 

small businesses—any shill, product. of service for which 
there 1s a demand in the countryside or mm densely 
populated arcas 

Sweden 

Reaction to EC's Statement on Membership 

Bildt ( omments 

PU0408 15489) Stahholm DAIGENS NSYVHETER 

im Swedish | due 9 p 46 

[Report on telephone interview with Prime Munister 
Cari Biidt mm Kivek by Ake Ekdabl. date not given] 

[Text] “Thies was throughout a ° vmung and 
positive statement from the EC which @.. of Cause any 

problems either in continued negotiations of for the 
majority in the Riksdag who back EC membership.” 
Prime Minister Carl Biidt told DAGENS NYHETER by 
telephone from a vacation visit to the ancrent royal tomb 

at Kovek 

Bildt made much of the Commission's statement to the 
affect that Sweden will be an umportant addition to the 
Community in the ficids of coonomec and environmental 

policy and of research and development He believes 

that as a member Sweden wil! be among those countries 
playing a propulsive role on European cooperation 
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“We fully support the Community's politcal goals. 

“There are no important problems im the ficld of agn- 
cultural policy or regional policy. The only thing 1s a 
remark on the subject of our alcohol policy where 
changes are said to be necessary ~ 

Securty policy will be the question which will be dis- 
cussed most, but here, too, the decrssons already made by 
the government and Riksdag by a large majorty remain 
valid, Bridt sand. 

“We sce no difficulties for Swedish involvement in EC 
security and foreign policy as far as we know ut today.” 
Bildt sand 

As far as defense policy 1s concerned, the EC repeats the 
phrases from Maastncht about a possible common 
defense policy 

“But we are not there yet.” Bildt replied. “People wiside 
the EC do not themsecives know what they want. We 
Swedes, therefore. cannot reach a decrsson on something 
that does not curst as yet” 

Carl Bildt stressed that Sweden no longer uses the 
concept of “neutrality policy.” that Sweden wants to 
amend 1s security policy mm the sstuatron which now 
prevails in Europe, and that Sweden wants to participate 
in the EC's foreign and security policy cooperation. “But 
we cannot discuss nonalignment until there 1s an alliance 
which we can yorn. The EC 1s not a military alliance and 
will not develop into one im the foreseeable future.” he 
sand 

Bildt admitted that there 1s some confusion about where 
the political partees stand mm the security policy dchate 
However, the Center Party docs not have to be a 
problem, he believes 

“The Center Party has backed all the EC decisions 
hitherto in the government and the Ruksdag. so | sce no 
crucial difficultees We sometemes have discuswons 
about questions of labeling and about what we should 
call our new security policy But there are no differences 
of assessment behind our new policy The no side will of 
course cry out to high heaven 

“We capect to start informal talks with the EC im the 
course of the fall Both Ulf Dinkelepee! and | will be 
mvolved in a number of contacts ~ 

Social Democrat: Party leader Ingvar ( arisson also 
described the EC statement as positive of. the whole 

The statement shows, Ingvar ( arieson sand. that Sweden 
already meets most of the requirements the EC 1s laying 
down 

But he condemned the nonsocialist government for 
making contradictory statements on the subject of for- 

crgn and security policy 
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“The government 1s weakening the Swedish negotiating 
position, and confusion 1s being sowed about where we 
really stand,” Ingvar Carlsson sand. 

Dinkelspiel Comments 

P0408 145692 Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish | Aug 92 p A6 

[Report by Inger Jagerhorn: “We Will Fight for Swedish 
Interests” } 

[Excerpt] “We wall fight for Swedish interests in the 
negotiations with the EC.” Foreign Trade 

Minister Ulf Dinkelspie! assured the press when he 
commented on the ninc-pomt summary available yes- 
terday afternoon [3! July} of the EC Commussion’s 
report on Swedish membership 

Sweden has often been accused of “not standing up” to 
the EC. Now Ulf Dinkelspicl has promised to defend 
Swedish interests Among these. Dinkelspicl chiefly 
numbers regional policy. agriculture om the northern 
parts of the country. and environmental policy 

Ulf Dinkelspre! thonks that the basic tone of the Ef 
Commussion’s report on Sweden was very powtive. He 

predicted that informal talks between Sweden and the 
EC could be held thes fall. and he cxpects negotiations to 
Start at the beginning of next year 

On 12 October, Denkelsprel will travel to Britamn to meet 
his Britesh counterpart, but even before thes, Carl Bildt 
will visit Prime Minister John Mayor 

There are no problems in the economic ficid, Dinkclspre! 
sand, without stateng m as many words that there are 
problems in other ficids He stressed instead thai in the 
view of the EC Commission, Sweden can be capected to 
make a positive contribution to the development of the 
EC. above all. in the environmental field. the social field. 
and in the ficid of research and development 

Most of thes has already been cleared up im the negotia- 
tions for the EEA [European Econom Arca] agree. 
meni—-EFTA’s (European Free Trade Association) link 
with the EC single market 

Dinkelspic! considers it out of the question that the E4 
would be able to demand assurances from Sweden on a 
common foregn and defense policy which goes farther 
than that currently envisaged by the EC countries them- 
seives He also stressed that the government 1s willing to 
support the EC's foreign and security policy goals. and 
that it agrees with them “rn all nmportant respects ~ 

“The EC Commisson ws full of understanding for Swe. 
dens views,” Ul Denkelspie! sand. “We have to be able 
to pursuc a regronal policy which guarantees develop 

ment m the north And we do fot want to lower our 

environmental policy standards © 

In the field of agreculturc. « © emportant to make sure 

that the arable land that 1 beng converted as a result of 
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changes mn Swedish agricultural policy will be counted in 
when Sweden becomes a member. In the ficid of regional 
polecy. there 1s scope for discussion of subsidy scales and 
the hike The government has already said that the aim 1s 
that the EC's own regional subsidies should benefit 
Sweden 

Dinkelspiel said that the report reinforces the umpression 
that the Commission views Sweden as a country well 
qualified for membership. 

“We are probably better prepared than any other cand:- 
date nation,” he sand. [passage omitted] 

Party Leaders Comment 

P0408 161692 Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish | Aug 92 p A6 

[TIDNINGARNAS TELEGRAMBYRA report: “Mixed 
Reactions” } 

[Text] Swedish reactions to the EC Commission's state- 
ment on Swedish membership were mixed. While Car! 
Biidt and Ingvar Carlsson were full of praise. Left Party 
members and Greens were critical. 

“Sweden mects highly stringent requirements as a can- 
didate nation,” Center Party leader Olof Johansson sand 
commenting on the EC statement. As far as security 
polecy es concerned, ut 1s hes weew that Sweden's most 
important role 1s to work for stable developments in 
northern Europe 

“Thes arm can best be achreved in the future, too, within 
the framework of nonalignment in peacetime with the 
goal of neutrality in a war situation.” Olof Johansson 
sand 

“For us it es emportant that Sweden should participate in 
the politecal cooperation within the EC and EU [Euro- 
pean Unon}]| The imereases the possibility of safe- 
guarding peace and strengthening democracy in 
Europe—not least in the reforming states of Eastern and 
Central Europe.” Liberal Party Riksdag deputy Hadar 
(ars sand 

Alf Svensson, Chostian Democrat: Community Party 
leader, takes a positive view of the EC statement and of 

ts wndecatvons that membership of the EC also means 
acceptance of European umon 

The Greens were extremely critical in their comments 
and sand that Sweden would find itself part of a mulitary 
power with increased unemployment and an impover- 
ished regional policy 

Left Party leader Lars Werner thinks the most scrious 
problem with the statement is the remark that Sweden 
must submit to the security policy of a European won 

“Now we have tom black and white that the EC ns 

demanding that we abandon neutrality policy © 
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lan Wachtmerster of New Democracy welcomes Euro- 
pean umon and thinks that Sweden can no longer insist 
on its neutrality. 

Employers’ Leader on EC Membership Debate 

PM0408 135092 Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 30 Jul 92 p A4 

[“Debate™ article by Swedish Employers’ Confederation 
chairman Goran Tunhammar: “Slanted EC Coverage” } 

[Text] The opponents of Swedish EC membership were 
jubilant after the outcome of the Danish referendum on 
European union became clear 

Is st now tome for the yes side in Sweden to throw in the 
towel” Is 1 umpossible to persuade a stable majority of 
the Swedish people that Swedish membership of the 
European Community 1s good for peace. democracy. and 
the economy” 

No, I do not think so. But any thought of a walkover for 
the yes side can now be consigned to the trash can 

Two things have impressed me most in the tome that has 
passed since the very narrow no majority im Denmark 
put Europe into a state of shock 

I— After the first tough reaction of disappointment. the 
leaders of the EC countnes have adopted a much softer 
tone, and shown a great openness about discussing the 

future shape and character of the organization 

Surely all the EC's leaders now realize the importance of 
explaining the idea of European cooperation to their 
citizens and creating a firm base for 1 among them 

This shows, once again, that the EC 1s a constantly 
ongoing process. The reasons for younmng it may very well 
be founded on different political ideologies and on 
different views of the direction the process should take 

| am umpressed that countries, which mm thes century 

have fought devastating wars against cach other or which 
until quite recently were dictatorships (Cireece, Portugal 
and Spain). are now hurrying toward that safeguard that 
imegrated cconomies with a common legal structure 
offer 

The fundamental idéca behind the EC 1s to guaranice 
peace and democracy in Europe These remain the 
overarching goals. Those who want to ignore this funda- 
mental visvon have not understood the profound 
strength of the EC And the fact that methods and detarls 
have to be discussed 1s a complctely different maticr 

2— Since the Danish no. three countries (Ircland im a 
referendum on 18 Junc, Luxembourg in its parhament 
on 2 July. and Belgium in its Parhament 17 July) have 
said yes to European union In other countries, opinion 
polls pont to majorities on favor The lhkely continuation 
1s that country after country will now say ves to the 

Maastricht treaty 
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There are clearly more views of Europe than that of the 
Danes. Thus we need not only information about what 
the EC—and European union which will probably fol- 
low—+s and can become, but also an sdeologscal debaic 
about differing vissons of the EC of the future For my 
part. deregulation, deburcaucratization. and lrberaliza- 
tion are the three cornerstones of my thinking about the 
EC. 

No country has entered into European cooperation in 
order to obliterate its individuality. Therefore. a basic 
consideration, which I hope to be able to share with 
those who disagree with my view of the EC's develop 
ment, 1s the defense of the subsidiarity principle as an 
important guaranice that questions which can be settled 
close to the citizens really are settled at that level 

The closeness principle—or the subsidiarity principle— 
1s well known to us Swedes who have Chosen to regulate 
relations on the labor market through collective bar- 
gaining rather than through law 

The northern European tradition of collective bargaining 
whach 1s chiefly represented by Denmark within the EC 
would be given greater weight if Sweden, Finland and 
possibly Norway were to become members 

The recent debate shows that the subsidiarity princplic 
will grow in influence and concreteness. | thenk that thes 
1S 4 Correct and necessary trend 

The EEA [European Economic Arca] agreement gives us 
access to the internal market, but also means an 
obligation to comply with EC decrssonms without the 
formal opportunity to wnfluence them. For thes reason. 
the EEA agreement cannot ever be anything other than a 
bridge to the status and influence of membership 

For the Swedish Employers Federation. the continued 
EC debate represents a real challenge Our admuinisira- 
tive offices contain much of the carsting cxupertese on 
social tssucs, taxation. the working environment. the 
labor market. and other things which affect employer 
and employee We will work to set out both the facts and 
our views 

One such view « that EC membership = good for 
Sweden. Sweden. the Swedes. and Swedish companies 
belong in Europe We do not belreve in screening Sweden 
off from the rest of Europe 

4s 

EC membership 1s a necessary precondition—but not the 
only preconditson—for the further development of the 
prospenty whech I behewe few of us would be without 

The economac significance of EC membership 1s not casy 
to explain. Thes 1s something we have already seen. Onc 
group which has been totally absent from the Swedish 
debate —the comsumers—are the people who will denve 
the largest maternal benefits from EC mitcgration The 
idca behind integration 1s to make things better for the 
consumers, not the producers. Truc competition im in a 
large and free sengle market 1s the method of achieving 
thes. To thes must be added the fact that companies are 
also consumers—aot both goods and services—and that 
private enterprise will also denve benefit from the nce 
steps in European coonomi integration which will be 
taken on the nenetics 

1 thenk that a more sober discuswon eill make the 

Secdes less wormed about what Swedish EC member. 

ship will mean 

But now some demands must also be made of the no 
side What ss thew vison of Sweden's European role 
like” What are the feelings of those on the no wide who 
are Now receiving Srong support trom cxtremrst groups 

to both mght and left” 

A new chapter mm the EC dchate has just begun The same 
day that the Dances voted on the EC. researcher Ul 
Wallin published the book. “EC —Threat (4 Promac”™ 
(published by Goteborg University) In it he demon. 
strates how during an important phase of the dehate— 
when Sweden was preparing its EC membership appl 
catron —the media gave the general public the 
impression that the disadvantages of EC) membership arc 

considerably more numerous and more tangibic than the 

advantages 

In the debate which will now cnsuc great demands must 
he made on these same media Journalists are—and 

should be—sensitive to critecrsm And when thi comes 

from a respected researcher. they should give pause for 

reflection 

No matter how much | may regret the outcome of the 
Danish referendum | cannot help herng glad that— 
paradcoanally cnough——«t has done a great deal to tac! 
ttate the continucd Swedish dehate on EC membership 

| beleve that thes debate will give the ves we the 
strength that 1s needed to ensure Swedish membership 
which enjpoys broad popular support 
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Further Reportage on | N-Sponsored Talks 

Butrus-Chali Report F xpected 

NC 0408 14089) Nicoma Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 
1030 GMT 4 Aue 9? 

| : : 

are reports that very soon—on Friday [7 August 
Monday |!() Aughust}—the secretary general wil! submit 
a feport. ewhech the Secunty Counc! « 
cramune on the meddle of next week He sand the Creek 
Cypnot sede aems for an obyective report by the secretary 
general and that be assagn responsibility to the mght wide 

[in a report on Fands statement and on 
m New York, Neooma CYPRUS NEWS AGENCY mm 
English at 0845 GMT on 4 August adds the following 

[There was no legit at the end of the tunnel after three 
weeks of negotratrons af the UN-sponsored (Cyprus 

| 

[Cyprus Crowermment Spotewnan Abn Fandn refused 
to talk about a deadbact yet but saed that unfortunately 
ho one Can CLpress optemusm about the outcome of the 
talks 

[He blamed the ‘stance and attrtude of the Turtish wade 
for the lack of progress 

[Un Monday |) August] the talks contenecd at a lower 
level and a different wenue as 1) NC heef Butrus Butres 
(shah. who has conducted the talks w far eas on 
vacation at hes home wate Thursday (6 August} 

[“Presdent Yooryveos Vasshow met for teo-and-s-half 
hours with |) No officeals (scar ( archon. Cresta Perse! 
and john Paul Kavanagh and according to informed 
sources (hey discussed the mauve of Compensation for 
Turtwh (yprots eho eould hawe to be mowed after a 
wolution 

[The three |) N Gephomats had carher spent an hour 
and a half evth Tertesh (ypreet leader Rauf Denktas 
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discussing mainly the termional aspect of the problem on 
the basis of a LN -prepared map. known as the Butrus- 
Ghah map 

{In an effort to by-pass the standoff the UN. decided to 
expand the discusssons to include apart from the rssuc of 
termiory. the problem of the displaced persons. but 
informed sources cat dowht about the prospects for 
suceess of the new method 

[Instead sources said the LN Secretanat had already 
Started work on the report on Cyprus whch Butrus- 
Ghah would submu to the Security Council. The report 
was orginally sxheduled at the end of July 

[Sources were quoted as sayeng that there was now no 
other chowe but to refer the meue to the Security 
Council 

[The U S. State Department was sand to be mm favour of 
& strong Sccurtty Counc resolutvon denouncing Den- 
Klas and proposwng certain measures which however 
would be meted m wew of Britan’s tance whech 
opposed eider sanctions | 

Denktas Accuses \ asilios of Ploy 

T 4080806 389) (Clandestine) Bayrak Radw 
on Turkish to Copras OS00 GMT © tue 9 

[Text] Prewdent Rauf Denktas has sand that Crock 
Cyprot leader V asslou's clanm that the Turkish leaders 
were aware of LN Secretary Creneral Butrus4 shal s map 
1% nothung other than a Byzantine ploy In reply to a 

question by an Anatoha Agency correspondent on 

Turkesh press reports that the Turkish leaders were 
aware of the Butrus<ihal map Denktas wad that be 
dae. not bebeve these Claums He added This Cannot he 

true When | thought about 1. | realired that « moght be 
a Byzantine ploy to create a ft betecen us and Turkey 
Thes ploy howewer has bactfired ft has wrengthened 
our unity 

LS. Said Teo PF apect Impavse 

NC DOOR 15599) Secoma ( ypres Bread autine 
( corporation Radin Network in Creek 

O490GMT 4 tue 9 

[Teat) The 1) S Crowernment no longer foresees pros 
pects for results from the ( yprus talks im New York. the 
Cyprus Broadcasteng ( orporatron » correspondent om 
New Vort reported According to diptomatn wowrces om 

Washington the Amernan woe mm comvemed that 
Turkish ( ypret leader Raut Diente and Antara are 
not eilleng to mabe any more om the terrtonal mewe 
Following thes the American woe capects that dureng 
Thursday s (6 August! talks an empawe «rl! he declared 
formally and the only chowe ell he to refer the ewe to 

the UN Securtty ( ounce The samme diplematan soerces 

wand that UN Secretary (reneral Betrws Botres4 hal 
capected to hegen Comsultatroms eth the five permanent 

Securtty ( owner memhers of Preday Butrws4 Mal os 

cipected to have hes report te the Securty ( ounce! reads 
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“Intense” Moves To Save Talks 

VC 050806529) Nwooma Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network on Greek 
O490 GMT S Aue 9? 

[Test] (Cyprus Broadcasting ( orporation’s correspon- 
dent loaner Karchklas reports from New York that there 
% wmcertamnty over the prospects for progress m the 
Cyprus talks UN Secretary General Butrus Butrus 
Crhali's meetings on Thursday (6 August] eth Presadent 
Yooryos Vasshou and Turkiuh (Cypnot leader Rauf 
Denktas will be final [hatalektehs| capected to formahze 
the ompassc (Mher reports indicate the possebelity of 

talks comtenumng neat eeck of next month Meanwhile. 
Denitas repeated aatements icave no room for opti. 
mam. he tres to weaken the dialogue and reach an 
impase 

Following hes meeting euth UN officuals last ought 
Deniktas sand he discussed the refugee and Comstitutional 
sues. NOt the territonal wswe He sand fs ot posswhic 
to drscuss the refugee msue erthout including the Comst)- 
tutvonal mswe He also clarmed that the nsuc of refugees 
Properties i a comsirtutronal aspect 

A UN officeal rejected the possstuity of the comstite- 

onal mewe being drecwssed before the two sades come 
erthen range of agreement on the terrional and retuger 
meocs. A Turkesh offical sand the Turtesh wile made 
certam comcesmoms. and before « departs New York a 

must receive somethong from the Creech ( yprmot woe 
ewen of the talks resume after one year 

Despric these developments our corepondent reports 
that the NN and. m partecular. the lL anted States. are 

comtinaing intense hact stage cfforts to wre the negotis- 
tons 

LS. UN Sand Te Seppert Creeks 
Wd TPSOR TS 89) Necomee AJBRIS o@ Tarte 

‘dae Vp? 

[Ednoral “Vawhows!) S Tremp ( ard”) 

[Excerpts| The Unwed States has teen mtcrested 
( yprws for a long terme Gecedeng to cvladireh etectf om the 

Maddie East after Wort War I! to gain a fathotd om the 
regeoe duc to its off rewowroes and to dominate the entire 
ewortd ft regarded Brita as its most grit ant otsta te 
om Carrying owl thew armbeteoms and therctore sapporicd 

every ant) Briinh movement im the Middle East fn fact 
the | ated Mates rewetute!) oppeerd the landing of 

Britesh and french meletary wnets om the Sues arca 

1956. The United States supported the terronst actrvy 

the U Mates to place the Middle 
ie Gad te Gases Uedicmenen regron under its 

control 

Marntasning thes approach im the 196s the | ented 
Mates wnored Makanos coup against the Reputs i» 
(Cyprus and the sulsegucn! a cupation of the miand & 
20,000 Greet troops un 1963 Comsdering that the coup 
agamnst the legal order was successful and that ( ypres 
was taken over by the Grech 4 erect ( ypreot front (ould 
there hawe been anytheng more natural than the | nec! 
Mates supportung the stronger wd of the mland | 

The Turkrsh ( yprots were attacked and massacred and 
ther human nghts eere violated Theos created a eave of 
refugees. All thes was gnored and the Turkish ( »yprot 
were asked to accept what has come to he kooen ay fh 

“Acheson Plans [passage omiticd) 

Lookeng at the maps the lated States has ined | 
Turkesh Cyprot wide m the pew «ill 

“Butrus4 shal) Map” «as abe creer up 

by that country The arcas the Turkesh © eprots ha 
give to the Greek ( ypreot. including 

Guretyurt [Morphow] are the same arcay the | ovted 
States ershed to transfer to the Crreck ( eprom, mam 

Even the propos to allow the Turketh ( op 
to control 28 percent of land has mot  hanerd 

Anoerng all thes @hy should Yoourvros ¥ aclu eho Map 
been onformed on the | Ss and Butrws4 hal + mam 

adopt an accommadating approe bh” (pawwe om fied. 

The ( ated Mates and Butrus Butrus (hal ar om wr 

hoe unficsitie he . Vawhow = aeare that the | eted 
Mates and the | ated Nations onl! mot preven him The 
Corect ( yprot wde ershes to force the Tertat ( \prets 

to make concewwoms sarteng firw eth Crorciy ert 
evthowt giving anytheng im return Furthermore of 

enmhes to force the Turtesh ( yprvets tb) agree te the 

return of all Coreet ( yprnot refugees Meaneti | pan 
to place the Turtish ( yprot woe om a De ipo wlaatew 

mm the tala. om the Comsitutromal aype fo of fh protiem 

Was « sot duchosed carher thal the tales of See Yor 
would br a gve-and-tatc preew Mat ihe Buln 6 he 

Map eowld only te a draft on ofa fh ihe wie. ecw! tale 

and not 2 document to he accepted of rep tod 
the tals eould fe etd erthow! preiomeito on 
Acgotisteng prowess om the @orld Mee Bek bee mh eh 

one of the pertxupeteng wes putiong forward of om 

em’ tRat 

tia. am, 
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demands in the form of preconditions and demanding 
thai they be acoepted before the talks begin” 

The plan hatched m New York « ofvsous The Cirect 
(C yprat ofyectrwe ss to take Gurcivert. have owr territory 

reduced to 28 percent. and force us to agree to have tens 
of thousands of Cree’ ( yprnots return to liwe among us 
eithout grving us anything in return 

The Unnted States and the lL nuted Nathoms have been 
tryeng to whpose the Grech ( ypnot demands on us for 
many vears The powts ec have mentioned carter 
confirm the We rege ted ther ndx ulows proposals even 

under the difficult conditions (hat carted om the past 
Why should ee accept them noe” 

What far and empartal country ehal “progressive” 

party can tell ws to “pve aeay what ec hold evthout 
gcttong anytheng om return” fs f mot true that a dcfeatest 
approach on owr part ell cncowrage the Cireck ( yprot 

wide to adopt cvwen more wreconcilatie “ands on the 
other aspects of the probiem” No ec ell not adopt such 

a tand We eel support a jest and lesteng agreement 
one that ell safeguard our cquality sovereignty and 
base mghts Vaschow ell realize ome day that the US 

trump card he Palds el! not hcip him promote myustne 

Deeltas ( ompares Besar With Past Seffering 

T 40608 0109) (( landestine) Bavras Rade 
om Turtok te Cope (9 OMT 4 tue 4) 

[Test] Present Rauf Denktas has seed that as 2 beman 
beng. be fects deep grief ower the developments o 
Bosma-Heroego+ ma In a statement to the Turtrst ( op 
mot News Agency Denktas aad When oc we how 
hates off grandmothers and offer imma cnt propic arc 

atiacthed cven Gurng funcrah ec rememier ehal eas 
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done to the Turkish Cypnot poopie mm the past There 
tore, he saed_ on New York ec are wanting for the opening 

of negotiations for sagning a realestixn and lasting agree 
ment that will preclude the recurrence of the tragx 

events the Turkish ( yprnots had to endure 

Drenktas seed that he shares the grief of the wach 
Bosma-Heroegovina and crtcndied his Bearticit Londo 
lences. Had there been os! om the places those poopie hive 
he sand. the UN Securty C ounce! sould have entervened 
homg ago and ended the Scrts omhuman atta bs 

(Cesar. Caymaz, Kamil Deny Pending Resignation 

T 40008 162°9) (‘Clandestome) Bayrak Rad» 
om Turteoh to Copmes 1520 GMT 4 tue 9) 

[Test] The prewdency has demred kaa! pres reports that 
Kenan Atabol munrsicr of foreugn affairs and dcfcn« 
and Salsh (Coser menestict of coomom, and finance 
promised Preudent Dematas that they ell reser from 
thew party efen they return fromm Nee York 

An official statement made Py the Presedcmy trom Ncw 
York to the Turtish ( yprot News Agency says that th 
report mm gucstion 1s utterly umfownded and the hgmen: 
of someone 5 emagination 

Meanetwice Salih ( osar ccomomms and frnamc minister 
(eunay (C aymar menrstct of mmtervor village aftaery and 

emvironment and hay Rammell monster of agrn ulturc 
and forestry osucd a pount Matcmen! balay om Onn: 
team eth the report om gucstrom and wid (Mal (Pere 1 me 

reason for them to rewugn from the Natomal | ort) Party 
[NUP] They seed As memhers of the VIP and of the 
cateect. ec afc carrveng owt our duties We ae nor 
thenkeng of reseagneng We are aware of the treks cortam 
corcles are trying to pay to emdermine our pert) We 

Mate that thes unfounded report eas pulirwhed’ § dew. « 

the putin and owld fot fe heeded 
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Reaction to \ citsun’s Remarks on Shope Issac 

Fave, Te Ledge ‘Harsh Demarche 

SC 0608 1657°°) dthens Ellemsks Radhotoma 
Rade Networt on Greet ISD GUT 4 tue 9) 

Sc en! 1609) token: F emeks Radotoma 

Rade Setwort on Greet JIGD GMT 4 tue 9 

[Teat) Depety Foregn Moemester Viryena T soudherow 
wmmoned Russan Ambassador in Athems Valter’, 
Demetnwevech Netolarnte and kuiged a wrong protes 

VC OSE I01 19) tome 2 R141 leowre Rade Setwort 
mires (OWT & tue 

{Test} The European Bank eoll gewe Circece two ace 
loam amounting to “) melon EC Ts [European cur- 
rency unset) or |) S telhor dratmas Agreements to thr 
effect ecre wgned today & Deputy Natrona! Economy 

Mrarter Arvditn Tuplation Tike ten allotment pro 

grams ell deal exth environmental profiems and 
enhancement of The COwntry \  oastal howwng programs 
as eocll as dev ctopment ((§ wdated ferder arcas 

[Pars APP om Engieh at 148) GMT on 4 August wa 
t vacmipargdatciined tem roperted Ihe European 
levecsument Band announced \atay that ot eowkd losn 
(oreece S) muibom E14 1 (68 melieom dollars) to help 

finance |™) tramspert and coe roemental protec toon 
Progects 

[Therty mulkon EC 1) (4) mulhon dollars) are for 
meprovements m raad a and pet opfrasirw ture 

towrrem development and work om the eater wcter a 

wed © a Matement 

[The remarneng 20 ceibon EC 1 (27 mthon dollars 
el g to chvwoRmental protec trom Py omproving the 
quality of the Medrtcrrancan irttoral and treatment of 
torn semtames and Rowse e asic 

[~The heme word the credits enderioned (he European 
( ompmunrty + potny of Retpeng dev ctapmeni of ith no 

somal) ecaict memiers | 
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(eta ‘laterveaves’ in Besa Scems lacvitabic 

T 404608 10509) Antara Turtive Radyolari Network 
on Turkosh 1000 GMT 4 tug 9) 

Bosnia Hercegoy ina rs gaemeng sea, Hundreds of peopic 
are hoseng thew bwes om the muddle of Europe ft a great 

Foren Moeneter ( ctem poented out that the meue one 

Alb : ef if it Hf | i 
7ke a 

(ct weed that thes perpeme pretemenan comta ts 

hewe been Segue to beld talks oeth the permanent 
members of the 1 N Securtty (ounce! The tatest dewe! / : j : : 
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Assembly Speaker | recs Better Reiatens With Iraq 

1 #0608 1 S29) Antara TRI Telewmor Network 
om Tertooh 1 WOGMT 4 tue 9) 

[Text] Hesametien Cindorwh. speaker of the Turkssh 
(rand Natronal Awe’) has saed that Irag 1s a fnendly 
and lasteng neughbor and that Turkey has no fight with 
the Iraq: poopie He also saed that an Irag: parhamentary 
detegation ell be emvited to Turkey to launch mmterpar- 
hamentar relateom 

(Cundoru’ recerved Democrat Left Party leader Bulent 
Eocevst today Eoews sand that be told Condorut of hes 
concerns about the Middie East and Turkey's relations 
eth Irag Ecevet seed that the authory vacuum created 
im northern Irag rs threatenrng Turkey's domesixn secu- 
mty m that. beiped by thes wacwerm, the ecparatests 
infiltrate onto Turkey and lawnch them attacks 

Eoewnt alleged that a de facto satelite state has been 
established m sorthern Irag wader al) S mandate The 
gov cTAMent rs amore? thes setuatvon he charged 

Eces it pornted owt that Irag seeds Turkey's support noe 
but that Turkey m= mot showeng the necessary mterest om 
that cowntry Eoews wad that Turkey's poly toward 
lrag must he redetermined erthout berg influenced by 
the Wewt Me also wed that the Turteh Embawy mm 

parhamentary delegation to Turtey The delegation may 
arrive om Chctotecr he sand. adddeng frag « our neighbor 
Hons ows Lastong merghhor The emportant thong 1s hav ing 
newghhorly relateoms We have no fight esth the Iraq 
peome We have a hestomcal fmendvhep enth them The 
Man of enterparhamentary retatrom el mean the Mart 
of relatos betecen the tee natroms The esl! be a 
beginning of the Mart of Protherhaud and 

Neteren ou Poopies 

Demerel Kazakh Prevedeat Nazarbaves |our Bursa 
1 20008 190092) tetera TRI Telenor Netoort 

me tetot® | Www a te ¥, 

[Teat) Preme Mlemester Sulewrman Diemoere! has werd that 
Turte, ef! catened aff necewsary weppert te ensere that 
the ore Terk repetins can stand on thew oon fect and 

can ephodd theron ondependemce He poeunted out that erth 
the deshandment of the Sovect (mon 2 ace eorld ns 
tabing shape fe thes world he sand Turtey 1s playing an 
mponiant and rewgeemutic rode 

Prom Mierter Tremere! eent to Berw txday enth 
Kareth Preedest Nerwiten Nazarferes eho « m@ 

Turtes as fe officeal guewt Diemmere! and Nazarheyes 
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were received ceremonsously at Bursa airport by State 
Minister Cevdet Caglar, Governor Necati Cetinkaya, 
other officials, and citizens. 

Our correspondents Turhan Ipek and Ahmet Kocabas 
report that Demirel and Nazarbayev first visited the 
governor's office. The governor presented cach with a 
plaque to mark the occasion. The Kazakh president said 
that he was pleased with the great interest shown in him 
and that he was feeling at home. Then he and Demirel 
visited the histonc Ulucam: Mosque. 

Next they visited three different private textile factones. 
The Kazakh president said that he was very impressed 
with the high-technology production by the factones. 

Demirel and Nazarbayev then attended a luncheon given 
im their honor. Ali Osman Sonmez, the chairman of the 
Bursa Chamber of Commerce and Industry, gave 
Demurel and Nazarbayev plaques to mark their visit. 

in a speech at the luncheon, Demirel said that with the 
disbandment of the Sovict Union a new world 1s begin- 
ning to take shape, and that Turkey 1s playing an 
important and responsible role in this new world. He 
pointed out that the walls between the Turkic world and 
the Anatohan Turks have come down, adding: These 
walls existed for 70 years, for 100 years. Brothers were 
separated from cach other. However, the last cight to 10 
months have shown that this separation will be climi- 

nated im a very short tome. 

Prime Minister Demirel said that a new region which 
affirms its Turkic onmgins has emerged and that the 
outside world has grasped this fact. He stated that 
Turkey will cooperate with these new republics and that 
it calls on the entire world to help them. Demirel said: 

[Begin Demure! recording] All we want 1s to ensure that 
these brotherly countnes, which have regained their 
independence aficr many years, can stand on their own 
feet and can uphold their independence. They have a 
difficult job to do. It 1s a pernod of transition. They will 
succeed, however, because they have valuable leaders. 
[end recording] 

Prime Minister Demirel noted that he wanted to give 
Kazakh President Nazarbayev a tour of Bursa, which, he 
said, in addition to its histoncal characteristics has 

become an important educational and industnal center 

Demirel stressed that whenever he visits Kazakhstan and 
the Central Asian Turkic republics he 1s not treated as a 
guest, nor 1s Nazarbayev a guest in Turkey. He con- 
cluded 

[Begin Demirel recording] The great Turkish world 
which extends from the Adriatic Sea to the Great Wall of 
China will live forevermore. Therefore, | say long live 
Kazakhstan, long live Turkey. | greet you all. fend 
recording | 

President Nazarbayev stated that his country 1s gomg 
through a penod of transition and that while drawing up 
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their new economic programs they want to benefit from 
Turkey's expenence. He pointed out that at this stage of 
transition to a market economy, many countnes want to 
invest in Kazakhstan. We want to be together with our 
brother, Turkey, in connection with this rssuc, he said 

Nazarbayev said that he came to Turkey as the guest of 
Demirel—whom he referred to as his big brother—and 
that in this way he had the opportunity to get to know 
Turkey and the Turkish people betier. The visiting 
president stressed that his country wants to establish 
closer relations with Turkey. He invited all Turkish 
businessmen to invesi in Kazakhstan. 

Demirel, Nazarbayev, and the other officials then left 
Bursa for Istanbul. Demirel bade Nazarbayev goodbye in 
Istanbul and returned to Ankara. 

Demirel, Nazarbayev Statements 

7 A0S08 110692 Ankara Turkive Radyolari Network 

in Turkish 1000 GMT § Aue 92 

[Text] Prime Minister Suleyman Demirel, who arrived 
in Istanbul to see off Kazakh President Nursultan Naz- 
arbayev, said that the new Turkic republics will play a 
significant role in the future of the world. At Istantul 
Ataturk Airport, Nazarbayev was ceremonsously seen off 
by Demirel, Ministers of State Cavit Caglar and Serif 
Ercan, and other officials. 

In a statement at the airport, Demure! said that a new 
world order 1s being established and that new Turkic 
States sharing a similar culture and religion are emerging 
Describing them as Eurasian states, Demure! said that 
these states will play a significant role in the future of the 
world. Stressing that Turkey constitutes a bridge 
between Europe and Asia, Demure! sand that Turkey, ava 
great state, will further develop its relations with these 
fraternal states 

Nazarbayev, in turn, said that he held very beneficial 
talks with President Turgut Ozal and Demure! during his 
visit and that his country wants to benefit from the ercat 
cxpenence Turkey accrued during its transition to a 
market economy in the eighties. Noting that Kazakhstan 
will open up to the world through tts cooperation with 
Turkey mn the feld of tehccommunications, Nazarbayes 
added that the two countries will continuc their cooper. 
ation in the screntific, military, and internal security 
fields. He said that work 1s under way to transport 
Kazakh oil to the Mediterrancan through a project that 
will connect Central Asia to Turkey. Nazarbayey stated 
that if this project 1s realized, relations between Turkey 

and Kazakhstan and the other Central Asian republics 
will be further strengthened. He concluded by saying that 
Kazakhstan welcomes Turkey's cflorts to secure Kava 
khstan’s membership in international organizations 

Demirel returned to Ankara after having seen Naz 
arbayev off 
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Officials View New York Talks on Cyprus Issue 

Inonu on ‘Pressure’ Applied 

140208111592 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radio 
in Turkish to Cyprus 1030 GMT 2 Aug 92 

[Text] Erdal Inonu, Turkish state minister and deputy 
prime minister, has said that applying pressure on one of 
the sides un Cyprus will not help solve the probicm. 

Inonu, who went to Izmir to atiend the Drkili festival, was 
replying to a reporter's question at Adnan Menderes Air- 
port. Inonu recalled that the UN secretary general posited a 

map during the New York talks, whereupon President 
Denktas came up with an alternative map. Inonu pomted 

out that Denktas 1s optimistic about the talks and that 
Greek Cypnot leader Vasihou should also be. 

Erdal Inonu stressed that the solution depends on the 
goodwill of the two sides. Applying pressure on one of 
the sides will not help solve the problem, he said, adding 
If any pressure is to be apphed, ut should be applied 
equally to both sides 

Ecevit: Western Threats ‘Bluffs’ 

1 40308194692 Ankara TRT Television Network 

in Turkish 1700 GMT 3 Auge 92 

| Text] Democratic Left Party leader Bulent Ecevit has 

said that Cyprus does not constitute a burden or an 

obstacle for Turkey. Speaking at a news conference today 
at parliament, Ecevit said that those governing the state 
are trying to portray Cyprus as a burden on Turkey 
Noting that statements mm this line are contrary to the 
Struggle berg waged by the Turkish Cyprnots and Rauf 
Denktas. Ecevit added that these further encourage those 
who want to use Turkey as a tool for pressure 

(Claiming that the government 1s succumbing to the 
threats made regarding the Cyprus problem, Ecevit 
added that these threats are nothing more than bluffs. He 
sand. Will the Western world, which cannot intervene in 
the blowdy war in Bosnmia-Hercegovina, intervene mill- 
tarily in Cyprus, where peace has been reigning for the 
last 18 years’ 

Ecevit sand that Turkey's power and importance in the 
world has greatly increased and that this should be well 

assessed 

Erbakan Opposes TRNC Concessions 

I 40308193292 Ankara TRI Television Network 

in Turkish 1°OOGMT 3 Awe 92 

| Text) Prosperity Party leader Necmettun Erbakan has 

sand that the mneflective attrtude adopted by the govern- 

ment mn its foregn policy us adversely affecting Turkey's 
national mterests. Erbakan left for Germany today 

where he will be holding contacts 

In a Statement at Istanbul Ataturk Airport, Erbakan said 

that the Turkish Cypnot side can make no concessions 
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on Cyprus. Descnbing Denktas’ participation im the 
New York talks as an error, Erbal.an added that the 
current situation in Cyprus 1s the best solution. He sand: 

[Begin Erbakan recording} Turkey has already made the 
maximum sacrifice by being »n the current position. Not 
an inch of the territory ycquired through the blood of 
martyrs can be renounced, nor can any concessions be 

made on Turkey's guarantees in Cyprus. Nor can our 
Mushim brothers there be forced to become refugees once 
again. Nor can the Greek Cypriots be allowed to come 
and settle m the territory of the Turkish Republic of 
Northern Cyprus [TRNC]. fend recording] 

Erbakan said that the Serbian brutality in Bosnia- 
Hercegovina has reached unbelievable dimensions. He 
concluded by saying that Turkey should unite with other 
Muslim countnes and intervene in Bosmia-Hercegovina 

* Uluc Gurkan on Country's New Role in CSCE 

YIESIO41A Istanbul NOKTA on Turkish 19 Jul 92 p OO 

[Interview with Uluc Gurkan, new vice president of the 
CSCE Parhamentary Assembly. by Nirhat Atilla on 

Budapest, date not given “We Will Put Our Stamp on 

the CSCE™] 

[Text] Ankara Natronal Deputy Uluc Gurkan was 
elected vice president of the CSCE Parhamentary 

Assembly. He talked with Nrhat Alilla 

{Atilla] You were elected vice president of the CSCT 
Parhamentary Assembly in the first Ceeneral Assembly 

How do you feel” 

[Gurkan] It ss rather a wondertul fechng. no doubt about 
it, for a person to enter a contest for his country on an 

international platiorm and win There « sometheng 

beyond that, however, that even enhances the fechng 
And that 1s. in addition to Turkey's having won an 

election such as that for the first Game. for Turkey to have 

achieved the victory on its own and not because of what 
others told it to do. Turkey did not. as in the past, take 

the positron of seding with the United Mates, Germany 

or Britain and berng content with whatever they had to 

give. It took an attstude of demanding and seizing its 

own rights, of standing against those countrnes, if neces 

sary, and of arguing against them. And winning in that 

climate makes thes feeling. already wondertul in itself 

more wondertul yet 

[Autla] How did ut come to that’ 

{Gurkan] | was selected to be chaorman of the delegatvcn 

in January. and we sct that goal for ourselves when we 

went to the first chairmen’s meeting in Madnd We 
worked constantly for sian months to achreve that goal 
There were two stages to the effort. First. Turkey ded not 

want such a post for riself in order to please the Western 

countnes but. actually. in sprtc of them For that reason 

we said that Turkey's representatoon at the (NCE had 

been rather slight for a long time. We kept saying im (hat 
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framework that Turkey's representation ought to be 
equal that of Spa:n and Canada We got quite a reaction 
to that. The United States, Germany, and Canada 

opposed us almost to the pot of threatening. but we 

persisted 

Second, we had to make clear that Turkey 1s no longer 
alone. To do thal, we were on constant dialoguc with the 

Turkic and Musiom republics that gained thew indepen- 
dence with the dismantling of the Sovict Umon We 
*nvited them to Turkey for consultation ond tned to 

explain what the CSCE 1s. We met woth those republics 

mm Turkey again before coming to Budapest. reached a 

pornt decrsson, and came here as a large force 

{Atslla] What factors led to thes success for Turkey” 

|Crurkan) First was Turkey's begroneng to take the muta. 
tive on the new world order One must not confuse the 
imitative question with the followmng kind of error 

Turkey seemed to have taken the mmitiative during the 
Gaull war, but | do not see as having taken the 
mitiative It was actively uemplementing the West's decs- 

sions. The policy, which changed with the new govern. 
ment, 1s for Turkey to take the metrative along the lines 
of ts own imtcrests. Bearing mm mund the occawonal 

standoff with the West, | think we gave the best caample 
of that during the (MT endeavors. Scoond «= ow 

numerical strength. which has om fact grown Al present 

we constitute one-tenth of the Assembly We ell be able 

to gct results when we can use owr strength m truc 
fashion And thurd 1s that we have been working for on 
months. recognizing that strength and that ec had the 

mitiative 

[Atsia] Did vou encounter diflicultees om the Creneral 

Assembly” 

iCourkan| The report the Counce! of Europe adopted 

against us a icw days before the Parhamentary Asem) 

was one difficulty In both securtty and human mghts 

meetings fefore the work had even begun. Cireece sub 

mitted a draft reselutvon that mm a way could have pul a 
stam on Turkey's membershep om the CSCE. The draft 

proposed that countrics on whom there have been iter 

natwonal reports of human mghts veolatrons have their 

right to speak suspended It was a draft resolution armed 

directty at Turkey. without mentronmng nt by name 

if that draft had been dchated m the commuissrons. 
would have been very difficull tor us to defend ourselves 

It was cosential, therefore. that « not be opened to 
debate We wand on both commons that Crreece had 

eMiabinshed direct contact eith specifi countries and 

was playing games with the draft. and that Turkey would 

take a very severe stand if the commersssons became the 

Too! of thu manmpulation And when thow drafts were 

placed on the tabic. neither commeywon chairman had 

the nerve to open dehatc That eas a weniiicant success 

for Turkey The second tug success was Turkey's 

bringing to the agenda at both the commeswon and the 

(senetal Assembly ewe! the Armenian attacks on Azct 

hanan 

TURKEY 3 

[Atiia] What are we. Turkey. planning to do’ ( what 
can we do with our growing sirength im the (WI 
future sessions” 

(Gurkan] We want to put Turkey's stamp on the 6% I 
bul we want to deserve We want to pul our stamp «« 

the new world order hy passing ( Mi E prom piss inte was 

Mm Our Own country and getting the demacrativatwon 
package i the coairivon protocols pawed mmto law with 

ercal speed 

* International Reports ( riticize Rights Record 

YIES1006 Istanbul NOAT 4 om Turkok 1) Ja o> 
pp 34-6 

[Artcle by Alcan Deger and Cem Oner “lnteticctus 

Outrage” | 

[Test] “All the years we were im power mo reper i 

derogatory for Turkey was ever prepared sad Bole 

Akarcah, ANAP [Motherland Party) Isanthw! nate 

deputy and former minister He continucd 

“There was nothing they did not do when thengs of a 
much milder nature than this report were puliished [! 

associations and organizations were up on arms. But roe 

them fasiure to utter a peep against thes administrator 

an inicticctual outrage on top of a dowhle Mandar’ 

The ANAP governments got heavy critecvem for neg 

of human mghts in partecular The change of adimonivira 
tron following the 20 (ictoher clectroms and tt 

announcement that the new admunrstratvon eoult in 
tute a secs of reforms had an catremely posits 

thon both at home and abroad However reports pet 
leshed hack-to-Pack withen thx past iw ' 

influcntial orgamizatroms such as Helwnks Watch and 

Amnesty Internatronal stress that the Fos om Ton 

report card have not been corrected and med 

gctting worse mm certamn arcay in additive 
orgamzations,. Counce! of Lurope reports and reort 

eritien by Lentz ( ortietic a woman depety | , 

Lusembourg ( bristian Social Party and Baar 
man. a woman deputy from the Dutct fa 
have agitated the waters Members of the lurkit pe 

hament walked owt of the ( own! of bor 

tary Assembly in Budapest where the report «a nl | 

fasied to prevent passage of the rowotut 

om Parker 

Amsecrs in Report 

What do thow reports publinhed one 

conta’ In partcwlar why are th orn 

during the government of the Colon pan 
sharing power ehuch campangncd on pr g huma 
nghts violations’ The answers to the quest 

the reports themectves 

(ine of the reports. the one thal prowoted Ff \s 

cals wtener reactron. was hy bichwnk: Wate? 
rights organization haved ip the | oricd Sial 
of the June 1992 repert. eretten wm [ erke 
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with the Nowrus modents. conssts of two words 

“Kurds Massacred.” A subtule draws aticntion: “Many 

people holding demonstrations for peaceful purposes 
were killed by Turkssh securty forces.” 

4 bref chronology im the report « followed by a lst of 
mondents that, « = claumed. took place during the 

Nowrus affar and 2 scries of oprmons which may be 
described, on fact. as rather sharp. The report, eritien by 
New York attorney David E Nachman, says. “There 

2) and 23 March” and contends that even though peopic 
mvolved on the demonstration were carrying guns. thrs 1s 
ust 2 natural theng for Eastern societies. 

| afew Attack 

4s a result of thes research. Meisimks Watch concluded 
that there were armed PARA [Workers Party of Kurd- 
“ian! partesans on Cozre and Sermak. though not mm Nusay- 
ben. during Nowruz. bul that they probably were not 
PRA guerrmilas. that clashes between security forces and 
PKA members took place om the evening hours of 21-23 
March.  partcular m Cizre and Sirnak. though again 
not om Nesayien, but that almost all of the loss of life. at 
jecast om Corre and Nusaytun, was the resalt of unnecces- 
wary and unfar attacks by Turkesh securty forces against 

Kurdish crvehans engaged in peaceful demonstrations © 

The veews of vanows wrtnesses. encluding Diyarbakir 
Independent Deputy Leyla Zana. apprar im the report ft 
% Stressed tome and again that Turkish securty forces 
behaved detrherately opening fire on the people Also 
while rts caplamned that there were no deac or wounded 

among the security forces during the meocdents. the 
pohoeman ivached at hus home m Cirre “escaped 
mone 

The |6-page report mentions that the PAK made “mis 
lakes also (mm one page. reads. “In speaking of the 
human mghts violations that Turkish securty forces 
have syMtematually apphed om Southeastern Anatoha 

Helsonk: Watch does not intend to nore the terrorism 
mm whech the PAA and its armed supporters engage with 
imreawng frequency” and tells of two females that the 
PAA killed. one them 70 and the other 12 However, no 
mention = made m the sectron of the Diendy police 
statron rands 

Systemate | ortere 

Amncsiy International, i ts report of May | 99) 
stresses that. “though crimes were deregulated and al! 
death penaliees reduced m 199!” and says. “however 
cven though the government is always announcing that 

torture om the poloe satrons ell cease. the acoessary 

practical and icgal stems have fot wet been taken Asa 

result: exdespread systemata torture continucs Diwap 

pearances. comes by unknown perpetrators. and draih 

«quad type kellngs om the Mardin arca. tor caampic 
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occur. Moreover, such modents are mcreawng” The 
section of the report continucs 

“Detention penods are rather long Doctors and hospi- 
tals commissioned by the government give false health 
reports. A bill has been drafted on the mght to talk with 
a lawyer, but no actoon has been seen yet” 

The “modent™ which led to the walk-out by Turkish 
parhamentary representatives at the (C ownci! of Europe 

Parhamentary Assembly in Budapesi was that cren 
though i 1% pomted out im the report thal the govern- 
ments intend to imstitute specific reforms om the areca of 
human mghts. « 1 stressed that violatrons m Turkey 
contunuc 

The authors capiain that even though govermment mem- 
bers and top burcaucrats whom they mtcrviewed sand 

that torture % not continuing. attorneys and others 
concerned clam the contrary The authors say that they 
received information on a number of torturc cases that 
some of these mcidents even went before the Human 

Rights Commussion in parliament but that the Human 
Rights Foundation im Ankara told them that there «cre 
244 torture medents in 199! and that 100 torture 
wectoms had appealed to them by the end of Aprn! 19°. 

National deputies. in ther views included nm the report 

sav that freedom of speech im Turkey — not practwoed 

compictely despite its having been guaranteed by the 

European Convention on Human Rights The report 
accepted at the mecting in Budapest contains the fol 

lowing ~9cws In surmMary 

“The PAK actions taking place in southeastern Anatoha 
are terrors activities: However. the security forces take 
ther siruggic with the PAA beyond legal boundaries 
The muelstary are now permitting their potrtecal roles to 

comtinuc According to Turkish Inieror Monestry sates 

tics, 437 security forces personne! and $76 civehans died 
between 1986 and July 199! The terrorrets killed | 144 
persons. most of them children Meanwhile security 
forces billed 1.27} terrorists from 1987 wate July 199) 

( nmes where the perpetrator ms unknown are occurring 

m ths regon 

“Everything Is Theoretical” 

According to Bulent Abarcal: the present admonrtration 

is making no cflort to move forward om hurnan meghts 

everything 1 just theoretical Stell, the mass organiza 
homs cannot make a fuss about thew bends of reports 

night now because the SHP [Soceal Demmocratn Populrst 
Party] «& mm power and « trying to act ender [ilegrivk 

word) Asked. “What would vou have done if vou had 
heen im powcr insicad of thes government during Sow 

ruz” Akarcal repleed We would not have permiticd 

the oetePratvons om the fir place Al icast 1 would not 

have led to sormectheng brke thes 

Human Rights Foundation ( harrman Yavus ()nen why 

drsagrees with Akarcal replees to the claem We an 

front Labing one sicp torward and com vicp hac tearc 

depending on whech party 6 mm power The ms a otruggek 
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for honor and democracy which belongs to all of us 
There ss 90 turning back.” Onen added that one ects 
nowhere by moaning and groaning unicss human nghts 
violations stop and that there ts no sense im accusing 
others 

[Box. p 35) 

Crimes With | aknoen Perpetrators 

The Amnesty International report mentions the arrest of 

yournalrst Deniz Teztel and hrs subsequent reicase as not 
guilty it then defends the following views in summary 

We are concerned about the $0 persons killed by security 

forces in the summer of 1991 and the increasing number 
of dusappearances recently. Two journalists were killed 
by unknown persons in February 199) Some journalists 

and many Kurds hold counter gucrnilas responsible for 

crmmes on 1991-1992. Counter guerrilla activity has been 
seen m the region since 1984. Thirty persons, 19 of them 

im Mardin. were the victims of perpetrator-unknown 
cnmes. Two persons disappeared = According to official 
figures, there are 2.500 special teams, 3.000 village 
guards. and 60.000 gendarmes in the southeastern Ana- 
toha regoon The organization named Hezbollah has also 
arisen im the region since December 1991 This organ- 
zatoon 1s active in Batman and Nusaybin in particular 

[Box p 4} 

“First Children Are Beaten™ 

The report prepared by Lentz Cornctic and Baarveld 

Schiaman and adopted by the ( ownci! of Europe Parha 
mentary Assembly. minus the Turkish deiegation. con 

tarns these assertions about human mghts in Turkey 

“We learned that torture has traditional roots in Turkey 

The Turks conser torture as a part of the sentence 

meted out for a creme Just as Turkesh fathers can beat 

ther children when they wish. the pole also consider it 

thew mght to torture and kill cromunals 

‘In many Torkesh famueles. the hushands beat thei 

wives. and fathers ther children 

“The PRA « supported by Turkey's newghbors Syrna 
permits the estabisshment of camps for the trarning of 

Kurdish vouth The Iraq: government is giving the PRA 
weapons. according to information recently received 

‘In mewdents such as the Dev-Sol [Revolutronary Left} 

operation im istanbul in whech |! were slam. poloe kill 

suspects withou!l arresting them and even despric the 
possitelity that innocent people may be among them ft 

ms not clear whether any kind of mvestigations are 

conducted im connection with such mcdents We could 

not learn anything about thes during our tours 

TURKEY 5S 

[Box, p 4] 

“Report Definitely True” 

Human Rights Foundation Chairman Yavuz Onen con- 
tends that the report adopted by the Council of Europe 
Parhamentary Assembly 1s objective and that the views 
to the effect that they are not criticizing the government 
can be casily discredited by looking at the reports. He 
says 

“In reference to the report that led to the walk-out by our 
parhamentary representatives. | read the repon from 
start to finish. The report takes an extremely objective 
approach. They listened to all sides. Even Bulent Akar- 
cal, who encouraged the delegates boycott. talked sev- 
eral tomes longer than we did with the preparers of the 

report. They also talked with officials 

“Ll even crivcized them because the report lacks docu- 

mentation So insicad of moaning and groaning and 
boyoottmg the repori, it 1 necessary to go beyond thes 
We will get nowhere by accusing others unless the 
violations cease. The things in the report are definitely 
truc 

“As for the assertion that we do not critscize the govern 

ment, that wrong. We gave the government 4 cond). 

tonal grade even during the first 100 days We pot out 
in Our biannual report. duc oul soon. thal nothing has 
changed under the new government. bul everything 1s 
going on cxactly as before and has even imcreased in 
respect to the number of deaths We have made many 
announcements about this We do not take one step 
forward and one step backward depending on the party 

mm power This is a struggic for honor and democracy 
which belongs to all of us. There 1s no turning back Mr 
Akarcal 1s in a contradictory position on this. He 6 one 

who 1s extremely critical of us. He used to say. “You are 

carrying tales to foresgners | Does that mean it was wrong 
to talk when they were i office. it was treason. and now 

he considers our talking legitimate’ 

“We are domg torture rehabilitatvon at three centers. 245 
people have been treated at these centers Is our making 

such announcements not evidence that we arc concerned 

about thes matter’ Of course ut 1s to anyone who under 

stands. Akarcal: sand that because fhe does not know 

better — 

* Report Assesses L tility of Anatolia Dam Project 

VIESIOOS Istanbul NOK TA in Turkish 10 Jul 92 
pr >»? ™” 

|Arucle by Mete Cubukew and Can Karakas “CAP 

Right or Wrong”) 

[Teat] The 24th of thes month ms an frstore day for 

Turkey The Ataturk Dam. one of the two most mmpeor 

tant parts of the Southeast Anatoha Propect (CAP) 

which every government for the past 20 years has 
bragged about but been unable to finish. will begin 
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partial production of clectnrcuty Before the dam cven 

begins producing. the controversy over whether Demure! 
or Ozal will open ut has been discussed as much as the 

proyect itscif. Heads of state of many countnes were 

invited to the opening ceremony im order to inform the 
wortd of this “Turkish miracle ~ Among the gucsts 1s 
Pressdent Turgut Ozal. But he s only a guest. because 
Pome Minister Suleyman Demure! will perform the 
opening ceremony Turgut (zal will probably cither 

watch from the arca designated for gucsts as Demure! 

pulls the swrich or not go to the openme at all. Demure! 

who tor years has been saying. “! Started GAP” will at 

least “start” thes portion of the proyect 

So, will Demure! say that the dam was opened |) vears 

laic, or mentron how much the billbons of dollars spent 

on GAP have affected inflation. or whether the propect 

will finance «self once «to «s completed’ Who knows 

whether GAP os a project that will contribute to Turkey's 

future and prosperity or a monument to its politicians” 

How many more politicians. administrations. and gen 
erations will (sAP. the work of Turkssh engineers and 

laborers. the “project of the century.” outhwve’ 

NOK TA. opening the debate on the investments made im 
GAP and its future, investigated what vhes propect has 

and will cost Turkey You « «=. om fact. a source of 

tremendous pride So what neat 

Money -t ating Machine 

En route to completion, GAP 1s supposed to consist of 15 

major propects. the construction of 27 dams and [9 
hydrocicctric staterons. the production of 22 billon kilo 

watt hours of energy and the ingatoon of | & millon 

hectares. T wo orrigation tunnels to carry the waters of the 
Ataturk Dam to the | 'rfa and ( cvlanpemar plains wer 

supposed to be the world's longest tunnects at 26 kslorne 

ters cach Thes propect. begun on 1976 and wheduled for 
compiction mm ¥) vears. of 2006. was supposed to cost a 

total of $9 bilhon Moreover the people iiving on the 

intimated arcas were to cease emigrating. and those why 

had alrcady emigrated were supposed to Come hack 

4 gercat deal of water has flowed down the Euphrates w 

the micrvening years Today official sowrces say that the 

project well he completed mn 201) The aenount spent on 

GAP w far cxceeds $!5 tulbon. and at least $15 belhon 

more will be spent The Ataturk Dam was supposed to hx 

finshed om 19K and «= hemng opened m 199) The 

>-kilometer Urta Tunnel « still unfeneshed after , 

vears And. most rmportant of al) it os doulttul ehcther 

those horn along eith (AP will ewen liwe to wwe ots 

compiction Also 

inflainon stems from the moncy hing poured imto 

(,AP T te migrat 

be sormecthing that el! not happen 

everyone agrees that vl percent f 

thing aout preveniing on sors t 

Faulk of Policy 

The séca that Cs AP will dowblc, quadruple Turkey « an 

ciaggecration «DYE | Truc Path Party) Natonal Deputy 
Redretiin Dpalan seed that momre! anc manine as an 
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enginecr not a politician. ~Thes country belongs to all of 

us. So mvesiments ought to give the highest yecid om the 

shoriest penod of time The Urta Tunnel. all of 26 

kilometers long. has been m progress for [5 vears | 

would pul my engineering degree on the lene that thes 

tunnc! ought to have been compicted in three vears at 

most Now the dam 1s finrshed and the tunne! 1s not The 

tiling and drainage to compicic the tunnc! do not canst It 

‘iS 2 project so tug as to be the cause of inflaton m 

Turkey, but there « no coordmation Hundreds of 

people are mvolved m the Me propct) Studecs are 

compicted the same day You arc mvesiing your moncy 

haphazardly And in the end. vou prevent the carch 

ment of the country. Dalan says 

Dalan also pomts out that 10 of 15 tunncls could haw 

been Hult to datc with the moncy spent on the | ra 
Tunnel and continucs 

The amount spent on the tunnel 1s equal to half our 

toregn loans today | remember Mesut ¥ simas bragging 

about thes tunnel. | 5 vears om the makong a a wonder of 

Turkish engineering Believe me to me ot ons a devera 
But it 1s the politicians fault. not the engineers 

The polstscuans are rather quiet about GAP (Cine rather 

longs to dchaic the propect om deta: because after all ot ns 

there to be criteaved Businessmen are a litth mor 

outspoten about i 

t xtra Large 

(em Bovner. former present of TIE SIAD | lurket 

Indusinalists and Businessmen s Assmiateon! rested 

“Orn and gol reactrons aficr a speech fe Mace af a 

| neon of ( hammers mecting held in Van wort " rT 

He has not changed hes mend taday Bowner sau 1} 

prorect 1% 1 Pursell of a il}vcaer agrnculior goal that 

eill bring mndusinialzatoon on rts wabc But 

parc employment added valuc and caport potenti « 

are giving Prvoriy to agrn uliure a2witor wt 

past From now on thy prorcct must he redu ' 

tramework that eli produce wr s and oF . 

soon as possible and compicted revicad of street hong 

mast freeones 

According Bovecr (sA4P can ota 

ompicted eithin 20 vears but comsdering 

hutron it will mabe to Turtes 6 futur ‘ 

made docs fot cven hegn to towch tf + 

Parcs thes to begging in OMe Mosque and » ny a 

smother and says that at boast \) peer fonfle 

from <(,AP Bowner contenecs “I! we ad ’ 

have to mnflateon the return for th an , 

ee ve CApericnced gos out ent ite oF 

arec for lurkes Tf CAP wor F ng ~~ 

Turkes ‘apenca aia t | ask ™~ ata ’ a’ 

sno rmflateon ehen stabhel:'t ts " 

ircorg Kul mot sormething ‘ ost? , , 

resources at ateme when uo a ne 

tally unsympatt 
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Hirstorm Mestakc taday tor 2025 Bult such strong propaganda m taking 

place thal the peapic bebewe @& Ewen Abdullah (icalar 
Waa a nae hc who has fo bend words for thx preacct rs hehewes ot But the result wall be dnappowt ne 

NET jcapanwon sot known] Holdeng Board ( harman 

Rew: rt fobws Tihuk coll epwoestementis of thes kore! a Asemiate Professor Murat Sether a member , why 

efhite clhephant CAP «s a nebulous proscct thal ee tcactung “afl of the Political Scrcnce Department at 

aG0d aothene to the future (Crowe me $) ' helieon | car Ankara | neweruts has 2 book out on GAP He avs that 

wyuander $9 tulbon of « and then sav. 1 created worm (,4P has added nothing toward solving the uncmploy 

home | Nermmately. CAP well be foneshed. of cour bul ment problem im the repon and however tha 1 solved 

i* me ect oul waethal vow pul mie wt A hug dca! lheow here that  aaed to he of ear « chould be ewolved 

nad | (,AP-type thengs. and then theyw seamp tte here shen “Hae mar, to cutahiesh 2 estural focus fos 

f 7.) COT She pr Pl " hegu ied eth them and raoncy rs wettibeormect T hes migrateon from the tarrn ob 

eavicd | <ar. tor champic. wha Romania + (ana The @ rathon maac ; saary for ws to ahand vies 

;  e nk the Lieneie to the Black Sow comet the dca of becping poe = ob as " ave 

- Mat ; (wwe 

(, AP «= worw than ( vorws The l erks make « a matt Irrygatren and irpert 

, ihe same tend of theng a6 the Ataturs * mdusiriaints wreat fcga ” " ; 

“uM * Polettecians @ant to crect thew owen Matecs =? omuder tt - ai ware ath mr - 

, a ays 2 ectl-inoen husncwman eho woe “Ma — ger harrmar -_ ( hac 

aoth “St PAT 4 on Condeteon of armonymrty ~~ su > \s wal Eng . — 7 

li ts erent that | eee thes shone woth aie Gare | gard. | ‘ 

. “a " ycrTvom™ ~ ha s great_at 

: hk QOS. OF (1.29 “4 4 Monement 2 ovrent * . 2 i aby 
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mS an mvestment mm Turkey's future prosperity or a 

monument to politicians when he sasd at a meeting of the 
(Chamber of Consiruchon Engineers im 1986 “This 
struggic 6 capensive for the nation. | hope | well sce all of 
thes grcal propect. to whech | have given my heart for 
many vears. compicted.. If | do not occ ut. those who 

come after us well, bul mest not be iefi to the ones after 
them Theres propect must not last SO) years. | behewe most 
of the results and benefits capected when thes propect is 

compicted ell be lost wm SO) years ~ 

[Box p 24) 

What ( cald Be Boilt With $15 Billion’ 

* Four lactones selected from among Turirsh Automo- 
mic Factory Corporaton. Aka Teatsles. Arceth 
Eregh trom-Steel. Turkesh Petrofeum Refinenes ( or 

poration Petro hemocal ( orporation. Bagfas Fert! 
ers. Cubherova Electr. Moelsttary Electron 

industry Trakva (pass. Adana Cement and Tciecom 
munnxations Industry (Corporation ehose total 

market valee reoperted to the stack marict «= 25 5 
Irvin re 

* rive metropolitan areas mm the regron 

* Esther |\*) emewerwty hospetals wrth 618) feds oF | (0H) 

full organizatron hosprtals erth 20 beds 

* Thereen thowsand \<classraom promary «fants 
. Three hundred factones e™pioy ing Si. Prvgre 

2 . 

* Joh oppertunrdes for }) mulhon preoptic 
* Therty Batehents Inee town ocar Ankara) at | 99) 

f . 

. 

. Teent,s (eo metros cyus! to the one under 

"mn Ankara 

const Tm 

jen. p 2S 

lavesting Mioees of Wrong Place 

(YP lvtanhe! aatronal Depety Bedretten Dalian pownts 
wi that be = Oot oppeeed to (-4P tet that the Timing 

eas erome He caplarned bes veces as follows 

Wha mien om Turkey = resowrces Yow hare to ow 

mairmum advantage Second «| 4 
proority te gryven to mvestiments erth 2 

jut rate and that onvestments hr Largetcd 

ater as ect a retern and eferr resowroes are 

oo week of C.4P free thee ar (+ we 

many aspects that cowl fr critecered oF & 

oo 2 ep lerther thal ought not te te dome If ee are 

~urktiong fares and pradwcing clectricety om the cast then 

ec ha abc the ondustnahzatoon lagx there Proud: 
Remar and Lomemptron oo istanbul 1 womecicn 

‘tone heoth that regen and istanbul [| am not 
Ore ~ AP he of the rewowroes had freer wluderd 

he f > meowtments ecre made ec could havc fownd 

more pot than carst om the cast Pefteen wears 

has #) peroent of natronal mecorme carne 

~~ » 7 

= «CY : 

“ sf lhes tefl to arownd  prroent after 

‘ rv? “ 4 Wier Perle om agtrona Pa «wr w 
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still gocs into agrculture-based investments We are 

mvesting Our moncy mm the wrong place | think the 

liming *as wrong 

Should Heid Keforeadum 

Former TUSIAD Presedent Cem Bovnecr ansecred 

NOK TA’s questions 

INO TA! It «ss known that ».ou have certamn vgoults 

about GAP Would vou caplamn 

[Boyacr] GAP 1s an umprudent invesiment for Turkcy 

one donc unthiniing)) and etech will Lake the Country to 

an agrculture-hased ccomoma siructurc Agricultural 
products no longer makc moncy Approsammatel) $20 

Millom has heen spent to date and it stell has not created 

any employvmen! other than tor the laborers on the wie 

We could have created five metropolitan arcas magnet 

enicrs. eith that moncy 

INOA TA! What could vou say ahouwt the effect on 

inflation ” 

[Bovner| (,4P eowld & a Matter tor reterendun r 

cvuczed countnes Peopic would he told we wll make 

a resowrce transicr of 4) Mihon « veer ror the weal | 

the cast tor the fea! vcars. ee ell wad vour taucs 

the cast and we wel! create af beast 

inflateon cach \car and the, eowld 

oprmeons If 55 mulkon sand ves the progect would ¢ 

ahead The decrwon for (s4P eas made tox eth 

rT ore [™ emis 

avecd th 

NOMA TA! So eh» «= dehete on the provect savored 

Rovner! | thek «6 an Mmotrona! (hing Ve hen fe ta! 

hus ' Pe erong thong they Pecorme ron mere attached tk 

t to beep from fecieng they made a mestaiec But that 
aot a monument Ther . ANci trom Hetecen its 

uw fulness. | Ture and grandcur 

CAP bs bocememn ( rem 

NET Motd ng Board | hairman Bes wot [* ; 

tha! hr Te er had - ’ mi ther lal ~~ Lh i 

pasron for great eort i. weMTA 

The leaders had « complies Mr (ica mpc aft 

75) Ned Serr IP 2S aaa mptcs tet home TS 

ewer’ «© ; ‘a n ae * tae © gree 

eorts efercunmm M val sae {, . " hance 

ang | «© rrair areal wowed 1? "a "a fren \ 

‘reacted ‘Pet on : “ ab ‘ . - " l oxts 

‘,AP the ? 4 att t? rege 1? : r stu 

any sf tat Late tat 

magxX. and ihe prog pay the pens oor 

eficthcr er «@ ‘ hu 6 ai 

ars) CUT? 62 fe ig let 7 

1 hare a . . seat ; 

: " . bone 

eturt ih ah " ™ . , . , 
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Projects hike thes should be done by the private sector 
not the statc. and GAP ought to be comtenucd by the 
private sector Whatever the sate touches m the 

coonomy starts to rot. The temeng was wrong for GAP ~ 

[Bex p 12) 

Latest States of GAP 

GAP Monster of State Omer Barutcu gawe NOKTA the 
following information on the propect s latest status 

As of June 199) Karakava Mancage Hacitede and 

Ataturt dams of the total of >) dams have heen compicted 

and Kralkizn Decke, Batman Dewrt-Dumivca (mar 

Croksu. Kayaceh. and ( amgar are mm progress The Ataturt 
Dam edi! begin producing clectncity commercially on 14 

July and erll be working at full capacity by 1994 The Urfa 
Tunnets will be ormgateng an arca of 20.008) hectares mm the 
first stage om 1993. and wrngation of the Marran and Sanh 
urta plans eoll fe compicted by 1995 

* Inons Iaterviewed on Rewestating ( HP 

VES IO604 lmanheld NOAT 4 on Turteet 19 Jal 9 
pp 8 OY 

[Iimtervice eth Erdal Inomu deputy prime munestcr and 
general charrman of the Socu! Democratx Populest 

Party. place and date not ven “tlmety bs Terrific 
hut 

[Teast] “/P (Sacsral Democratx Populest Party! wader 
Prdal jnome reowoaled &i\ sore m rrrmviatimg [fe ( HF 

[Repubixcan People s Party) one of er top arm of 

lurtey : aerada I! Bulent fone eer t make the 

Raerrmanvhip 2 omditeon tor the ombonong inte the (HP 

of the SUP and the DSP (Democratx Left Party), / am 
fhomaine of the SHIP: pla on @owereament moe Cer dul) 

2) (ar neerament | eowid mater watifarm if write 

evtr severe, Sel ie ear rifan’ meet eet on eR a 

rod ¢ (Ma! Nala lame wed lie SHIP leader gniacted 

SOMA T 4: guettoens: oho! (Oca itu [eo GnerAmen 

partneromp the HEP (Poopie s Protctarwt Party) aad 

Srun Fal al he Ce " 2) er a 

Hemered ( hee 

NOP TA Weth tte iftemg of the prow reece om tie ture 

pran ( onvention on _Muman Rights the govcrament 

Ger recom ahome 1s wand to hr adequate for the cneworwup 

and cue cdat) | and the goweremernt nm fereng criticised 

tow Reavy Randed a trom om thal regard 

[income | Tike ocr rvhep and ciske cat os lete thes W tok 

dru wwe er: ~rrag Pek? on an citemseom of (he “ate 

of emergrm,) ow interno Moenentn proemesed that (iree 

arinctes om the gowcramercnt Mate of cimecrgrtc \ ve 

bom eoukd te befted [he governement eas gorng | 

present the progema!l aed ect « paserd Bet « hes oot 
peserd wet Tic emgeortant thong bere ms that the govern 

ment seed that (me of the three artectes fas to do euth 

the press and the offer fen) @rth cask matters We thx 

TURKEY 

SHP. took the artecies on cale-related maticrs wo the 
( onstitutbonal ( owrt ehele ec were om the oppowton 

The ( onstitutvona! ( owrt nullified them Bul ehat has 
become important now 1s that the govcrmment wes 7! 
ell not apply them. | eill not use them” becaew ec we 

before that the government reintroduced and applied 
thengs that the ( onststutvonal {‘ ourt had annulled We 
are saying “We ell not do that ec onl! repeal them 

(hur haveng saved thal = very umportant because the 

( onstitutvonal ( owrt already annulled the ten articies 

We sand. “We well repeal them ~ and wc «ll 

[NOK TA) There eas 2 reaction recentl among SHP 
members. ft s sad that laws drawn up by the DY P | Truc 

Path Party) pass as soon as powihtc but the SHP's are 
mot comudered as emportant as they whould be by the 

SHP’s influence om the coalitron demenrshong” 

linoau] | do not we « that way The coulteor « a 

partnersviup The teo parties ecnt onte the partnership 

after cutremety scrrows thought: They erote down what 
they eowld do We are dong that Tike Aqwucereiely fas a 

defferent structure Every deputy im the Awemhy oa 
perwon eth specifx thoughts om maticn When he votes 

a group decrwon has not been made fe makes an 

cv aluation and votes acc’ ding)» Theretere tins ero 

I themk. to lank at stances on a partecular vote amd way the 
coahtron prevaried of 1 ded not The SHIP s cafeence on 

the coshtron «6 the warmer 6 eas (he Neginning | 

Camm sec ehat deference. vow Nave fownd 

[NOR TA) Sulewman Demore!’s and ( awet ( agian s veces 

on gcttong Turgut (izal to wep down arc tnown Whar 
are vour vices on formulas for thr 

[Inomy| The ome eho rs taking an adver approact | 
who m6 makeng sere «f Gers fot ect off the agenda « Vr 

(tral hemectf | saed thes wtuatron must (fang We mew 

~~ «© COmpl iam c erth the ( oFstrtyteom o7 the There 

Ras fern Ae hare mowr veces Wy wrate that « 4 

aecewasy for the presedent to he ompertial [he one of 

m Sot heong empertsal texday os Mr (tral ermett | of 

twmatets thes promcm ell he erth ws wrtel hb ar eas 

ompartially 

NOR TA) What & 
the Avermil. agarn 

very Theme phw vay 1 Pe hth a a) mg in 

leony!) | wy congratulatvem to them | . * 

soon 

NOM TA!) People @ho Srote off from the SHIP had 

forrmcd thx het a Later thew wer —V— 2 hs SMP 

txciket. then eft the SHOP agaem and formed the NEP 

What \ Ranerd 

lnone! That «4 aot the «eo eas The ae nal depwtecs 

oho left the SHIP @ere Mir Fehon betler V \nar 

Firmen “Wr Sah Sewer VM Ahemet Ture erat Whe 

Mahmut Alek Three of them are om the SOUP toxte 

Mir Alma aod Mir Tort are o L 

thew natronal depyutecs of owns are on the SETP tomtay Th 

dflerence « that other people eh ar me the HEP con 
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from owr lest om the clechoms and icft later They ought to 
knoe ful (he purpose of owr acteoms af thal tome @as to 
ect our colleagucs eho had icft the SHP' to return to the 

party The eas the large part Dut ec had another gow! 
ehech eas mtcgrty We aoe ket os make « posite 

=hen a large party for ali of our cotuzem. regardicew of 
7am, to come and tcl ws ehal = trowBiing them 

and ec ded thes But ot turned owt that potsiacal opemecms 

ecre dufferent Many of those colicagucs of ours errr not 
om harmon, eth the SHP program and they ieft They 
have thew own perty ful three of the deputies eho icf! 

the SHP are cell euth ws Therefore oc def aot do 
anmytheng erong | am comfortaiic om waving that ec did 
the right thong 

[NOMA T A] bs ot Gefficult for wow to support thengs today 

thal -ow oppeacd eftele on the oppeewton wah as thc 

Semae Force” and the “State of Emergency ~ 

|Inomu| No Dad ec change amvthheng ec sand efiele it the 

Oppeschon” Peopie eho oppone us are saying thal and 

wyeng. “Yow change vour opemeoms We wand @fele 

the oOPPeretrom that ec Wowk! returt to sormak + a5 wan 

= poetic We come to poecr We we thal ec conn 

returt inptiantancowsly Be are @orting wweard rea feng 
the peoent of leftemg thes as waom as penwite There 5s ao 

renflent om thes 

(OA. TA) What eel) wou aay steoat rcumstateng the ( HP” 

lnone! CHP memiers aad SHIP memiers are got the 

wm grogie (her capectateoe «= thai the ( MP eel 

éevctop further  Turtey as 2 large party Hoe ell « do 

tha No one can aay om the fell acme wet No ome has any 

authority vet | am epesheng of Swhall of the SHIP The 
SHP esl cot te Sert by thes Gewctopment ff has o 

rae w tw fer Sewer ee a) ee ate actewe 26 an 
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cutemseon of the CHP We perpetusicd the cuntence of 

the ( HP e:thow! ts name We came to poerr through 

tacal clectsoms and Swcame 2 partner im poecr mm the lew 
clectoms Reunstating the ( HP ell tate the wtuatoon 
forward The CHP « soe reclenmeng os same and 
colleagucs on the admenetratrwe councd ell we hs 
| mety om thes orl fe reached 

[NOMA T A) Some SHP deputecs arc weyeng that they onl 
soem the CHP as soon as of os formed Will thes create a 

protic © 

\inome! | do not knoe eho = gong to do what There 
onl! he mo gucstwoe of owt SHP Coticagucs doung an» thong 
to ecaken the vatus of the gowerament Bh) showkd 
roomstateng the CHP ecaken the governments ates 
anyeay” | am abeays saveng that of the CHP bane 6 
poercr ef) shouk!d emergence of the ( HP name ecaacr 
the ( HP lene” | am themdeng they cannot do anythung & 
eceten « If they ded the preoptic eowld fe ert fy 

INCMA TA) in aatements to SOM TA shout the enety of 

waxes! Ocomarats vou have wood that vow eowlkd mv ite 

Wr Beient Eoewt tw the SHIP and tore the general 

chawmansiep If there @ecre «2 gecwiuse of the wert 

wiustean aoe —that 6 § Bi evet made the general «har 

manwviep 2 cotditeor for unity —eould wy matic thc 

wr wh Trfar 

\imoms| Sore | arm themerng aterut the SHIP 5 peretron io 

goverament We fave Sutees as the gowerament and a 
the gperty | eety of comrwe 6 terri Be eowld mate 

wacTifeces «¢ aactifees are Secewesry Set few wecrifeces 

mest got Sr each 26 tO eter Thee whesteoms | men 

teamed Saecrfars 2 perwer mates ond y ndualls are orf 

ferent fRere comet & am act of warefoe that farms 

one + @uty Sactrfar = aheays pemetic | Camm avoed 

that fet saxrnixe mew sot fe asrvifieng that could 

dtr t fyulfiileng (fe Proemerws ec made | a a 
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